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european space agency

The European Space Agency was lormed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earher
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The Member States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Sparn, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom Finland is an
Associate Member of the Aoencv Canada is a
a^^^6r.lind qtata

ln the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and lor operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaboratrng and implementing a longlerm
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the Member States, and by concerting
the policies of the Member States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
institutionsi

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space lield;

(c) by co-ordrnating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressrvely and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellites;

(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial
policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
lvlember States

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and rts legal
representatrve

The Directorate of the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director of Scientific
Programmes; the Director of Observation of the Earth
and its Environmentt the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme; the Director of Space Transportation
Systems; the Director of the Space Staton and
[/rcrogravity Programme; the Director of ESTEC; the
Director of Operations and the Director of Adminrstration

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are rn Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwilk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN Frascatr, ltaly

Charrman of the Councrl: Prof F Carassa

Director General: J-M Luton

agence spatiale europeenne

LlAgence Spatiale Europeenne est lssue des deux
Organisations spatla/es euopdennes qui I'ont precedee

I' Organisation europeen ne de recherches spatla/es
(CEFS) et I'Organisation europdenne pou la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a reptis les drcits et obligations.
Les Etats membres en sont: l'Allemagne, I'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, l'Espagne, la France, l'lrlande,
l'ltalie, la Norvege, /es Pays-8as, le Royaume-Uni, la
Sudde el /a Sulsse La Finlande est membre assocld de
I'Agence Le Canada beneftcie d'un statut d'Etat
cooperant

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: l'Agence a pour
misslon d'assurer et de d6velopper, d des flns
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperction entte Etats
europeens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spatla/es et de leurs applications spat/a/es,
en vue de leur utiisatton d des fins scientifioues et Dour
des systdmes spatiaux operationnels d'applications:

(a) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuwe une politique
spatiale europdenne A long teme, en
recommandant aux Etats membres des oblectlls en
matiere spatiale et en concertant /es polllaTues des
Etats membres d l'6gard d'autres organisations et
i nstituti o ns n atio n ales et i n ten ati o n al es :

(b) en elaborant et ei mettant en oeuvre des activit's et
des programmes dans le domaine spatial;

(c) en coordonnant le programme spatial europden et
les programmes nationaux, et en tntdgrant ces
derniers progressivement et aussl completement
que possib/e dans le programme spatial eurcpden,
notamment en ce qui concerne le ddveloppement
de satel I ites d' a ppl ications

(d) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industrielle appropnee d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une politioue
industielle coh'rcnte

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compose de
teprdsentants des Etats membres Le Directeur general
est le fonctionnaire ex6cutif sup6rieur de I'Agence et la
represente dans lous ses acles

Le Directoire de l'Agence esf composd du Directeur
gendral: de l'lnspecteur gdndral; du Directeur des
Programmes scientifiques; du Dirccteur des
Programmes d'Observation de la Terre el de son
Environnemen[ du Directeur du Programme de
T'lecommunications; du Directeur des Systdmes de
Transport spatial: du Directeur du Programme Station
spatiale et Microgravit': du Directeur de I'ESTEC, du
Directeur des Opdrattons et du Dtrecteu de
I'Administration

Le S/EGE de l'Agence esf a Pal/s

Les pilncipaux Etabllssements de l'Agence sont:

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPAI/ALES (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Pays'8as

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPEBATIONS SPAI/ALES
( ESOC), Darm stadt, Al I em ag ne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

Prdsident du Conseil Prof. E Carassa

Directeur gdndral: J.-M Luton
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"Real-world' Signals.
No matterwhose world
theycomefrom.

Getting a satellite system off the
ground isn't easy. You spend
thousands ofhours testing and
retesting the hardware. At
integration, on the launch pad
and in-orbit. There has to be a
better way!
Now there is. The HP 8791
signal simulator can generate
the signals you need to quickly
and thoroughly test payloads,
earth stations or system moni-
toring equipment. From group
delay and gain to noise loading
and bit error rate. testing lo
spec has never been this fast or
accurate. The HP 879l's digi-
tally generated signals deliver
unsurpassed test consistency
time after time, anywhere, in or
out of this world.
Testing with simple signals and
modulations only tells part of
the story. Ever wonder what will
happen when real signals enter
your receivers and transpon-
ders? With the HP 8791 you can
simulate up and down link
traffic, add transponder and
earth station impairments, test
with multiple carriers or evalu-
ate the effects of propagation
and multipath. Quickly, easily
and repeatably.
For more information on the
HP 8791, call your local HP
sales office or call The Nether-
lands +31 20 547 9999 and ask
for Eric Jennings. We'll send a
data sheet and a satellite test
technical paper that shows how
to get your birds offthe ground
faster.

There is a better wav.

TMVID3997
ftE XFY-|TJ



AtCAfEt ESPACIO: Quslity in lime.
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged in the

design, development ond monufocturing of spoce
communicotion equipments ond systems, providing
front - line technology used in sotellite poyloods
ond olso in ground control stotions.

ALCATEL ESPACIO'S moin technologies
ond products ore:

- On Boord Oigitol Electronics. (On Boord
Processing, Doto Acquisition, Video Processing,

ESPACIO
Alcotel Espocio, S A Einsfein S/N Tres Contos 28760 Modrid

Tel {341 | 803 47 1 0 Fox (341 ) 804 00 1 6

Fiber Opticol Buses, etc).
- On Boord Rodiofrequency equipments

(TTC tronsponders, filters, multiplexers, etc).
- Communicotion systems (Design, User

Stotions, Control stotions, etc).
ALCATE ESPACIO'S orgonizotion guo-

rontees the quolity, devoted to deliver the pro-
duct on time ond fulfilling the ogreed requi-
remenls.



Desigr small. Tttfutk big.
In our f,ieftl, requircments are almost infinite but nents and subsystems that operators can rely on

space 0n board is finite, Integrating more functions in throughout mission lif'e.

that spap is our way of thinking big, Thanks to our acknowledged expertise, advanced

The space inclustry demancls absolute integrity, technology'and in-depth synergy between aeronauti-

frgm liftofT to end of life. Sextant Avionique's Space cal and space operations, Sextant Avionique is a key

Division calls on over 25 years of experience to meet partner in some of the biggest space programs of this

these exacting requirements, From design to integra- decade, including Ariane 4 and 5, Hermes, Columbus,

tign of space-qualiflred equipment, we off'er a compre- Spot, EIIS, Helios, N{eteosat, Topex-Poseidon, IS0,

hensive range of senrices to meeL your exact needs. Eutelsat II and Telecom 2.

Sextant Avionique has already
equipperr some b0 raunchers and z0 SDffANT f,lH',lli1tiff"ii,i#[.,,I'Ji]..j,,:,t#|?
satellites-atotaiofover300compo- AvroN rQUe theinfinitedemandsofouterspace.

Space Division
2i.ru<r,lules\r€rlrines 261\27\'alence0edex l'r'unc'e-Tclephonc(;l:])7D7985 ll TelexSXT;l'1all07F l'ax(3:l) i57986ti0
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(os of lst July 1993: D-91785)

Iel: (004991 44) 601-0

Fox: {0049 9l 44)6 0l-491
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The German research satellite
R}SAT is equipped u'ilh Gore cables,

Delicate measurments oJ' astro-
physical phenomena are perlormed

and transmitted without coftlpro-
misin,q precision.
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the ers-1 satellite

The ERS-1 Satellite
Approaching Two Years in Orbit

J. Louet & R. Zobl
ESA Directorate for Observatron of the Earth and lts Environment, ESTEC,
Noordwiik, The Netherlands

Spacecraft performance
The main components of the ERS-1 satellite
namely the carrier spacecraft or platlorm
and the payload instrumentation, are high-
lighted in Figure 1 The platform has to
provide all of the support services required
by the satellite and therefore the status of
the resources it is delivering is of major
importance when analysing the satellite's
overall health.

After almost two years in orbit ERS-1, the most sophisticated
Earth-observation satellite ever built in Europe, is delivering huge
quantities of validated products to the scientific and applications
communities. The need for absolute calibration of the onboard
instrumentation and its continuous monitoring has been recognised
by the user community and the Agency alike as an essential
element in guaranteeing the best possible exploitation of ERS-1's
substantial capabilities. The results of these continuous calibration
and monitoring activities have served to confirm the outstanding
and extremely stable performances of the ERS-1 instruments, which
allow the user community to compare multi-temporal observations
very precisely and thereby obtain a much better understanding of
the dynamics of our environment.

The power system
The satellite's power is provided by a
combination of a solar array and a battery
compartment ERS-I makes one complete
orbital revolution of the Earth every 100 min,
66 min of which are in sunlight, during which
the solar array is used to power the whole
spacecraft and to recharge the four batteries.
The latter are then the sole source of power
during the ensuing 34 min of eclipse,

The observed energy balance aboard ERS 1

.^m^;^^ ^'/^^ll^^+.r9r rqil rD E USilEt tL.

Th^ ^^t^, ^""^,, ^^"+- | r)e sorar-array perrormances are
significantly above predictions, due in
nnr+inr rlrr +a a Inrlnr r|onraflaiinn ironrjPoltlUUldl LU d IUVVUI uvgrququvr I Lrsr tu

than expected (Fig 2)

- The batteries are in a cold stable
environment (-4C) which helps to
guarantee a potentially long lifetime The
payload operations induce a mean battery
n^^+h n{ n;^^L^,^. (DoD) of aroundUEPU I Vr Ur-Ur rdr9tr
200/o per orbit, which is lower than the
240/o anlicipated. and modelled, before
launch This DOD is stable, due to the
mission's rather constant operating profile:
namely, global operation of the low-data-
rate instrumentation with data recovery
using the onboard tape recorder and a
set of four playback stations, and regional
operation of the AMI Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) for up to 12min per orbit
when in direct visibility of the ground
stations

The observed battery end-of-discharge
voltage (voltage of the platform power bus
at onri nf onlineo\ nrrinklrr etahiliead ai

275Y aI the beginning of the mission and
h:c hoon ovtromalrr o+nF la n',^' -i^^^I rqo vvvr I un Lrur I rury JLOUIU UVUI Jll lUU.

All in all therefore. lhe spacecraft has a very
healthy power system, which in turn allows
the payload subsystem to be fully exploited.

The propulsion system
The satellite left the Kourou launch pad with

=- 2400
0)
B
o

o

i 22oo
oa

Figure 2. Evolution of solar-array power
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Figure 3. Orbit
maintenance as a function
of cross-track deadband
for the multi-disciplinary
phase orbit

Figure 4. De-pointing
derived from SAR Doppler
estimates for the period
May to December 1992
(seven samples each of
ten orbits over the period).
A Doppler error of 45 Hz
corresponds to a 10 mdeg
antenna mis-pointing

a total of 317.6 kg of hydrazine in its four
tanks All of the orbit manoeuvres necessary
to acquire first the commissioning-phase
orbit, then by end-December 1991 the ice-

phase orbit, and finally by early April 1992
the 35 day repeat cycle orbit of the multi-
disciplinary phase (planned to be maintained
until the end of 1993) have since been
conducted, The same propulsion system is

also used to maintain the satellite's regular
orbit within a cross{rack deadband of { km

defined with respect to an Earth{ixed pattern

of 501 orbits for the 35 day repeat cycle,

As illustrated by Figure 3, the Mission Control
Centre at ESOC in Darmstadt (D) has been
very successful in keeping ERS 1 within this
specified deadband The very high solar
activity at the beginning of the mission called
for along-track corrections at intervals of 1 to
2 weeks to maintain the satellite within the
specified deadband, Since April 1992, the
interval between manoeuvres has been of
the order of 1 month and will continue to
increase as the prevailing solar activity
oecays,

Maintaining the deadband at the Earth's
poles requires an out-of-plane manoeuvre
turice ner vear the last such manoeuvre
having been performed in mid-December
1992 The next two are foreseen for April
and December 1993

An estimated total of 336 kg of hydrazine
was consumed during the first eighteen
months of ERS-l operations With 284 kg of
hydrazine still available, therefore, the satellite
currently has far more propellant available
than is required for its originally planned
operational lifetime of two years

The attitude-control system
The performance of this system has been
very closely monitored since launch because
of its direct impact on overall payload
nerformanr:es FRS-1 s three-axis stabilisationy-.,",,,

is performed by a traditional system based
on Earth sensors, Sun sensors, reaction
wheels and magneto-torquers

The satellite's payload permits direct verif-
ication of the attitude-control performance:
the Radar Altimeter (RA) can precisely detect
off-nadir pointing, while the Active Microwave
Instrument (AMl) with its scatterometer and
SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) antennas
precisely aligned with respect to the satellite
body can be used to detect Doppler shifts
with respect to the boresight azimuth
direction in the respective antenna planes,

The SAR, when used in its so-called
'lmaging and 'Wave' modes permits, as an
inherent part of its data processing. a very
precise estimate of the pointing direction of
the azimuth antenna boresight by comparing
the data-derived Doppler centroid with that
expected for an ideally pointing antenna.
Thic tharofnro nivac a r'^^t^^ ^^+i-^+^ ^{| | ilo u rururvru Vrvvo u plUUI>U UJLII I ldtu Ul

the combined yawipitch mis-pointing of the
satellite

A detailed analysis of the long-term
monitoring of this SAR Doppler centroid
information has confirmed that the combined
yaw/pitch attitude performances are perfectly
repetitive from orbit to orbit, and lead to an
estimated combined yaw/pitch bias of
20 mdeg and an harmonic erro( at orbital
frequency. of t30 mdeg. the residual noise
error being of the order of 20 mdeg as
shown in Figure 4,

An estimate of the off-nadir pointing of the
Radar Altimeter, derived from a statistical
analysis of the radar echo shape. confirms
that the satellite's combined roll/pitch pointing
error is less than 50 mdeg (Fig 5)
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the ers-1 satelliie

Figure 5. Radar Altimeter
(RA) derived estimate of
mis-pointing (off nadir).
The RA return echo shape
is compared with expected
echo deformation as a
function of off-nadir
antenna de-pointing

The on-board comouter
This computer controls not only the space-
craft platform, but also the ERS-I payload,
with timetagged commands permitting about
24 hours of onboard operational autonomy.
The only signrficant incident over the last few
months has been an intermittent parity error,
which caused repeated interr,uptions of
payload operations last summer. The faulty
memory module has since been identified
and isolated, on 9 September 1992, allowing
full operational stability to be recovered

The satellite's master clock, used for the
'datatation' (time synchronisation) of all
onboard events, including instrument-data
timetagging, has shown excellent stability
(better than 10-7 per yeafl. lt is monitored at
every pass over the Kiruna (S) ground station
with a datation correlation accuracy of better
than 30ps with respect to Universal Time
(UTC). lt therefore permits payload product
datation accuracy of better than the 1 ms
accuracy specified for the Radar Altimeter in

oarticular.

The above performances clearly demonstrate
the excellent health of both the ERS-1
platform and its subsystems, which has
permitted a cumulative in-orbit availability of
more than 990/o to be logged for the platform
servrces.

The payload
Numerous publications in the literature, as
well as the First ERS-1 Symposium held in

Cannes (F) last November (which attracted
more than 450 participants), have clearly
confirmed the payload's outstanding

performance from the users' viewpoint.
In addition, the supporting performance-
monitoring activities that have been
conducted on a continuous basis by the
project since the beginning of the mission
are also providing an objective assessment
of instrument performance stability.

For the Radar Altimeter and the Active
Microwave Instrument, these performance-
monitoring tasks are carried out by ESA
itself, while for the Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer and its associated Microwave
Sounder, they are carried out by Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (RAL, UK) and Centre
de Recherche en Physique de I'Environne-
ment (CRPE, France), who are the respective
instrument providers We will concentrate
here on the two instruments monitored bV

the Agency.

The AMI
Since early commissioning, the Active
Microwave Instrument has been operated
continuously in one of two modes:

- lmaging mode for a maximum of 12 min
per orbit

- Wind-Wave interleaved mode for the
remaining period of the orbit

which require separate external calibration
verifications The pure Wave mode, which is

a snapshot ooeration of the SAR at 200 km
intervals, benefits directly from the SAR
lmaging-mode calibration and therefore does
not require specific calibration operations

For the SAR lmaging mode, the external
calibration monitoring is primarily performed
using three active transponders deployed in
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Figure 6. One of the three
SAR transponders in
Flevoland (The
Netherlands)

Figure 7. SAR end-to-end
system stability verification
via point-target analysis
(transponder 2)

12

the Flevoland area of The Netherlands, east
of Amsterdam (Fig 6). The satellite's 35-day
orbit repeat cycle offers six opportunities to
observe these transponders within the SAR

swath. Three or four of these oooortunities
are exploited per repeat cycle and the
transponders are remotely programmed from
ESTEC in Noordwilk (NL) to be activated
and pointed at the satellite at these times,

This suite of measurements has allowed the
AMI's end{o end stability to be verifted
continuously since launch, As Figure 7 clearly
demonstrates, the absolute stability of the SAR

chain has remained constant since launch,
with a standard deviation of just 04 dB

The SAR's stability can also be measured

by analysing data acquired whilst overflying
stable, homogeneous natural targets SAR

images taken over the Amazonian Rain
Forest, selecting homogenous zones already
identified by the Wind Scatterometer, allow
the overall SAR processing-chain gain and
antenna pattern to be verified.

The extreme radiometric stability that the
SAR instrument has exhibited since launch
permits users to exploit multi-temporal ERS 1

observatrons very efficiently and to make
orecise ouantitative assessments of the
changes that are taking place from image
to image (Fig 8) This same stability is also
allowing 'SAR interferometry'to be perform-
ed, which is a new and very promising
application of this type of instrument.
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the ers-1 satellite

For the Wind Scatterometer mode, the
external calibration monitoring has continued
to be performed using three transponders
deployed in Southern Spain (Fig. 9). The
homogeneous targets of Amazonian Rain
Forest identified during the commissioning
phase have again been used as reference
monitoring targets,

Thanks to the onboard recording of the
Scatterometer daia, the calibration monitoring
over natural targets can be performed within
a few hours of the data take by analysing

the backscatter data contained in the fast-
delivery wind products Correlation of the
measurements over time permits the stability
of the instrument to be verified. The
transponder processing allows absolute
calibration to be guaranteed for the Wind
Scatterometer also, as well as confirming the
perfect stability of the instrument since the
early commissioning phase.

Comparisons of observations over the
selected natural targets confirm the trans-
ponder measurements in that the three Wind

Figure 8. Multi-temporal
image of Zeeland (The
Netherlands), obtained by
the superposition of six
SAR fast-delivery images
produced during the 'lce
Phase' of the mission:
three images from the
Kiruna station (S) for 1, 7
and 10 February 1992, and
three images from the
Fucino station (l) for 2, 5
and 14 March 1992. The
colours resulting from
three images are as
follows:
- 7 February: red
- 10 February: green

- 2 March: blue.

Zones with invariant
backscatter over the
observation period have
remained grey.

(lmage courtesy of the
National Aerospace
Laboratory (NLR), The
Netherlands)

Figure 9. One of the
three Wind Scatterometer
transponders located in
Southern Spain (in
Arenasillo, Malaga and
Adra)

13
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Figure 10. Correlation of
the three Wind Scatterom-
eter beam measurements
over the full 500 km swath.
Over this selected area ol
the Brazilian Rain Forest.
the three beams are
correlated to within 0.3 dB.
The 0.2 dB backscatter
increase observed in
February 1993 is attributed
to an annual cycle in the
Rain Forest backscatter,
which was also observed
in 1992

Figure 11. Comparison ol
the Wind Scatterometer
wind field fast-delivery
product with the back-
ground ECMWF wind
prediction

14



the ers-1 satellite

Scatterometer antenna beams are withrn
03 dB over the complete swath (Fig 1O)

This combined use of transponders and
selecred nalurar ta'gets allows very precise
monitoring of the Wind Scatterometer's
calibration with a fast turn-around time
The overall stability of the instrument since
the commissioning phase was completed
appears lo be better than 0 2 dB peak to
peak. This extremely h gh stability has
permitted the vaiidation of the wind retrieval
model to be continued

Using the recently installed CNIOD 4 wind
model. validated by tne European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecast (EC|\,iwl
Reading UK) the wind retrieval performed
-^ ^^/+ ^{ +A^ {^^+ i^|i.,as pail ur urc rasr-oeilvery processtng gtves
wind speeds down to 05 m/s and has an
extended validated range to 20 m/s or higher
It also permiLs greater qualrty in wind-field
extraction

An example of a recent fast-delivery producl
is shown in Figure 11 lt demonstrates the
wind-field 'smoothness' now being achieved

in this product and the more detailed
structure of the wind fields themselves
compared wrth the global wind prediction
model provided by ECMWF (shown in the
background)

The AMI wave mode is exhibiting the same
performance stabrlrty as tne SAR inaging
mode A major improvement over the last few
months has been the mplementation of an
efficient image spectrum extraction algorithm.
which is now operational n the fast-delivery
processing chains, A sample of the results
is provided in Figure 12 The latter clearly
demonstrates the quality of the extracted
spectra, which are presently being assimil-
ated into a global wave mooel (WAM) as
part of a joint ECMWF/Max-Planck Institute
(Hamburg) project

The overall availabiJity of the AMI instrument
has been excellenl so far. fre matn source
of service interruption has been arcing in

the transmit power amplifier, almost a 100
such occurrences having been noted since
launch Two-thirds of them have been
recovered automatically on board within

Figure 12. Evolution of
Wave Mode image spectra
observed over a Pacific
ascending arc. Strong
waves are observed in
the southern latitudes
(wavelengths close to
400 m in cells 1, 2 and 3),
weak wave intensity and
direction near the equator
(cell 4), and strong waves
at northen latitudes (about
300 m wavelengths in cells
5, 6 and 7)
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Figure 13. Radar Altimeter
u ltrastable-oscillator
frequency monitoring,
used to scale the RA
round-trip time delay
measured onboard ERS-'1

Figure 14. Radar Altimeter
internal calibration loop
stability monitoring
(continuous monitoring
onboard at 2 min intervals)

15 s, but the others have required a manual
restart by the satellite controller at ESOC

after detection of the anomally. The overall
cumulative availability of the AMI is still

above 98.5%0, taking into account platform
unavailability.

The RA
The Radar Altimeter's operational planning
is based on continuous operation with time-

tagged mode switching from ocean to ice
mode according to a reference-zone-based
scenario. This instrument's performance has

also been monitored continuouslv since verv
early in the mission

Detailed post-processing of data obtatned
during the 'Venice Height Calibration
Campaign' during summer 1991 has
confirmed that a 41 5 cm bias should be

applied during height reference data
processing. The observed peak{o-peak

variation in the ultrastable oscillator since
the satellite's launch is equivalent to 1 cm
in height (Fig. 13) The overall stability of
the calibration loops also clearly confirms
the excellent oerformance of the instrument
(Fis 14)

The tracking of the RA over the Earth's

oceans has been very stable and robust
since early commissioning. The optimisation
of the tracking loop performances over sea-
ice has been more problematical, however,

requiring several iterations tn the optimisation
of the onboard tracking-loop parameters,

The performances achieved by the end of
1992 show a very significant improvement in

the overall tracking performance over sea-ice,
land and ice-covered surfaces (Fig.15).

The quality of the RA tracking over Antarctica
has allowed the three-dimensional image in

Figure 16 to be constructed

The wind-intensity and significant-wave-height
products validated by the end of 1991 have

continued to be delivered regularly as fast-

delivery products.

The overall cumulated availability of the
instrument is better than 9850/0. The main

source of service interruption is an
occasional computer hangup in the RA

control uniUtracker, which requires a manual
restart by the satellite controller. A 'software

patch' is presently being prepared to
overcome this problem

The ATSR
The Along-Track Scanning Radiometer is

also operated on a continuous basis around
the orbit, with its two main components
operating in parallel:

- the lnfrared Radiometer

- the Microwave Radiometer.

Both radiometers are operating nominally, the
Microwave Radiometer mainly providing the
water-vapour correction applied to the Radar

Altimeter height calculation

The ATSR delivers surface-temperature maps
at two resolutions: 1 km and 50 km A failure

in the 3.7 pm channel that occurred in May

last year is not significantly affecting the
instrument's performance, though it does
reduce the accuracy of the corrections
applied to the Sea Surface Temperature (SST)

derivation during the eclipse part of the
ERS-1 orbit.

The availability of the ATSR has nevertheless
been excellent, at more than 9Bo/0.

35-Day R.pcat Cyclc l{umbcr- 348s36878889 90 91 9293t4
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Conclusion
The first twenty months of ERS-'l's in-orbit
operation have underlined both the very
high availability and excellent stability of the
satellite's instrumentation. Although ERS-1

was originally foreseen as an experimental/
pre-operational mission, in orbit experience
with this highly sophisticated satellite has
demonstrated that the dual goals for the
mission of both delivering reliably calibrated
products to users and providing continuity
of data sets implies operating procedures
identical in large part to those required for
a fully operational mission

The ERS-I satellite is exhibiting such excel-
lent reliability and stability of performance
at the oresent time that an extension to its

originally planned two-year operational
lifetime can be confidently predicted. Both
the platform and the instrumentation that it

carries have considerable built-in redundancy
at both unit and subsystem level as a design
ground rule. In practice, this redundancy has
not yet needed to be invoked.

Based on the extremely encouraging in-orbit
exoerience to date. the current mission
baseline scenario therefore assumes that
ERS-I will continue to be operated to bridge
the gap until the ERS-2 mission is launched,
nominally in early 1995, and commissioned.
A primary goal in this respect is to serve the
user community as effectively as possible by
providing continuity of data services whilst
paving the way for the Envisat and Metop
missions that are to follow
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Figure 16. Map of
Antarctica obtained with
the Radar Altimeter's 35
day repeat cycle
(Courtesy of UCL/MSSL,
London)
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The Second ERS-1 Symposium

'Space at the Service of Our Environment'
Hamburg, Germany

1 1 - 14 October 1993

The Second ERS-1 Symposium will be held at the Congress Centre Hamburg (CCH),
from 11 to 14 October, inclusive. The Programme will in essence be srmilar to that
of the first ERS-1 Symposium, which took place last November in Cannes, in that,
after a first morning devoted to a Plenary Session, the remaining days will be given
over to parallel sessions devoted to the relevant areas of application of ERS-1,
namery:

o Coastal ohenomena
o Hydrology
o Glaciology/ice-sheet monitoring
o Land use, topography and geology
o Meteorology
o Ocean and wave imaging mechanisms
o Physicaloceanography
o Operational Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) applications
o Instrumentation (Radar Altimeter, Scatterometer, SAR, ATSR) aspects
o SAR interferometry
. Sea-ice studies
o Vegetation and crop monitoring

together with sessions related to special projects of major interest. The Programme
will be concluded with a Round Table/Summarv Session.

For further information. olease contact:

Ms. Carole Tapp
ESA Headouarters
B- 10 rue Mario Nikis
F-75738 Paris 15
France

Fax: (33) 1 42 73 7560 or 7674
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Extended Atlantic Weather Coverage
Provided by Meteosat-3

J. de Waard
Meteosat Exploitation Project, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
The European Space Agency has been
operating the Meteosat family of satellites for
the last fifteen years Operations started in

1977 with the launch of Meteosat-l as the
basis of a pre-operational programme This
led to the birth of a fully fledged operational
programme, called the 'Meteosat Operational
Programme' or'MOP', in November 1983.

The third European geostationary weather satellite Meteosat-3
began operating at a position of 50"W on 1 August 1991. This
choice of location both extended the European capability to
monitor mid-latitude storm tracks, and assisted the US National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in surveying
the Atlantic Basin and coastal areas. Another factor in the
initial choice of the 50'W location was that the satellite and its
missions were to be controlled from the Meteosat Operations
Control Centre at ESOC in Darmstadt (D).

Based on the early success of the mission, a relay station has
now been built at NOAA's Wallops lsland facilities, which, in
combination with a commercial satellite link with the Darmstadt
Gontrol Centre, now allows Meteosat-3 to be operated at an even
more westerly position. The satellite was therefore relocated to
75'W on 27 January 1993 and routine operations from this new
position began on 20 February.

The pre-operational programme was a great
success and continued until 2 December
1991, when Meteosat-2 was re-orbited by
increasing its altitude by approximately
500 km to free the geostationary position
that it had been occupying This satellite was
launched on 19 June 1981 and had taken
close to 300 000 images of the Earth. After
more than ten years in orbit, it was still in
perfect condition, but was running short of
the hydrazine fuel used to control its orbit.

The third satellite of the original design is

still in use, namely Meteosat-3 This satellite
(an old prototype) was launched on the
first Ariane-4 launcher in June 1988 and
was originally intended to bridge the gap
between the end of the ore-ooerational

programme and the launch of the first
satellite in the operational series

Soon after its launch, Meteosat-3 assumed
a key role in the operational programme.
Originally used as the prime European
operational meteorological satellite positioned
at 0" longitude, it was later repositioned to
50'W following the successful launch and
commissioning of the first of the operational
series of satellites, Meteosat-4, during the
summer of 1991 From its new geostationary
position, Meteosat-3 provided additional
coverage of the Atlantic Ocean, and was
subsequently referred to as the Atlantic Data
Coverage (ADC) mission.

The new coverage scheme served two major
applications Firstly, it extended westward the
European capability for monitoring the mid-
latitude storm tracks. Secondly, it enhanced
the ability of the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to survey
the Atlantic Basin and coastal areas, which
proved particularly useful during the hur-
ricane season, not least for the observation
of Hurricane Andrew (see Fig 1, and ESA
Bulletin No. 73, pp. 15-20)

To provide more effective coverage of the
weather over the western hemisphere for
the benefit of NOAA, ESA, Eumetsat and
the global meteorological community, it was
decided to move Meteosat-3 even further
westward The ground-segment extensions
that have now been carried out allow
Meteosat to be operated at any position
between 50"W and 115'W. This new mission
is referred to as the 'Extended Atlantic Data
Coverage' or'XADC mission

The XADC concept
The original ADC/XADC position was
selected to be 50"W because at that location
the satellite was still within the field of view
of the Meteosat ground station at Rehbach,
about 40 km southeast of Darmstadt, in
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Figure 1. Hurricane Andrew
as observed by the ADC
Meteosat satellite on
22 August 1992

Germany With the decision to improve the
mission return still further by placing the
satellite in a more westerly position, the
immediate problem was that an additional
ground station would be required

It was logical to locate the new ground-
segment element at the NOAA Wallops
lsland facility, but unfortunately the existing
Wallops baseband equipment was not
Meteosat-compalible A new concept had
therefore to be developed and with lust
14 months available for the new mission's
implementation, this could only be achieved
by reusing the Meteosat Rehbach station
design to the maximum extent possible

A feature of the Rehbach station is that it

is completely remotely controlled from the
Meteosat Operations Control Centre (MOCC)
at ESOC. The station computer, which
provides more than four thousand engineer-
ing parameters to the ground-segment
controller at ESOC, is the key element in the
remote-control concept. The system allows
for remote switching to redundant equipment
should a failure appear in one of the prime

units, and permits reconfiguration of all
ground-station chains from the N/OCC
Antenna pointing is normally effected by
closed-loop control from the station (auto-
tracking), monitored from the MOCC lt can
also be effected by downloading the pointing
parameters from ESOC (programmed
tracking)

Use of this same concept for the new
Wallops-located ground segment called for a
highly reliable communications link between
Darmstadt and Wallops lsland, For this,
NOAA selected a commercial satellite link
providing 4 x 64 kbitis for transmission of the
received raw imagery data from Wallops to
the MOCC and for dissemination of the
processed image data in the other direction.
In addition, a single 64 kbit/s link is used for
telemetry, telecommand, ranging, station
monitoring and control. auxiliary data and
voice data The latter satellite link is backed
up by a 64 kbit/s channel provided through
a Trans-Atlantic Trunk (fAI9), enabling
reconfiguration ol the satellite into a safe
mode should the high capacity trans-Atlantic
satellite link fail.
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In the extreme case of both trans-Atlantic
links failing simultaneously, the spacecraft
control operations can still be conducted
under voice control using a standard
telephone line. A subsystem known as the
'Backuo MOCC' has been installed at both
the NOAA and NASA Wallops sites for this
purpose This backup system allows the
acquisition and readout of the satellite's
telemetry data and the uplinking of
telecommands,

A remote diagnostic unit, also installed at
the Wallops site, permits remote software
maintenance and the installation of software
upgrades from Europe.

The overall resuli is a hiohlv cost-effective
ooerational conceot,

Contractual arrangements
The XADC endeavour work is covered by
a tri-partite Agreement negotiated in October
1991 between NOAA, ESA and Eumetsat
Under this Agreement, ESA assumed
responsibility for the development and
implementation of the Wallops station base-
band equipment, the extended control
facilities required in the MOCC at ESOC,

and the provision of ranging equipment to
be installed at the Agency's Kourou facility
in French Guiana.

ln addition. backuo satellite-control facilities
had to be installed both at the NASA Wallops
station and the NOAA site These backup
facilities allow the satellite to be put into a

safe operating mode if a farlure should occur
in either the prime system (N/OCC or trans-
Atlantic communication system), or the
Wallops relay-station infrastructure, Further-
more, ESA assumed responsibility for the
development of the necessary operational
procedures and training of the NOAA
oersonnel at the Walloos facilities

The contract called for the orovisional hand-
over of the complete integrated system from
ESA to NOAA on 21 December 1992. ESOC

assigned prime contract responsibility to
Dornier/Deutsche Aerospace (D) However,
ESOC supplied certain items directly, such as

the communications equipment, the MOCC
back-up systems and the Land-Based
Transponder (LBT)

NOAA assumed responsibility for the radio-
frequency front-end systems, the provision of
the trans-Atlantic satellite and the inter-site
(NOAA-NASA) communication links, as well
as for the TAT9 backup link

The tri-partite contract defines several
operational phases, the first lasting for ten
months with the satellite initially positioned
at 50'W and later at 75"W. Further ootions
allow for a continuation of these operations,
with the satellite at any position between 50'
and 115"W for periods of one year. The
last of these periods ends on 30 November
1995, which is the end of the European
Meteosat Operational Programme and at the
same time marks the end of ESA's involve-
ment in the operation of the European
geostationary meteorological satellites.

Preparatory phases
Validation phase
All equipment, except for the LBT subsystem,
was first delivered to ESA's Rehbach station.
The advantage of this approach was that
system tests could be performed before ship-
ment to the USA The baseband eouioment
for the Wallops relay station was directly
interfaced with the Rehbach station's antenna
systems and with the MOCC via specially
procured terrestrial data links The LBT and
the ranging baseband equipment (delivered
by ATNE) were located at the SNEC
premises in Normandy (F) and interfaced
with the rest of the system via the standard
operational links. Finally. the satellite was
included in the test loop so that the complete
system could be pre-validated.

Following successful completion of these
system tests in October 1992, the equipment
was delivered to both the Walloos site for
integration with the existing front end (RF)

systems and to ESA's Kourou facility Full

validation testing was then performed which
included the trans-Atlantic data link.

Transition phase
The XADC hardware and software were
declared ready for handover to NOAA on
17 December 1992, about a week earlier
than specified. The ensuing 'transition

phase' lasted until 3 January 1993, its prime
oblective being to 'soak' the equipment and
to familiarise the operations teams both at
ESOC and at Walloos with the XADC
environment

Throughout this period the Wallops-MOCC
and Rehbach MOCC downlink chains were
operated in parallel, enabling direct compar-
ison of the accuracies achieved in the image
processing chain. The uplink systems were
also exercised, first by transmitting the
dissemination formats and commands to
Walloos and later. after confidence had been
built up, by uplinking through the Wallops
facility directly to the satellite, so completing
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the loop by transmitting disseminated data to
the users,

Running-in phase
The so-called 'running-in phase', which
h^^^^ ^^ / t^^, ^h^,^^+^,i^^i h.,usgor I ur a uor ruor y, vvo) ur rorouLErDEu uy
an 'overlap' in the working periods of the day
staff at the MOCC in Europe and the Wallops
site Towards the end of this phase the full

mission was being controlled from the
Darmstadfbased MOCC through the Wallops
facilities on a continuous basis, allowing the
associated operational procedures lo be
validated also. The existence of the parallel
downlink proved extremely useful during
this phase as it enabled full performance

verification of the new elements against the
proven Rehbach station MOCC chain, The
system was declared fully operational on
27 January 1993

Drift phase
The drifl manoeuvre taking the satellite to
its new XADC position at 75"W was initiated
that same day (27 January) The drift rate

selected was about 1"iday, and so after
approximately one week the satellite left the
Rehbach station's field of view From then
onwards, all operations were conducted
solely through the Wallops relay station, with
a fully trained operations team at both sites,

Figure 2. View of the Earth
from the new XADC
Meteosat position of 75"W
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lmage data was received at the MOCC
throughout this phase and was geometrically
corrected against intermediate longitudinal
positions until the satellite arrived at 75"W,

on 20 February 1993. Subsequently, all
imagery data were rectified for the new
XADC location and fully quality-controlled
(Fig 2)

Figure 3 shows the 'combined view' from
Meteosat-4 (at 0") and Meteosat-3 (at 75"W)
on 18 February 1993 at the beginning of the
XADC programme

the raw image data via the high-rate data
link ('Commel', 4x64 kbit/s) to the front-end
processor of the MOCC An additional route
is provided for the auxiliary data via a raw-
image extraction unit at Wallops connected
with the MOCC via the ISS link Consequent-
ly, full visibility of the satellite's on-board
health is available even if the high-rate data
link is non-operational.

Raw image data
Second priority is assigned to the transrnis-
sion of the raw image data to the MOCC via

Figure 3. The Earth as
seen on 18 February 1993
from Meteosat-3 as it
approached its new
position of 75"W and
Meteosat-4 positioned at 0'
(so-called'combined view')

Operational concept
Figure 4 shows the main elements of the
operational XADC system and the remote-
control concept used for existing Meteosat
operations, with all operational tasks being
performed, and their execution controlled,
from the Meteosat facilities in Darmstadt

Spacecraft control d ata
The system assigns highest priority to
the spacecraft control data, consisting of
the spacecraft telemetry data and auxiliary
payload control data Both of these data
streams are processed in real time The
telemetry data is normally routed through
the Wallops housekeeping chain (HK) and
the trans-Atlantic low-rate channel (lSS,

1 x 64 kbit/s) via Panamsat to the MOCC
The auxiliary data is normally routed with

the high-rate data link All image lines of the
Earth scan must be received to perform the
image processing successfully, which means
that any re-configuration of the ground
segment andior the satellite is normally
performed during the radiometer retrace and
standby period (i e during the movement of
the radiometer's optical axis from the position
reached at the end of the forward scan to its
most southerly starting position)

D isse m i n ated d ata/ M i ssio n p rod u cts
Third priority is assigned to the dissemination
of the processed image data to the USA,
which starts about 6 min after the end of the
forward scan All of the data to be dissem-
inated, and its specific formats, are defined
in the XADC dissemination schedule,
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Figure 4. Configuration of
the operational XADC
system

Data processing
The raw image received is nol of perfect
quality For example, for instrumental and
orbital reasons, a given image element,
referred to as a 'prxel , may not be positioned
at its geometrically correct place, and may
nnt he evacthr rcnreqpntative Of the radianCe
value in the scene These imperfections must
be corrected before the data can be used
for quantitative scientific applications

Based on the need to distribute the
geometrically corrected image data in quasi-

real-time, the necessary corrections must be
predicted based on the corrections applied
to the last few images

Raw-image acceptance
Tha imena dat: nrnnoccinn nnhnard tho

satellite is limited to an absolute minimum,
which means that the data being received
on the ground can be considered as

representative 'raw' image data output from
the onboard radiometer chain (Fig 5) This
data stream is relayed via the trans-Atlantic
Commet link to the MOCC where the image
data enters a front-end processor working
in ro:l timo irrct :c if ih^ !-*^ " ^'^ a^i-^

' 
ru. luJr qr il Lr lU Udtd VVUIU UUll lg

received from the Rehbach station (one
image line processed every 06s)

Each line of data contains interleaved
visible, infrared and water-vapour data After
thorough quality control (via checking of
synchronisation words, identification bits,

elc ), the data is decomposed into separate
data slreams containing the infrared. visrble

and water-vapour data. respectively, These
data are then forwarded to the mainframe
compuler [or [urther processing on a

channel-by-channel basis

Main-frame processing
Unfortunately, the received signal is not
absolutely perfect'Static' distortions which
are small and can be considered linear are
caused by imperfections in the optical
crrqlom iho dalonlnr raennnaa olonlrin:l

bandwidth limitations, and by the analogue-
to-digital conversion Periodic noise, intro-
duced by electrical cross-talk, and white
noise inherent in the svstem also affects the
^, ,^li+,, ^{ +h^ j^+^ A ll ^{ +h^^^ ^{+^^+^ ^^^qudilty ur Lr ru udtd nil ur Lr ruJU uiluutJ udr r,

however, be computer-modelled and their
impact analysed and compensated for.

Compensation methods
When a satellite is carefully designed. its

optical system has a performance superior
to that of the subsequent components in the
data chain We must, however, compensate
for the fact that the detectors are not located
on the telescope's optical axis (misregistrat-
ion) Secondly, as the telescope is of the
Ritchey Cretien type, with a small 45" on-

axis folding mirror in a Coude-Cassegrair
arrangement. a small rotaLion of the image
occurs in the focal plane of the instrument
which has to be counteracted Fortunately,
this rotation is limited to the scan angle of
lhc tclpqcnnc anrl i< llg;gfOre reStriCted tO

*Oo Thorpfnro tho nrnnggg Can be linearised,
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Figure 5. The on-board
image chain of the
Meteosat radiometer

REAL IMAGE

These mechanical' corrections. computed
for a number of grid points (26 x 26 pixels)
era mada dr rrinn tho rontif in:ti^n nrnnoaa

Corrections lor lhe detector response
function, on the other hand. can be applied
during the general calibration process

The grid points for which the mis-registration
parameters are computed coincide with
those defined for the rectilication process.
The final compensation can therefore be
done in one single step by adding the
registration factors to the computed deform-
ation matrix elements, before the image
corrections are made.

Rectif ication
Rectification is the process by which an
image is located in terms of Earth coord-
inates The nrohle'n stems from the facl
that no geostationary satellite stays in an

absolutely fixed position with respect to the
Earth's surface beneath, In practice, the
satellite's orbital position. attitude, spin rate

and scan-line start deviate, time dependently,
from their ideal values As a result, the
actual images taken are deformed with
roanoat in : roferonco imano takon rrnr{or

ideal conditions

The use of a mathematical model describing
the orbital variations of the satellite and
statistical analysis of the deformations
computed tor the last series ol images taken
enable, together with measurements made
on the first couple of lines of the incoming
imaoe a set of cleformation factors to be

RAW IMAGE

calculated in near-real-time from which the
true geographical locations of the image
pixels can be determined. The deformation
matrix also takes into account corrections
required to compensate for sensor mis-
registralion and for image rotation caused
by the radiometer mirror's south-to-north
scanning, as mentioned above.

All of the above-mentioned processing tasks
are nerformed at the VOCC in Darmstadt
immediately after reception of the raw image
data and prior to the dissemination process

Outlook
Tho annr traanr af iho roniifinaii^n nr^^aaa

is currently limited because of computer
capacity limitations. However, a newly
developed transputer-augmented workstation
has proved to be able to handle the
rectification tasks. using sophisticated re-

sampling techniques, in real-time lt is the
intention to implement this technique as soon
aq nocqihle for thp XADC miSSiOn Theqv vvvv,v,v

advantages will be substantial not only in

terms of better image quality, but the derived
products will also be of improved quality.

The XADC mission has already led to
close collaboration between the Meteosat
Exploitation Project (MEP) experts at ESOC

and the NOAA specialists at the Wallops
Station In addition, close collaboration has
also been developed between the MEP
scientists and their counterparts in the Space
Science & Engineering Center (SSEC) of the
Cooperative Institute for Meteorological
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Satellite Studies (CIMSS), at the University
of Wisconsin (USA). lt is hoped that this
collaboration will be further extended in the
future

A point worthy of note is the fact that
these days ground software and computer
hardware are better standardised, so that
software developed in Europe can be directly
used in the USA, and vice versa This was
already evident with Upper lropospheric
Humidity extraction software developed at
ESOC, which could be installed at CIMSS in

Wisconsin without any problem

Satellites, on the other hand, are still a result
of custom{ailored design efforts, requiring
specific ground-segment systems and
operating procedures. This is why the
additional investments in the Wallops relay
station were necessary and why more than
a year elapsed before the system could be
made operational lf an agreement could be
reached on a world-wide meteorological
satellite standard, backup operations could
be provided in the future on a world-wide
basis much more quickly and at much lower
CoSt

It is to be hoped, therefore, that we have all
learned a valuable lesson from the XADC
mtsston
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Phone: (89) 6088-2621

Telefax:(89) 6088-3903 <
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lunar exploration missions

Technologies for Automatic Lunar
Exploration Missions

C. Bank' & D. Kassing
System Studies Division,
(ESTEC), Noordwijk, The

European Space Research & Technology
Netherlands

Centre

Why back to the Moon?
The Moon, as our closest planetary
neighbour, is the best known object in the
solar system, with the obvious exception of
the Earth Many of us remember the
spectacular successes of the lunar space
programmes of the USA (the Apollo
programme) and of the former USSR (the

Lunokhod lunar rover) in the 1970s Although
successful in themselves, these programmes
left unanswered malor questions concerning
the origin and characteristics of the Moon, as
recently confirmed by the findings of an ESA-

convened study group of European experts,
known as the Lunar Study Steering Group
(LSSG).".

ESA's Lunar Study Steering Group (LSSG) recently stressed the
unique scientific and strategic assets of the Moon. Utilisation of the
Moon offers a wide range of possibilities, including a better
understanding of the history of the solar system, improved potential
return for astronomy, as well as a useful environment for life-
sciences activities and research into artificial ecosystems. ESTEC is
already examining the technology needs and the exploitation of
currently available technology for the possible next steps in a lunar
exploration scenario. A range of missions involving lunar polar-
orbiter and lander-spacecraft concepts are examined.

- archiving underground and near the lunar
ooles. records of the evolution of life on
Earth and of the development of human
existence and culture (which might
otherwise be destroyed by unfavourable
envi ronmental circumstances, or deliberate
human actions or wars).

Which, if any, of these scenarios may finally
be realised is still a matter of conjecture.
Should we invest in a crewed 'return to the
Moon' now if major benefits are to be
expected only in the longer term? Small,
uncrewed precursor missions, which could
be conducted in the late 1990s would help
us to oinooint the most attractive and realistic
options for the not-too-distant future The
scientific knowledge acquired through these
missions would make it possible to identify
reasonable objectives for participation in
future crewed lunar exploration programmes
leading, step-by-step, to eventual full-scale
exploitation of the Moon's resources in the
next century,

Options for uncrewed missions
Three categories of possible scientific activity,
identified by the Lunar Study Steering Group,
drive the technology needs for uncrewed
lunar missions:

1. Science of the Moon: which includes:

- complete physical, chemical, and high
resolution topological mapping of the
lunar surface by remote sensing, with
emphasis on global coverage including
.n\/or2no nf iho r-, ..,- porar regrons

- in-situ determination of the internal
structure of the Moon, and the
chemical and mineralogical
composition of selected sites

- return of lunar samples from the
highlands and the far side of the Moon
for further investigation on Earth; and

- perhaps later, an outpost base for field
geologists and for the refurbishment of
surface stations and rovers,

* Now with DASA,

Ottobrunn, Germany

-- ESA Special Publication
SP-1150, Mission to the
Moon, provides more
details (available from
ESA Publications
Division)

Beyond the purely scientific interest, the
oossible future exoloitation of the Moon's
resources has also stimulated interest in a
return to the Moon. In the longer term, it

might be possible and attractive, from both
an economic and an environmental point of
view, to expand human endeavours into
outer space. Some potential applications for
the very long-term future include:

- using oxygen extracted from the lunar
regolith for the propulsion of crewed
soaceshios to Mars

- producing the structural elements needed
for the deployment of very large space-
based power systems from lunar material

- extracting and transporting to Earth
sufficient quantities of helium-3 for the
generation of electricity in large quantities
by advanced fusion reactors
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2. Science on the Moon: which deals with
questions relating to human activities in

space, especially the development of
artificial ecosystems with a view to
preparing for a crewed base. This would
include studies of human physiology
under conditions of reduced gravity, and
radiation protection

3. Science from the Moon: which includes
specific areas in astronomy that can
possibly be better studied from the Moon
rather than from satellites or the Earth,
such as ultraviolet to submillimetre
interferometric imaging, very-low-
frequency (VLF) radio astronomy, and
solar physics. For VLF radio astronomy.
for example, the deployment of large
arrays on the far side of the Moon is seen
as the only means of avoiding the
interference effects caused by
electromagnetic pollution on Earth.

Moreover, the lunar surface and
subsurface layers provide a unique record
of the history of such radiations as the
solar wind, solarjlare particles, and
galactic cosmic rays, covering the last two
to four billion years. Clearly, investigations
such as these, while ultimately addressing
non-lunar phenomena, rely on many of
the elements that would be develooed in
the context of 'Science of the Moon', such
as sample collection, sample analysis,
and sample return.

Based on the recommendations made by the
ESA Lunar Study Steering Group, the
technological challenges of a set of
uncrewed lunar mission concepts involving
an orbiter, a lander, a rover, a network of
small surface stations, and a sample-return
spacecraft are currently being assessed. The
set of missions includes:

- A Lunar Polar Orbiter weighing 1300 or
2100 kg for seleno-graphical mapplng,
seleno-chemical surveying, and making
seleno-physical measurements. lt could
also be rrsecl as nart of a lunar
communications network.

- A Lunar Lander of either 1100 or 2400 kg

landed net mass, the former being
equipped with chemical- and physical-

analysis equipment, manrpulators of
various dexterities, or with a deep-drilling
device for probing the regolith base, the
latter having both biological- and material-
processing facilities. Deployment of three
identical surface stations, each weighing
about 250 kg and especially intended for
building up a seismographic network,
might be an alternative.

A Roving Lunar Explorer, as a special
payload of a lander spacecraft, primarily
equipped with manipulators and basic
soil-analysis instruments in order to extend
the area explored by the lander.

A Lunar Samole-Return Mission
providing for the return of some 50 kg of
soil samples or drill cores from pre-

selected areas of the Moon, or 1-2 kg of
biological samples in a freezer.

Table 1 provides an overview of the major
scientific goals and how they might be
distributed among the different types of
mission elements For the Orbiter, the areas
that need or would at least benefit from
having a relay satellite in a lunar orbit, are
indicated by'communication',

Instrument technologies for the Lunar
Polar Orbiter mission
ldeally, a polar orbiter should have a
visible/i nf rared/i mag i ng spectrometer (V I MS)

type of payload. VIMS provides high
resolution, bi-dimensional images and
spectrograms of the surface composition
However, for earlier topological mapping by a
small orbiter satellite, a high-resolution, multi-
spectral stereo camera can be envisaged,
with a solid-state 1 Gbit memory, real data
compression, and a maxrmum resolution of
about 5 m from a 100 km orbit. To map
selected sites in greater detail, it should be
possible to go into an elliptical orbit with a
periselenum (lowest altitude above the
Moon's surface) of some 50 km, thereby
improving the resolution to some 2 m.

The chemical comoosition of the surface
material, including its water content, could be
determined by two instruments: a gamma-ray
spectrometer/neutron detectoI together with
the multi-spectral stereo camera described
above, could be employed lt would be able
to determine the elemental composrtion of
the surface (H, O, Mg, Al, Si, S, Cl, K, Ca,
Fe, Th, U) with a spatial resolution of the
same order as the orbital height (around
100 km). In addition, it could detect water by
registering neutrons with a plastic scintillator.

A gradiometer, an altimeter, and a magneto-
meter could be used for better determination
of the core properties and distribution of
mascons and palaeo-magnetism, for
example The candidate gradiometer for this
instrument package is based on the Gradio
instrument being developed for the
Aristoteles mission, by Alenia (l) lt consists of
lour accelerometers (Fig. 1) accommodated
on a I m-souare olatform The accelero-
meters are of the capacitive pick-off type,
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Table 1. Overview of scientific lssues and possib/e methods of addressing them through future uncrewed Moon precursor
mission elements

Scientific issue Orbiting Spacecraft Lander Soacecraft Rover Vehicle Sample-Return Capsule

o Se/enophysrbs

- crust/core dimensions

- 
.rrre+ nr^nortiac

magnetism
paleomagnelrsm

- graoromerry

communrcatron

magnelomeler

gradiometer, altimeter

seismometer
heaff low conductometer
magnetomeler
drill core analysis

sample collection

sampe collectron

drill core return

drill core return

o Selenochemistry

- 
arr rat anmnnerlrnn

- water contenls

- interaction with solar wind,
rays

multispectral camera

neutron detector

drill core analysis sample collection
a- and X-ray spectrometer
gamma-ray specrromerer
neutron detector
drill core analysis

drill core return

drill core return
drill core return

o Selenography

- topology high-resolution stereo
camera

stereo camera slereo camera

o So/ar physrcs

current actrvrty

- historic evolution
pointing reference

- 
anoinn 

^f ^^ti.e

monitor

sun telescope
sun telescope

drill core return

c Radio astrcnomy
VLF/VLBI communrcatron VLF telescope antenna deployment

.lnterferometry

-VlS1 4mtelescope
i^r^"{^"^-^+^"

communrcatron
communication lnterferometer

o Life science
radiation protection
^^t^- rt^.^ ^t^.+JUtdt ildt Y dtut t

- closed life support system

oosrmeler
oostmeler
biopackage

oosrmeler

bropackage return

o Exploitation

- environmental monitoring

- prospecting

- exploitation technology

- infrastructure

speclromeler
multispectral camera

communrcatron

sample collectron dnll core return

material return
drill analysis processing

c Archive delivery deploymenl

with a proof mass suspended between three
parrs of electrodes A displacement of the
proof mass by external acceleration is
m^^-r rr^d ^^ ^ ^^^^^i+rr rrarianno hrailrraonrrudJuruu dJ d udpdutty vorqiluE uutvvuur I

the electrodes Recent test results have
confirmed that the accelerometers could
measure a signal in the pico-g (10 ''g)
range Due to the lack of airdrag in an orbit
around the Moon, a calibration device may
nnt ho nanaaarr\/

A laser altimeter that can achieve a vertical
resolution of 2 m and has recently been
developed within ESA's Technology
Programme, would also seem to be appli-
cable for the Lunar Polar Orbiter mission.

Magnetometers from previous deep-space
missions could be reused Alternatively, the
magnetometer package could be derived
from the Aristoteles experiment. lt consists of
two separate sensors in order to avoid a
blind zone caused by the directional
sensitivity of the optical sensor.

Instrument technologies for the Lunar
Lander mission
To analyse the composition of selected sites
and to provide the ground truth for the
romntolri-concod colann-nhaminal rirta a cot

of instruments for soil analysis and seleno-
physical measurements could be carried on
the first Lunar Lander mission The
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Figure 1. Mechanical
assembly of an
accelerometer developed
for another gradiometer
mission (Aristoteles
mission)

instruments could nclude:

- a three-axis seismoneter wirh an inertial
maSS a1d a leal spring sized for lunar
gravity

- a TV camera that provides high-resolulion
nultispect'a' (four band) inages: if
nc.eqq2r\/ : simnle blaCk-and-wnite CCD
camera (video camera) with a 40' field-ot-
view could also be carrred for exact
manoeuvring at the landing site

- a magnetometer that measLres lhe local
static and fluctuating maQnetrc fields. and
iho nelon-ma^noti. ^;^^-+' rrn in .hn ran znuru lJoruv r'rovrruLru JlVlldtulU lll ll lU IUU\J

around the landing site
^ h^^r n^.", ^/^h^ rHal determines the- o I tuoL- iluvv P! uug u I

variatons with time of surface temper-
alures and the thermal prope(ies of lhe
soil consistino of two thermal sensors in

contact with the soil

- a conductometer that provides information
about the soil's electrical properties

For the determination of all major and most
minor constituents, including the lighter
elements carbon. nilrogen and oxygen. the
combination of an u-backscatter and an
YRF-cnoctrnm6t6p iq 26l,,rnl-^^^,,. ao ha+h/\r il oVUvLr vrr rurvr ro qUVdl ltdvUUU). O) UUtr I

rocks and soil can then be analysed by
moving the detector head lo lhe sample The
sensors must be able to view a sample with
a diameter of some 5 cm at a distance of
4 cm This can be achieved by moving the
sensor head towards the sample using a
simple mechanical arm An additional
Mossbauer spectrometer might be useful for
characterising the mineralogy and maturity of
lunar soil Current ESA studies that are
addressing missions to Mars and asteroids
(lhe Marsnet and Rosetta missions) have also
defined surface instruments that could be

considered to be strong candidates for a
Lunar Lander miss on

Further Lander-related missions
In the lrfe-science area, several Lander
missions are required The ultimate goal may
be lo develop a syslem using lunar soil to
cultrvate bactera. weeds or olher simple
organisms [or al least Lwo weeks (the

duration o[ a Moon day) in order to observe
the impact on lne growth process of living
organrsms

The pr ncipal experiment wrth living organisms
can be conducted in two ways: either as a
batch culture, or continuously run In the
former. dehydraled or frozen micro-organisms
^"^ ^^{-! ,^ - ^'.,^^ ?mount of water anddru duuuu tu d grvur c

nutrient substances, and the;r live until the
subsistence resources are consumed The
^/^^ ,^!^ a^ar iaa ^,^^ntsms are thenpruuuutJ ol ru u ru urqd
^^^1.,^^i Th^ ^:,,^^r-^^ ^f ^ L-^+^h ^' ,l+' '.^dt tdty-uu I tru duvdtilogu ut o uoLur I uurLurY

is lhe ease of conlrolling lhe experiment. and
the amount of water and nutrients can be
tailored so that the culture lives exactly for
the two weeks of daylight, thereby eliminating
the need lor space-consuming tanks for the
storage of consumables and producls

Laler in the programme. when rhe
infrastructure allows conlinuous operalions. it

would be necessary to switch to continuously
sustained cultures, where water and
subsistence resou'ces are added and
h.,^"^r, ^.^^^'sms are extracteduyPruuuurJ oru ur9or rl

from the reactor in an open loop This would
not only require large tanks for the
substances being supplied and extracted.
but also a much more complex control
system which, in fact, would be one of the
development goals of these missions

Since none of the above-described
ovnorimontq h:q riot hoon dnno in cnano nnr

are any of the required elements being
developed at the moment. no mass. power
or other figures can be given with cerLainty
tor this equipmenL lt can. however. already
be said that the mass of the system would
be quite high even tor batch cullures, and in

some cases. when performing conlinuous
experiments, not the mass but the volume of
iho irnLc minht hoe nm,le a proolem

Instrument technologies for the Roving
Lunar Explorer mission
The instruments carried by a roving vehicle
would be very much like those described for
landers and for small surface stations The
nrime onalq nf carlrr rover misSions would be
the determination of soil composition and the
wider exploration of surface features
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The experiments carrted might include TV

cameras, a manipulator system with tools
(see introductory figure). a magnetometer for
paleomagnetism studies and spectrometers
for sample analysis Small autonomous
packages containing, for example,
seismometers and other instruments, rather
like the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment
Package (ALSEP) could be deployed by a
rover, Later on, large rovers could carry
drilling devices (Fig 2)

Given the short signal round-trip time
between the Earth and the Moon, almost
real{ime control over the vehicle and the
manioulator ooerations on the near side is
feasible, This has been demonstrated with

both the Lunokhod vehicles and the Surveyor
landers. lt considerably reduces the degree
of on-board autonomy required

One major constraint that has to be
considered, however, is that, no radio-isotope
thermal generators are available in Europe,

The rover's power would have to be
generated by solar arrays In order to
minimise their size, a restriction could be
imposed on the rover and payload operating
simultaneously i e the payload could only
operate with the vehicle at rest, This should
be acceptable for most instruments, but
exceptions might be the magnetometer or
the cameras

Instrument technologies for the Lunar
Sample-Return mission
The payload for this mission could consist of
a small return capsule and a small drilling
device, a surface sampler, and a robotic
manipulator arm to insert the unbiased
samples into the capsule. Such a
configuration has been studied recently for

ESA's Rosetta mission (Fig 3) Other small
instrument packages, comparable to those of

the ALSEP Programme, might be attached to
the Inr,ver nart of the lander which remains
on the lunar surface.

Transportation to the Moon
Orbiter missions to the Moon pose less

severe problems, generally speaking, than
other interplanetary missions Communi-
cation delay times are shorter, the solar

boundary conditions (power and thermal
control) are Earth-orbit-like, and launch
wrndows are much more frequent. Landing
on the Moon is easier than on planets with

an atmosphere because there are no

uncertainties about the weather and wind
conditions at the landing site Also the
degree o[ autonomy required for near-side
missions at least is far less. since the signal

round{rip time of two seconds allows
intervention by ground controllers both for
normal payload operation and in the event of
unforeseen anomalies The same would also
be true for the far side of the Moon, if a
suitable data-relay system was available

Given an Ariane-S launch into Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GfO) an Apollo{ype transfer
to the Moon and an inclination change (at

the aooselenum) could be selected as the
standard flight-path for all missions that have

been discussed here Lander missions would
also involve the descent to the lunar surface
and, in the case of a sample-return capsule.
the relaunch towards the Earth. Table 2
shows the manoeuvres and velocitv steps on

the wav to the Moon,

Table 2 Manoeuvres and velocity sleps on
the way to the Moon

Descriotion of manoeuvre Avlm/sl

Figure 2. A surface
sampling device served by
a robotic manipulator arm

Foot of
lander

Inlection from GTO into lunar

transfer orbit
Capture into H gh Elliptical Lunar

Orbrl (HELO) 'ron lunar lransfe'
O TDII

nc ination change of 90"

Circularisaton of HELO to Low
Lunar Orbrt (LLO) (1 00 km)

Landing on lunar surface
Relaunch towards Earth

650

150

106

6s0
2250
2900
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Figure 3. Concept of a
spacecraft (Rosetta)

designed for the return of
samples to Earth. Consists

of a lander (grey), an
orbital transfer stage (gold)

and a sample-return
capsule (turquoise)

For the main orbit manoeuvres, a large,
restartable bipropellant engine is needed
The GTO{o lunar transfer and the high{o low
lunar orbit manoeuvres in particular require a
rather high thrust in order to keep the burn
time down, Europe has a suitable technology
available in the upper stage of Ariane-5.
whose bipropellant engine delivers 27.5 kN of
thrust and a specific impulse of 316 s This
engine can also be restarted several times.
The use of a range of bipropellant engines
that are either currently available or under
development in Europe - with thrust levels
between 400 N and 20 kN - would simplify
the transfer strategies or increase the
maxrmum available spacecraft mass
considerably.

In addition, although currently not being
considered for Ariane-S, a cryogenic upper
stage based on the Ariane-4 HN/-78 engine,
with a thrust of 62 kN and a specific impulse
oI 445 s, could potentially increase the
maximum payload mass for the sample-
return mission All of the necessary
technology for this is available and space-
qualified, except for the engine's restartability,

Although they would vary with the transfer-
stage concept selected, typical maximum
spacecraft masses would be 2000-3000 kg
for a lunar orbiter spacecraft after launch as
a second passenger to GTO on an Ariane-S,
and 6000-8000 kg for a lunar lander
spacecraft carrying either a rover or sample-
return capsule

Enabling technologies
In order to reduce the development risks
and times for the critical technologies to an
acceptable level, some basic technological
research is needed in the near future.
Several technologies are considered strong
candidates in this respect.

For the Orbiter mission, only partially
developed payload technology is currently
available. An additional effort is needed to
develop the gradiometer and laser-altimeter
instruments suitable for verV low lunar
orbits

A rover is considered one of the key
elements of a lunar infrastructure, and is

indispensable for any manipulation and
handling of material and experiments that is

done without a human's presence. lt would
therefore be necessary to develop small
rovers equipped with dextrous manipulators,
that can be carried by a lander, These would
widen the ground area being investigated
and enable the deployment of self-standing
surface stations or larger, lightweight
structures, such as antennas for VLF radio
telescopes The Lunar Archive, one of the
possible future lunar applications, would also
require such a vehicle for the manipulation.
storage and retrieval of its contents.

Unfortunately, ESA has little experience
with roving vehicles, and there have not
been any associated studies or technology
programmes of note However, some ESA
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Member States are now undertaking studies
or technology-development programmes, and
conducting ground demonstrations of Mars
rovers Except for a suitable adaptation of
these technologies to the conditions of the
Moon, it might be beneficial to concentrate
initially on the development of auxiliary tools,
such as manioulators that can work under
lunar-surface environmental conditions and a

deep drilling device able to reach a depth of
15-25 m

Any lunar programme will sooner or later
lead to the exploration and exploitation of the
far side o{ the Moon, Reliable and almost
permanent communication links will then be
needed between ground control and the far
side of the planet. In the early stages. i e as
long as the mission frequency is low this can
be achieved most economically by sending a
data-relay payload package with some of the
later orbiters For longer and more frequent
missions, however, a permanently installed
and mission-independent lunar
communication system and/or a high degree
of automation would be needed

The payload capability of the Ariane-S
launcher is still a handicap in the planning
of lunar sample-return missions. The planning
would have a much greater flexibility if the
cryogenic propulsion technology employed
for Ariane-4's upper stage could be adopted

In an advanced stage of an uncrewed lunar
exploration programme, it will be important to
be able to return soil or biological samples
from the Moon to Earth; this will become
even more important as soon as pre-
industrial activities relating to the possible
exploitation of Moon resources start Re-entry
capsules in which to return material to Earth
are therefore also a necessitv,

Conclusion
A range of uncrewed lunar exploration
mrssions with orbiters, landers, surface-station
networks and rovers, and sample-return
missions can be projected before the turn of
the century These missions would expand
our knowledge of the Moon, would provide
basic data needed for placing scientific
instruments on the lunar surface, and would
provide a more reliable overview of lunar
exploitation opportunities. Finally these short
and comparatively cheap missions could lay

the ground work for future crewed
expedrtions to the Moon

The various types of spacecraft needed for
these uncrewed missions can be built to

a large extent using technology that is

already available in Europe Some
technological development will be required
for the payload instruments to be carried
and for the sample-handling and sample-
return devices. G

Science from the Moon:
very-long-baseline optical
interterometers deployed
on the lunar surface
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The Critical Point Facility and
the IML-2 Mission

M. Cork & T. Dewandre
Microgravity Payload Projects Division,
Technology Centre (ESTEC), Noordwijk

D. Hueser
DASA/ERNO Raumfahrttechnik GmbH,

Scientific objectives
Pure fluids near their critical point and binary
mixtures near their consolute point undergo
a phase transition This transition is

characlerised by a coexistence (or miscibrlrty)
curve, which exhibits the general features
shown in Figure 1 At high temperatures, the
system is formed as a single phase. When
the temneralrrre rs lo\^/ered and the
coexistence curve is reached, instability sets
in: a ohase seoaration is initiated under the
form of density fluctuations, until two distinct

ESA's Critical Point Facility (CPF) offers investigators the
opportunity to conduct research on critical point phenomena in the
Spacelab's microgravity environment. This facility provides the
highly precise and extremely stable temperatures that are required
for the study of critical point phenomena. lt was designed primarily
for the optical investigation of transparent fluids. The CPF was
flown on the first International Microgravity Laboratory (lML-1)
mission in January 1992, with great success. lt will be flown again
on the second IML (lML-2) mission scheduled for launch in
July 1994.

European Space Research and
The Netherlands

Bremen, Germany

Figure 1. Thermodynamic
phase diagrams showing
the critical point

A. The critical point (T",
P", V") is the highest
temperature at which the
gas and liquid phases can
still be distinguished

B. ln the area below the
critical temperature (T")
isotherm, the fluid
separates into two phases.
The density of each phase
is determined by where the
temperature line meets the
coexistence curve.
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equilibrium phases are formed, which are
located on lhe coexistence curve, Tne peak
of this curve is the critical point

Wher nearing the crilical point. a pure fluid
acquires very unusual properties. which are
indononrlont n{ tho mnlonr rJ: r cnonioc Fnr

example, the isothermal compressibility
diveroes Ber:arrse nf this exlreme
compressrbility fluid areas arise with high
and low densities: these are the density
fluctuations mentioned above In turn, these
fluctuations strongly alter some of the fluid's
other properties. including its thermal
qualities For example, adding a very minute
amount of energy locally to the fluid has a
great effect on lhe local temperature and on
the density throughout the whole sample In
nrralinn rhi^ 

-^^^^ 
thol iho lomnoreir rra nfPlOUllUU. ll ll) llludl lJ Ll loL u tu luttt|.,utoLutU vl

the fluid must be contr,olled with very high
precision and stability This also means that

nor-perturbing diagnostic techniques. such
as the use of optical means and thermistors
at low-energy levels (< 10 pW) must be
used when determining a fluid's critical point
and its behaviour around that point

ESAs Critical Point Facility (CPF), which is

flown in the Spacelab research module, has

been desrgned to submit Iransparent fluids to
an adequale. user-defined temperature
scenario (with a precision of 00001 K), and
to monitor the fluid s behaviour using
thermal. pressure and different optical
means For example. if a lluid is nearing its
critical point, the density fluctuations
mentioned above can produce scattered
light; tne CPF can monitor that scatlering
using two of its diagnostics In addition,
variations in their index of refraction, which

Temperature

Coexistence curve

______

T'Tc

T=T"
T.T"

|1,
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the critical point facility

are related to temperature or density
inhomogeneities, can be analysed with an

interferometer.

The study of critical phenomena in fluids
requires low gravity conditions because
gravity strongly affects the phenomena.
Firstly. fluids at the critical point become
compressed under their own weight because
of their diverging compressibility As a
conseouence. fluids cannot be maintained in

a critical state under gravity conditions but
immediately undergo a phase separation.
neither phase being at the critical point
Secondly, the role played by gravity in the
formation of interfaces between distinct
phases is not clearly understood. Hence, the
low-gravity environment of Spacelab is very
suitable for this type of experiment,

Another aspect of this phenomenon is the
time that it takes for a system to reach

equilibrium: the time required approaches
infinity as the system approaches the critical
point. Hence, to reach the critical point and
to be able to study the equilibration process
requires experiments of very long duration
(40-65 hours, for instance) The length of
Spacelab missions permits such long
experiment times.

The aoolications of this research extend

beyond the fluids and binary mixtures
investigated in the CPF, to all pure fluids and
to other physical systems where critical
phenomena are also observed, such as

magnetic transition at the Curie point The

understanding of critical point behaviour
(heat and mass transport, equilibration
timescales, nucleation and growth) can be

useful to both everday and industrial
processes involving phase separation, and in

particular to heat exchangers, lt can also
contribute to a better understanding of the
behaviour of fluids in rocket and spacecraft
thruster reservoirs, which can approach the
critical point during the functioning of the
thrusters. Critical point phenomena are
described in terms of universal laws, which
are independent of the fluid's molecular
nature and are valid within a range of more

than 100'C in many systems, Hence, the
implications of this basic research are wide
and extend to the suoercritical fluids which
are simultaneously dense and compressible
A growing number of technological
applications are using these fluids,

Description of the CPF
The CPF is composed of two interconnected
drawers: the electronic and the experiment
drawers (Fig 2 and Fig 3). The bottom one,

the electronic drawer, houses the CPF's
power supply, control electronics and data
handling capabilities In the experiment
drawer above it, there is a chamber in which
exchangeable thermostats are placed, and
surrounding it, the complete optical
diagnostic system A thermostat (Fig 4)

houses experiment-specific elements, namely
one or two test cells that contain the fluid
that is being investigated. and possibly
stimuli/diagnostic elements such as a
pressure sensor. During a mission, the crew
members place a thermostat in the chamber
in the experiment drawer and, when the
experiments have been completed, they
remove the thermostat and reolace it with

another one The thermostat also provides
interfaces for the stimuli (such as heating and

Figure 2. ESA astronaut,
Ulf Merbold, with the CPF.
The display panel, keypad
and power switches are on
the electronic drawer
(bottom). The cable issuing
from it is only used on the
ground, to enable
monitoring and
commanding. The
experiment drawer (top)
holds the thermostat
(bronze-coloured, with the
cover removed) and the
camera (left, protected by
a bracket).

Figure 3. ESA astronaut,
Ulf Merbold, and the CPF
(above his head) during
the IML-I mission
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Figure 4A. CPF thermostat
and B. a simplified cross-
section of the thermostat
attached to the coldplate

Figure 5. Front of the
electronic drawer, with the
display panel (left) and
keypad (right) that the
crew uses to interact with
the CPF. Shown in the
nominal operation mode.

mrxrng stimuli) and for the diagnostic devices
(thermal and pressure sensors. and optical
means)

The CPF is an automatic facility lt runs
experiments according to a pre-programmed
timeline that has been defined by the
corresponding Principal Investigator (Pl) and
loaded into the CPF's memory This timeline
can be modified in real-time from the ground
dLrring lhe experimenl s run. when requesled
by the Pl This method, which requires
minimum crew involvement, is particularly
rAanlnr] ln +h^ ,,^"', l^^^ i,,.^+;^^^ lh^r ^"^quqpluu ru u ru vur y rur rL] uurdLrut tb il tdr dtu
typical of experiments involving critical point
phenomena

Hardware
The CPF also has a keypad and a display
panel (Fig. 5), located on the front of the
electronic drawer, that the crew uses to
interact with the CPL.

Tha lhormnet2t nr^. idoo nwnnllanr rharmal| | ru il ruJ rr rvoLur lJtu / uuo g UEilEt tt U tY| | tdl

control of the test lluid with an accuracy of

Sizes (mm): Height Diameter
Outer: '196 14O

Middle: 17O 1OO

Inner: 115 60

Pl-specif ic
volume
(115x6Omm
diam.)

Two test cells
(each containing
a lluid being
investigated)

Heating foils
sutrounq
this cylinder

COLDPLATE

one tenlhousandth of a degree (0.0001"C)
Thio -^^, ,/-^, / i. ^^hi^\/od hrr r rcinn throa nn_| | il- quuutduy tJ dut iluvsu uy uoil tv Lt il gE uu-

axial cylinders (Fig aB), the middle one
being surrounded by Joule heating foils with
lorus-shaped Peltier elements on the top and
bottom The thermostat is mechanically
attached to a 'coldplare in the CPF and is
positioned with great accuracy To allow the
highly-accurate temperature control that the
thermostat requires, two elements are
temperalure-controlled: the coldplate and
part of the thermostat control electronics In

addition to providing thermal control, each
thermostat has optical and electrical
interfaces to enable stimuli and diagnostics
to interact with the test fluid Each thermostat
has a built-in identification number that
ensures that the fluid will be processed in
conjunction with the proper, pre-recorded
timeline, This process can be overruled in

the case of a malfunction

Stimuli
Three types of stimuli can be used: thermal,
mixing and electrical

(b)



the critical point facility

Thermal strmulus
The thermostat provides the following thermal
capabilities at the level of the test cells:

- temperature controlled between 30" and
70"c

rnrl hnn+inn/cnnlinn cton cizo
- 

duuulouy 4r ru I ruqtrrrv/uuuilr rv oLUP Jr-u.

01 mK

- minimum speed of heating/cooling ramps:

03 mK/min

- maximum heating rate: 36 K/hr

- maximum coolrng rate (loss to ambient):
1O K/hr
temperature stability: 005 mK/hr
tpmnor2lr rre nr:r-lients within fluid:

- 01 mKicm
quenching raIe. 25 mK/s or better

- quenching step size (downward and
upward): 01 mK below 1 mK, 1 mK for
1 mK to 100 mK

Mixing as a sttmulus
Fluids can be mixed in four ways:
1 An acoustic mixer at 1.7 MHz that

eliminates concentration inhomogeneittes
above the critical temperature (T"), and
emulsifies the fluid phases below T., in a
binary system.

2. A coil-driven magnetic bar inside the fluid
that eliminates remaining density
inhnmnnonoitioa rh^',^ T l^, ,t ^r^-+^.il il rvrrrvVUr rurLruo UUUVU I a_. UUL UlgoLED

lcmncratr rre oradients.
i A svstem that is similar to the one

described in 2 and affects the fluid in the
l-' ' ,+ ia anli, ,at^/-l t\\ , - rr^+^r>dlllu vvdy, uul rJ duuvoLEu uy o r lvLvl -

i,i.,^^ -^^^^+ r^^^ted outside the fluiduIvEt trrrovrrvt rvvq

4, A strong, crew-activated magnet, placed
in front of the CPF. that moves a magnet
located in the fluid without any heating

effect

The first three methods generate heat and
are therefore used only when uncontrolled
temperature changes are acceptable. i e .

when the test fluid is not near T"

Electrical stimulus
A voltane sor rrce of 0 to 500V and a Current

^{ ^ +^ ' n-^ ?re other stimuli thatJUUTUU Ur U tU I nr tP (

can be used, Some of their possible
applications are local heating (as opposed to
homogeneous heating) in the sample fluid,

and the investigation of critical fluids under
an electrostatic field.

Diagnostics
Thp tpql flrrir-l q temncralure iS monitored with

a precision of 0.1 mK relative to the T.. The
T- is r^letermined heforehand and can be
updated during the experiment on board
Snanelah Sovpral thprmistOfS andvvqvv,qv

thermocouples are located next to the fluid
sample and at different locations within the

thermostat, Their output is available to the
scientists on the ground Instead of being
used for automatic temperature control, some

thermistors are used tor temperature
determination and possibly for local heatlng,
The Pl determines their precise location

The optical diagnostic methods used are:

- direct visualisation (transmission of diffuse
lisht)

- beam attenuation in transmission
(turbidity)
interferometry (Iwyman Green type)
Small Angle Light Scattering (SALS) at

L^+..,^^^ ^" and 30odr rgruJ UELVVEET I v

Wide Angle Light Scattering (WALS) at
^^^r^^ h^+,.,^^^ .8" and 9ooor tvrED uvtvvvvr | -J

- monitoring of the intensity of the input
laser beam, with an accuracy of 0050/o

- microscopy (integrated in the
interferometer channel by adapting the
+h^rm^^+^+ ^^+iaa\u tgr r rv)toL wvuuo/

The performance of most of these methods
is described in detail in Table 1, and their
geometry with respect to the thermostat is

shown in Frgure 6 A video (CCD) camera
and/or a photocamera acquire the images
from either the direct visualisation or the
interferometer channel. as selected by the
automatic timeline program running the CPF

In the SALS diagnostic. the Pl selects at any
time the number of scans that the linear
camera will make. with an average calculaled
based on 1 to 256 scans The Pl also selects
lhe qc2n frcnrrenr:v from 13.3 to 1,66 kHz
The WALS measurement is the integration of

the photomultiplier signal over the time that it

is exposed to a fibre output, i e. 250 ms

A pressure gauge is also part of the CPF lts
measurements (12 bits resulting in an

^+ rC mL\^.\ 'i'^A anAd\,uutduy ut ru il ruor,/ orE ouguilEu ot ru

downlinked at a rate of either one or 147
ma2ar rramonta nor aoannd ac colantoal hri

the Pl

The automatic timeline program
All the timelines are pre-defined by the Pls

and are stored in the CPF's memory, along
with a back-up, before the launch, As soon
as the crew has inserted a thermostat in the
CPF and initiated the corresponding
experiment. the CPF runs automatically
according to that timeline. This automatic
timeline program is called the Experiment
Paramolar Tahla /trPT\ F:ch avnarimonl haq,qv,v 

\Ll

an EPT. Each EPT consists of a heade(
which specifies information such as the value
of T" and the duration of the experinrent. and
up to 1024 sequential steps called action
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Table 1 CPF Optrcal diagnostrc methods

CPF optical
diagnostics Visualisation Attenuation

Interferometry
(Twyman-Green)

Small angle light
scattering (SALS)

Wide angle
light scattering (WALS)

L gnl source LED ght He Ne Laser
I mW 06mmdram

He Ne Laser

I mW O6mmdiam
He-Ne Laser

lmW 06mmdram
He Ne laser

O06mW

Field of view '1 2 mm diam 0 63 mm diam 12 mm dam

Detect on

o Detector

. Angles

o Sens tivity
. Intens ty

resolut on

o Acquis tion

o Downlink rale

CCD camera
Photocamera

6 brts/pixel (CCD

d gital downl nk)

30 fps

30 fps & 1/6 Hz

20 first p xe s o1

SALS CCD

2710 " 10 'W/pixe

l6 bits linear
(-0 2o/o)

1 Nz or averaged

1 ttz

CCD camera
Photocamera

6 bits/p xe (CCD

digital downlink)
30 fps

30 fps & 16 Hz

Lrnear CCD (Pelter
cooled 512 p xe s)

00 30"

A rnl0 " 10 "W/pixel

8 bits (logar thmrc)
( = 5 5o/o)

1 lz o( averaged

1 ttz

Photomu trp rer

(1 angle at a t me)

22, 30 38 66
74 82 90.,
aser npul reTerence,

oarK s gnal
e 1,10 " 10 -w

l2bts(ogarthmc)
(= O 350/o)

Average over 300 ms

per ang e, 7 cycles/mrn
7 cycles/m n

Reso ution

(at oblect)
40 pm (CCD)

20 pm (photoc )

Fringe density: 0 25o
l25 mm (pnoloc )

10 mm r (CCD)

Note; the SALS data are averaoed over sets of four o xels before down nk

Figure 5. CPF thermostat
and its optical diagnostic
methods. The output of
the interferometric channel
is on top, the output of the
Small-Angle Scattering is
on the bottom, with three
holes on the side that are
used for the Wide-Angle
Scattering.

40

points, Each action point defines the time
thal the action vvill last and up to four
commands that control the
stimuli/diagnostics, for example:

- Setpoint temperature to 45.6789'C

- Take a photo

- Change the LDC scan frequency to
1 66 kHz.

PHOTO
CAMERA

WIDE-ANGLE
SCATTEBING

Figure 7 shows an EPT for a sample
experiment being created

Operations
During the time that CPF experiments are
running on board Spacelab, the Pl receives
telemetry dala on the ground to monitor the
execution of the experiment and can

WIDE
LASER
BEAM
(o 12mm)

- WIDE LED (o 12mm)
(diffuse light)

_NARROW LASER BEAM
(o O.63mm)
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influence the way that the experiment runs:

- All the scientific and housekeeping data
nanoratod hrr iho CPtr aro dienlqrro.l in

realtime (or re-played after every period
of loss of contact with Spacelab)

- The video imar-res from the CPF are
displayed in real{ime, at the television rate
(30 frames per second) during short. pre-
selected periods. and continuously at a
reduced rate of one image every six

seconos

- Voice contact with the crew can be
established while the crew is executing
CPF-related tasks.

- The Pl can also modify the automatic
program running the experiment by
issuing commands from a dedicated
microcomputer, part of the CPF command
Electrical Ground S[tnnort Fot tinmenl
(EGSE)

All data sent to the ground is recorded and
made available to the Pl after the mission,
together with the pictures taken by the
camera (100 photographs per thermostat)

Interacting with the CPF
Although the CPF runs automatically
according to a Pl-predefined program, the Pl

can also interact with the CPF during an
experiment on the ground or during the
mission, to modify the way that the experi-
ment is running and in particular to modify
the predefined program This feature of the
CPF has proven to be absolutely essential for
reaching the scientific objectives, and was
used extensively during the IML-l mission

There are two ways to interact with the CPF:
using the CPF keypad and display, or from

'le tdrt _c01f1oure l&lndows 0o:101s
t 0n Pclnl I 9 l I Tltre lCo C7 5l 00

ffi-

the CPF command microcomouter on the
ground During the mission, this command
PC is located at the Payload Operations
Control Center (POCC) at NASAs Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville,
Alabama, along with the other elements of
+ha t/-Dtr trAQtr /trin a\, A CPF engineefLvvL \, ,v, v,/,

operates the PC, based on input from the Pl

concerned,

A menu describes the basic operational
states in which the CPF can be set, using
the keypad The CPF display corresponding
to each operational state is shown in Figure
9 Some of the software's characteristics are:

Figure 7. Creating a CPF
experiment parameter table

Figure 8. Layout of the
CPF area at the Payload
Operations Control Center
(at NASA-MSFC) during the
IML-l mission. The same
layout will be used during
the IML-2 mission.

E
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Figure 9. CPF's operational
states (circles), with
corresponding screen
displays

ch D:
SELEC'T

Enter EXP -
& CI1D RUN

.---------------
CmD : PAUSE

<-
CMD I RUNSTOP !

SELEC
CMD

& ctlD

C1"10 |

CI-]AN OE

- The Terminate state can be reached from
any srare.

- Any change between two states requires
two key strokes or more (this minimises
the risk of an error).

- A GOTO command exists, which enables
the execution of the experiment to go to
another of the automatic program's action
points

- The Change function enables the user to
modify the automatic program's header
2nal ita eonr ronna

- In the PAUSE state, the CPF maintains its

existing situation and does not proceed to
the next step in the automatic program.

The IML-1 mission
The CPF was first flown on the first
International Microgravity Laboratory (lML-1)

mission, in the bay of the Spacelab, in

January 1992. This mission was considered
to be very successful,

CPF description
For the IML-l mission, some features of the
CPF were changed, as follows:

- Optics:
No advanced SALS/WALS averaging
system (not available at that time)
Reduced dynamic range for the SALS
and WALS
Reduced spatial resolution of the LED
cnannel

- Thermal control system:
Ar:r:r rr:r:rr rcdr rr:prl tO 1 mK
No heating/cooling ramps included
Lowest temperature: 40"C
No heating quench

- Data handling:
Displays and commanding slightly less

advanced
SALS data compressed by the CPF and
decompressed on the ground

- Other:
No current or voltage source
No pressure gauge,

Mission summary
The IML-l mission was extended from the
originally planned seven days to eight days,
allowing the CPF to be run for an extra day.

Four scientific experiments were performed
using the CPF:

- Study of density correlations and density
distributions at the critical point of SF6

(Dr A.-C Michels, van der Waals
Laboratory, University of Amsterdam,
The Netherlands)

- Study of phase separation phenomena
and of the relation to two-phase equilibria
in cyclohexane-methanol mixtures
(Dr D. Beysens, SPEC, Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique (CEA), Saclay, France)

- Study of equilibration in a gas liquid
syslem
(Dr. D Beysens, SPEC, CEA, Saclay,
France)

- Investigation of the thermal equilibrium
dynamics of SF6

(Dr A Wilkinson, NASA Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, USA).

Besides the CPF itself, all teams and
hardware involved in this successful mission
performed perfectly. In particular, the
continuous data/video downlink and
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commanding systems performed flawlessly,
providing great hope for the telescience
approach recommended for the future Space
Station.

Technical highlights of the mission
The downlink of data and video images in

real-time operated successfully throughout
the mission. This was a malor achievement
because, for the first time, the scientists were
able to see their fluid reaching the critical
point without being affected by gravity In

addition, during the lasl 24 hours of the
mission, the CPF was grven an exceptionally
large amount of real-time video downlink
time since the CPF was then one of the onlV

users of that resource.

The downlink of the digital video images (at

a rate of one image every six seconds) also
operated perfectly throughout the mission,
This low-rate video system is an original
feature of the CPF. lt was installed because
the scientists need to be constantly informed
about their samole fluid and able to 'feed
back' to the experiment but Spacelab's real-

time video downlink is not continuously
available to the CPF because it is shared by
all facilities within the Spacelab. In fact, the
low-rate video is appropriate for the CPF
since the dynamics of fluids around the
critical point are usually slow, as was
confirmed during the mission

The scientists also used the CPF
commanding capability continuously, with
some 1100 commands being sent to the CPF
during the mission The CPF properly
executed all of the commands: it confirmed
each one by sending an acknowledgement
message which was received on the ground
console seven seconds after the command
was sent. The scientists used the commands
to provide feedback on their experiment and
also to adapt it to any externally-imposed

change such as the shift of an acquisition of
signal (AOS) period or the extension of the
experiment beyond the nominal duration

The CPF was originally foreseen to run for
about 150 hours, however, with the extra day
added to the mission, the CPF was able to
run for an additional 24 hours. Also, the CPF
was allowed to run 10 hours after the
nominal CPF shutdown time: the crew
actually shut the CPF off as part of the
shutdown of the full Spacelab system before
leaving the Spacelab to prepare for landing,
This total of 34 additional experiment hours
was a great benefit for the CPF scientists
because they could then take advantage of
the scientific results acquired during the
prevrous days,

A commercial camera was mounted on the
CPF to acquire high-resolution images of
interferometric patterns lt performed perfectly
in the different modes in which it was set
The films were delivered to ESA 25 hours
after the landing. They provided 500 high-
quality photographs, which allow accurate
and quantitative evaluation of the
phenomena. Two examples are shown in
Figure 10.

The CPF team
Each facility within the Spacelab had a team
located at the POCC at NASA-MSFC (Fig 8

and Fig 11) The 32-member CPF team was
divided into two shifts to allow around-the-
clock operations Each shift consisted of four
scientists and five engineers, one of whom
was responsible for the commanding

Tho cnionlicic rrcoI hinhl', .^^hi.tinrtaA| | ru ourvr ruo(o uovu | ilvllly )uPl ll-tluatEU

equipment to perform their activities:

- A computer-based system that provided
both scientific and housekeeping data

- A computer-based system that provided
li^h+ ^^^++^,i^^ i^+^ilgrrt-JUotturil rv udtd

Figure 10. Two images from
the CPF taken during the
IML-1 mission

A. Vapour droplets two
hours after the onset of
thermal quench to the two-
phase region. The areas
are not unilorm because of
the presence of a laser
beam at the beginning of
the process. lts influence
is still not well understood.

B. Density-related
interference pattern from
an SFu sample in the two-
phase region at 60 mK
below T". The central part
is in the vapour phase; the
more densely spaced,
parallel fringes at the
bottom are in the liquid
phase. In between, there is
a transition region in which
the density varies (+0.60/0
to -0.30lo). In gravity
conditions, vapour and
liquid separate into two
homogeneous regions. In
microgravity, the phase
separation redistributes
locally, enabling the
phenomenon to be studied
in detail. The sample
shown has in fact been in
this stable state for more
than 10 minutes.
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Figure 11. CPF scientists
and engineers at the POCC
during the IML-l mission

- A computer-based system that displayed
low-rate video images (digitally

downlinked aI 116 l1z) on a monitor

- A monitor that displayed the CPF video
;m^^^^ /a+ an 1.^^.ilrages (aL JU rrailres per secono)

F:eh nf thoca crrciamc rnirc rlr rnlinatad tn

allow the processing and display of both
real-time and playback data, and each
system was equipped with the capability to
store the data received, In addition, the
Spacelab orbit information was provided on
a monitor. to foresee the periods of contact
and loss of contact with lhe Spacelab The
scientists' main activity was to monitor the
screens, to evaluate the scientific data and to
feed back any changes to their experiment
hrr ronrroctinn ihat iho.Y .''-. ."- engrneers rssue

specific commands to the CPF

The engineering team was responsible for
the correct, continuous operation of the CPE
including the monitoring of the crew activities
on the CPF and of the CPF data/video
communication The engineers also provided
specific support to the scientists, for example,
through commanding The engineering team
was in permanent contact with the NASA
team responsible for managing the mission
through a set of approximately 30 voice
communication loops, including two crew
voice loops The NASA team was responsible
for the real-time and replanning activities

The CPF leam. which was composed of
people of eight different nationalities.
speaking a variety of languages, provides an
excellent example of a very successful
i nternational cooperative effort.

The IML-2 mission
The IML-2 mission is expected to be
launched in July 1994, and it is intended to

last for up to 15 days (13 nominal days and 2

extra days if Spacelab's resources a'tow it)

Four experiments using five thermostats are
foreseen for the CPF, with a total experiment
duration of 260 hours All of the experiments
will use the fluid, sulfur hexafluoride (SF6

T"=45oC, P,=40 bars). The experiments will
be:

- Heat transport and density fluctuations i.t

the critical fluids under microgavity
conditions
(Dr A-C Michels, van der Waals-Zeeman
Laboratory, University of Amsterdam, The
Netherlands)

- The piston effect in supercritical SF"
(Dr. D Beysens, SPEC, CEA Saclay,
France)
l-loncitv onr rilihratinl timescale (DET)
(Dr H Klein WB-RS DLR, Germany)

- Thermal equilibration in a one-component
f luid
(Prof R A, Ferrell, University of Maryland,
USA) [his experiment will use two
thermostats: an Adiabatic Fast
Equilibration (AFEO) and a Thermal
Equilibration (TEOB) thermostat )

In order to investigate the effect of reduced
gravity on critical tluids. it is foreseen that the
Shuttle will rotate around each of its three
a.,ia at - .^+^ ^{ ^^^ !axrs. aL a rale or one oegree per secono,
during the 'piston effect' experiment

As was the case on IML-] , and in order to
fully interpret the data gathered, the scientists
will receive the Spacelab acceleration data
measured during the mission after the
mission has been completed G

The CPF was developed by DASA/ERNO
Raumfahrttechniek GmbH (D) with OIP (B),

Vd Waals-Zeeman Laboratory (University of
Amsterdam, NL) and Battelle-lnstitut (D) as
subcontractors An engineenng model of the
CPF for crew training will be located at the
Payload Crew Training Center, /VASA MSFC
The flight model for the lML2 mission will be
integrated rnto the Spacelab at NASA s
Kennedy Space Center during the summer
of 1993
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Return from Space
ESA's Technology Transfer Programme

ESA Technology Transfer Group

A-M. Hieronimus-Leuba &
E. Monprofit
ESA Head Office, Paris

P. Brisson
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
ESA has started a Technology Transfer
Programme to take space technology and
move it into Europe's non-space industry
(Fig 1). Many preliminary actions have
already been started; for example, a
catalogue of transferable technology has
been distributed throughout Europe. At each
ESA site, a focal point has been established
to handle technology{ransfer issues, and
within each ESA Proqramme a local liaison

Technology transfer is the process of taking innovations from
one domain and applying them to another. In the lgst twenty years,
industrial companies have realised that they can - and must -
improve the efficiency with which they introduce new technology
into their products. By actively managing technology transfer,
companies reduce the delay in introducing new technology,
leading to more competitive products. Instead of a remote research
laboratory taking years over basic research, innovation takes place
near the factory where equipment is produced, introducing simple
ideas as soon as possible into commerce. These techniques give
an enormous competitive advantage to the companies that can
understand and manage technology transfer correctly.

Figure 1. ESA technology
transfer

. Now with Requirements
Engineering Ltd , Teddington,
UK

R. Stevens* & M. Autret
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

H. Dworak
ESOC, Darmstadt, Germanv

person will handle links for, say, the Space
Science Department or the Columbus
Programme. A contract has been placed
with 'Spacelink', a consortium of 'technology

broker' companies which promotes transfers
and arranges agreements between the
buyer and seller of the technology. Some
transfers resulting directly from the Agency's
Technology Transfer Programme will have
been completed by the time this article is
published

Obviously, technology transfer is not ESA's
main business, but there are several reasons
why the Agency is taking technology transfer
seriously. From a European perspective,
technology transfer reduces duplicated
research. This cuts the long{erm cost of
research by re-applying results elsewhere.
Technology transfer also exposes ESA's tech-
nology to the outside commercial markets,
thereby allowing non-space companies to
inject their own expertise back into the
system. A major reason for Europe support-
ing the space industry is the expected 'spin-

off into terrestrial applications For a relatively
small incremental investment, ESA can
enhance this spin off, which is expected by
its national industries

One of the most imoortant benefits of
technology transfer is indirect, namely to
improve the ability of engineers to re-apply
existing technology. Studies of technology
research suggest that existing work is too
often ignored, and research results are
too complicated to be implemented in the
short-term. Organisations would often be
better off applying known technology quickly,
rather than researching into complex
technology which cannot be applied for
years to come.
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Initial reactions to technology transfer can be
cynical, but when people step back and start
to think a little, this attitude changes There
have already been many instances of suc-
cessful technology transfeI a few examples
of which are highlighted in Figure 2

A first aooraisal at ESA sites has revealed
that technology transfer is already going on
in many areas, with more than 30 such
transfers having already occurred, and there
are many other candidates available for
transfer. Naturally, many of the transfers to
date have been within the space industry,
but there have been plenty to outside firms
too. One such successful transfer has
involved 'ESATAN', which is ESA-developed
thermal-analysis software that is now being
used outside the space industry for design
and analysis work in areas where temper-
ature analysis is a critical issue.

Figure 2 contains a preliminary list of
success stories, most of which occurred
before the start of the formal Technology
Transfer Programme. The latter's aim is

therefore to regularise and to stimulate a
process that is already occurring informally

One could argue that the products of space
technology are too expensive for industrial
use. Space technology is usually very
expensive per component, because of the
demands for extreme reliability under severe
conditions, In many cases, however, the real
expense lies in the initial design and qual-
ification efforts, and unit manufacturing costs
need not be excessive In any case, the
trend in modern industry is towards higher
quality, lightweight, reliable equipment The
challenge in technology transfer is to see
whether these advantages can be brought
into more down{o-earth aoolications

Technology transfer from space can involve
hardware from the hightechnology
programmes, software, materials, and test
methods. Sometimes even pure knowledge

- 'know-how' - can be transferred. ln this
last case. the knowledge itself may be very
valuable but difficult to exploit commerciallv

Intellectual property
Sometimes the technology is 'owned' by
the ESA Contractor, while at other times the
intellectual property lies within ESA This
often depends on the history, the contractual
organisation, and the nature of the innov-
ation. For example, a contract may last

several years and involve many different
contractors during the course of its evolution
In these cases, the ESA staff involved are the

Double Pendulum Michelson lnterferometer
Pollutant Extractor
Advanced Remote Gas Sensor
Integrated Physiological Measurement System
Flux-Gate Magnetometer
Heat Pioes
Solid Waste Destruction by Plasma Torches
Lightning Warning and Monitoring System
Aerocoat Fire Protection Materials
Ultrasonic Flow Meters for Liouids
Composite Manufacture by Filament Winding
Process-Control Software
Active Magnetic Bearings
LUCID lmage-Processrng Software
Advanced Electronic Power Systems
RADFET - Miniature Radiation Dosimeter
TOPSIM - Transmission Analysis and Design
Solid-State Miniature Accelerometer
CREAM Radiation Monitor
Software Develooment Environment
ESA Software Standards
CFRP Structures
Human Waste Management System
Highly Reliable Cryogenic Valves
DYNAMAN Real-Time Human Simulation Tools
Plasma Chemical Oxidation of Light Metal Surfaces
Ultrasonic Testing of Composites

only people who can keep a grip on the
evolution of the product. ESOC's operations
control software is such an example, and is

in use in many different organisations around
the world The technology may be protected
by a patent, but this is not always necessary
to license the technology.

In other cases, the ESA contractor brings
a considerable amount of prior knowledge
to a contract, performs much of the design
work, and manufactures the product. This
represents the majority of cases, and the
intellectual property will remain with the
industrial contractor.

In both cases, the objective is for the non-
space companies to make a licensing
agreement or form a joint venture with the
owner of the intellectual property Where a
space company owns the rights, ESA
needs to know that the technology transfer
rs occurnng.

The Spacelink consortium
The ESA Technology Transfer Programme
is supported by the Spacelink consortium,
a group of technology-broker companies
specialising in the technologytransfer
process. These companies have worked
intensrvely to extract potentially transferable
technologies from space companies and
ESA sites, and to document them in the

Figure 2. Existing
tech nology-transfer
successes
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TEST (Transferable European Space
Technology) Catalogues Spacelink distributes
the catalogues and coordinates the replies
from non-space industry. The Spacelink
companies are organised on a national basis
and have a partner in every country. Initially
the emphasis has been on the extraction of
technology, but now it is steadily switching
towards making technology transfers. The
contracts are organised to reward companies
for actually completing transfers.

Support available from ESA
ESA provides a variety of mechanisms to
support technology transfer. The first is
to pay for actually extracting, documenting
and publicising the technology-transfer
candidates ESA has engaged the Spacelink
consortium to document the transfer
opportunities and promote them to the non-
space wono.

Sometimes, the technology needs minor
modifications to make it appropriate for a
new domain. The Technology Transfer
Programme has already provided limited
assistance in such cases. For example, a
UK company producing software for launch-
environment analysis has received a small
amount of funding to help commercialise the
product.

The TEST catalogue
A first catalogue of Transferable European
Space Technology (TEST) was published in

1991. The ideas contained in this TEST1

catalogue were derived from visits to 100

space companies, and many interviews at
ESA sites 55 potential technologies were
documented, varying from the simple to the
complex, from the theoretical to the down-
to-earth Thirty thousand copies of the
catalogue were distributed to non-space
companies within Europe in five languages.
About 50/o of companies wanted further
details - much higher than the Spacelink
consortium expectedl

The second issue of the TEST catalogue
was published in mid 1992 This contained a
range of new technologies As knowledge of
the target audience builds up, and under-
standing of technology transfer grows, we
already see the degree of interest increasing.

Other organisations
ESA's Technology Transfer Programme
can learn from existing technologytransfer
schemes NASA, for example, has been
active for more than twenty years in this
area, which has been further stimulated
by Congress, which passed a specific

Technology Transfer Bill in 1987. NASA's
'Tech Briefs' journal covers technology
transfer within the US space organisation

The country with perhaps the most innovative
approach to technology transfer is Japan
Their complex company structures have
demanded an active approach to technology
transfer, even within a single company
Competition is so intense that a delay of six
months in bringing a product to market may
make the difference between success or
failure. Yet, the overall culture is very open
towards exchange of information Japanese
companies are now attuned to bringing ideas
into production with the shortest possible
time-lag. They employ specialists to scout the
company and re-use ideas The success of
Japanese industry in applying their own and
other oeooles' ideas is remarkable This
requires the breaking down of the barriers
between theoretical research and industrv

As part of the work to improve links with the
Russian space industry, the ESA Technology
Transfer Programme has been invited by the
Russian Space Agency (RKA) to document
the technology available from the Russian
space programme Some information on
technology available from the Russian space
effort may be included in the next edition of
the TEST catalogue This is an area in which
cooperation between Europe and Russia
could prove very fruitful.

A fundamental change in the nature of
industrial research is occurring, with the
realisation that such research must be closer
to the industrial production process 'lvory
tower' research institutes performing

N'2
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fundamental research in the countryside
are quietly fading away. Scientists are moving
closer to the production process, applying
simpler ideas to the end-product within
months, rather than years.

Success with technology transfer
We will now look at a few examples of
technology transfer from space endeavours.
The Technology Transfer Programme is so
young that many of the transfers are as yet
in their early stages, and some transfers
that took place before the Programme
started are therefore also covered

ESA's software standards
ESA's software-engineering standards show
how to produce quality software from the
beginning to the end of the process These
might seem an unlikely candidate for tech-
nology transfer, but the standards are a
valuable asset, particularly as software has
become a critically important industrial
product. The standards have been used by
ESA and its contractors for many years, but
the latest version has attracted great interest
externally The standards represent a large
investment by ESA over more than a decade.
A company buying into the standards saves
time and money, and buys a 'product' which
has been shown to work in practice Many
organisations outside space have bought
copies of the standards, or asked to be
permitted to modify them for their own use.

The standards have been 'generalised' to
remove any specific ESA references and
will be published commercially as a book in

the course of 1993 (Fig 3) ESA's Software
Standardisation Board has been actively
supporting this commercialisation initiative,

Transfer of TDAS-EMC
Spacecraft are subject to all sorts of
electromagnetic effects in space. These can
cause problems particularly in electronics
systems. TDAS-EN/C is a product developed
for space systems by Matra-Marconi (F)

under ESA/ESTEC contract which allows a
space system/su bsystem's electromag netic
behaviour to be analysed already at the
design stage, thereby permitting corrections
to be made whilst they are still inexpensive,
EMC is of special interest to spacecraft
builders, but similar problems may be
experienced by aircraft, telecommunications
equipment, computers and microelectronics
devices. Modern cars, for example, contain
many integrated circuits, which must remain
unaffected when cars oass radar or TV

transmitter stations.

ESA's Software Standards

The ESA Software Standards

- have been generalised to remove ESA-specific
terminology using TT Programme funding

- will be published by Prentice Hall for worldwide
distribution beyond the space business

- will generate royalties for ESA

These Standards have been reviewed by Industry and
approved by the ESA Board for Software Standardisation and
Control (BSSC)

Waste management
Manned space activity requires that
considerable attention be paid to keeping the
working environment healthy and minimising
the use of resources Some of the techniques
developed for application in space can be
reused directly on Earth. A human-waste
management system developed by ORS of
Austria for ESA is one such example

Plasma torches
Aerospatiale has worked on plasma torches
for more than 20 years These are used to
simulate atmospheric re-entry by allowing
materials to be subjected to extreme
temperatures This space technology has
uses in such industrial fields as:

- blast overheating of ferro-manganese
furnaces (SFPO)

- wind overheating of cupola furnaces
(Peugeot)

- waste destruction (Rhone-Poulenc)

The industrialisation of the plasma torches
was effected in conjunction with EDF and
Jeumont Schneider Industrie A pilot facility
has been built to disoose of solid chlorinated

Figure 3. Transferring
ESA's software standards

Figure 4. Plasma torches
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Figure 5. Artist's
impression of a mobile
'Lidar'system

Figure 6. 'Lucid' image-
processing software in use
for fingerprint analysis

raci.lr rac rrcinn tho hinl---,,,Y .''- "'r,) temperatures
nrnriidod hrr iho inrnh

Integrated physiological measurement
sysrems
Helasystem, an Austrian company, developed
a complele syslem for physiological measure-
ments under zero-gravity conditions for the
joint Austria-Soviet space mission 'Austro-

Mir This involved producing a small,
integrated system and all the handling
procedures necessary lor conducting on-
board physiological measurements under
time-critical conditions The equipment
CONS|SIS Of:

- a sensor jacket with integrated
acceleromelers. electrocardiog ram

systems, vibro-stimulator and other
SENSOTS

- a hand-held data-acqursition system. wilh
rcel-time snrnllinn for visualisation of
sgnals and memory cards for information
handling

- a hand-grip ergometer with load cell and
materials for sensor fixation,

An adaptation of this flight equipment is now
available for medical experiments, such as

the home monitoring of patients and stress
/^^^^/^h Th^ ^^^,{^ ^+ -^^^^ ^nn^.a+aA aruJudrur | | | ru I ruuu> ur Jpduu gur lurdLUu d
a\/atom rnihinh ic col{-cnntarnod oqcrr tn rrco

reliable. and can be used remotely - the
very factors that help to promote its

application on the ground

Lightning monitoring and warnings
Thunder and lightning before or during a
larrnr:h nnsc 2 r:nnsiderable threat to rockets
and their payloads, Although equipment is

designed to resist lightning strikes and
atmospheric turbulence, it is sensible to plan

operations to minimise these shocks 'Safir'
is a ncr,v-ncneretinn svstem for real-time
thunderstorm monitoring and warning of
lightning. Safir covers a 300 x 300 km2 area,
with a spatial resolution of about 1 km This
is a unique tool for the operations planning
and management of ground or air activities

A ororrn of enoineers have created a, Y'"-Y

new company (Dimensions) to exploit this
technology under licence from Onera (F;

Non-space applications could include
airports, industrial sites, power and
communication networks, and environ-
mental monitoring

Lidar
Lidar is an advanced gaseous pollution
sensor derived from MBB s experience in
laser technology This probe detects
contaminating gases up to 6 km away

Lucid
Lucid is image-processing software
developed by Logica (UK) for remote-sensing
applications Success in space has led to tnis
software being used n many other fields.
including medical diagnostics and fingerprint
analysis

The process of technology transfer
Can the process be defined?
Technology transfer is known to be a slow
and cumbersome process and few tech-
nolooies are e\/er nrrl lO alternalive uSeS

The r:hallenr^re is lo dcline the transfer
process (Fig 7). measure it and make it
more efficient.

In bringing the buyers and sellers of
technology together, the objective is to find
ta mtn\/ cr rcnoccfr rl matnhoc ec nnccihlo
:nd qnmotimac lha nrn^^^^ -^^!^ ^ r:rrr^

u ru Vr\-/UUJ> I IUUUJ d llLtlU

Fnant t12flomanl Tho llanofnr hno la hn aannu' ruvurqgur' rurr I rru udl lJlul I lo- tu uv JYUI I

.. m,,+' roll', Fnna{inial hnth n:riioc h:rio lnq) lllULUOlly UEI lUllUlOl. uvu I Vqrilur rrqvv rv
he nnnriinnod thal lhov will benetit ffOm the
transaction for it to succeed. The chances of
this happening randomly are relatively small

t
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Technology can fail to be applied for many
different reasons: sometimes it is too early.
and other times rt is simply a lack of under-
standing A New York scientist invented X-ray
tomography, which enables body scans to
be nroclr rr:ecl He nresented it to a medical
meeting, but the audience could not under-
stand the ler:hninre He abandoned the"Y"" ', ',

work, and was chagrined to see that the
process was subsequently're-invented',
became a technical success, and that its

inventors recerved the Nobel Prizel

As computer users we live with many
problems today because the inventors of
the microprocessor did not understand the
concept of virtual memory, although it had
been invented more lnan ten years before
the first microprocessor was built.

Tho mpqq:noq n[ lonhnnlnnrr trancfor:ra

clear:

Applying existing knowledge is more
efficient than rnventrng new technologies

Buyrng technology rn rs cheaper than
inventing rn-house.

This does not mean abandoning basic
rpqc:rch nr f:ilinn tn rlplgp3[gpd the COfe

technologies for an organisation. But we
must look around to re-use existing
knowledge first

Quantifying the process
When we look at the technology-transfer
process. we can see that the end-to-end
success rate is relatively low For every ten
thousand brochures we send out, or for
every ten milllon people who see a TV
programme on technology transfer, we
mrght get one or two transfers. This is an
opportunity as well as a problem; if we can
focus our promotional efforts on the most
cost-effective mechanism, we can raise the
success rate dramatically Even a small
amount of support applied at the right point
may help Understanding and measuring the
technology-transfer process is viLal if we are
tn imnrove lhic <r rcno<g rate A feW Of the
proposed techniques currently being tried
are to:

1. Focus on specific technologies and
companies with expertise in that domain.

In this case, specialised institutions may
have mailing lists or contacts for specific
domains, such as heat transfer or
^+., ,^+, ,.^l ^^^1,,^i^JLt UULUIdt clt tdty)t;

Technology
transfer

happens!

Focus on technology through individual
specialised contacts

Very often the expert in the field will know
immediately who may be interested in

using a particular technology A small
amount of finance provided by the
Technology Transfer Programme to adapt
technology could make all the difference
This approach can short-circuit the whole
process of technology transfer. The ESA
programme has several such focussed
negotiations underway

Wider publicity through television and
na\A/an2 nor 2 rtialoa

Television coverage is much less focussed
than the TEST catalogue, but also much
less costly per contact, and therefore
could reach a wider audience, Obviously
the technology to be transferred must be
interesting enough for a TV science or
technology programme The ESA Tech
nology Transfer Programme will attempt
to promote technology programmes on
European television in the coming months

Figure 7. The baseline
tech nology-transfer
process
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The simplest way to improve our Technology
Transfer Programme is to copy from schemes
that are successful elsewhere - another
form of technology transfer! The ESA team
keeps upto-date with practical and academic
work on technology{ransfer processes, and
if anyone finds a better way of transferring
technology, we will try it!

Promotion of technology transfer
One arm of the initial process is the
collection of the existing technologies on
offer. The second concerns marketing of
these technologies to potential customers.
Promotion is an integrated part of the
technology{ransfer companies, Non-space
comoanies have to be made aware of the
opportunities available. Initial contact may
well be made via the TEST catalogue, or
through any of the promotional schemes,
ranging from focussed development to
broad-band publicity. Many newspaper and
magazine articles have appeared discussing
ESA's Technology Transfer Programme
When companies interested in buying the
technology contact the Spacelink consortium,
they can explore the technology in more
detail, often involving a meeting with experts
in the technology concerned.

A'proactive' technology-transfer policy?
Another key area of promotion is to
encourage ESA staff to think about technol-
ogy transfer during the course of their work.
Lateral thinking at an early stage can make
development work far more marketable.

The aooroach discussed above involves
taking existing technology and trying to
transfer it as it is, perhaps with minor
modifications. An alternative,'pro-active'
policy, tries to build technology transfer into
the original R&D from the start. The instigator
of the research is encouraged to think about
potential applications during the R&D phases
of the project This pro-active policy could
involve additional requirements or research,

or in some cases merely stimulating
companies involved to think about potential

markets as the technoloov is evolved.

Requirements from non-space areas are
then considered during the development
effort. Obviously this area has to be handled
very carefully, as the core of ESA's work
must remain focussed on space activities,
and the pro-active approach consumes
more resources and time One or two
demonstrators may be used to pilot-test

the pro-active approach.

Conclusion
Technology transfer is an issue that will
become steadily more important to ESA and
to European companies, The space industry
has a duty to make its research findings
available outside the space arena. Scarce
resources for research must be used as

efficiently as possible, and the space industry
must show Eurooe that the investment in

space is paying dividends in terms of
terrestrial applications. The ESA Technology
Transfer Programme may eventually affect
how ESAs own engineers perceive tech-
nology as a process. Nobody should
underestimate the difficulties of the
technologytransfer process, but ESA can
be proud to have started this scheme G

This article was prepared by the Technology
Transfer Group of ESA. lf you wish to be kept
informed about the ESA Technology Transfer

Programme or to receive TEST catalogues,
please fill in the form below and send it to:

Mrs Anne-Marie Hieronimus-Leuba
ESA Technology Transfer Group Leader
8-10 Rue Mario Nikis
75738 Paris

France

Tel. (33) 1 42 73 73 29
Fax. (33) 1 42 73 75 60.

Please send further information on ESA's Technology Transfer Programme to:

Name:

Address:

Town:

vvur rrr y.

Organisation:
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ESA and NASA Reports

Scientific and Technical Reports

International Space Journals

Daily News

Contract Opportunities

Conference Proceedings

Earth lmages Catalogues

Spaceflight Data

Market Research Reports

Company Directories

Are you a manager, scientist,

engineer or researcher in the

aerospace industry ?

Equipped with a PC and a modem

connected to a telephone line, you can
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the European Space Agency lnformation

Retrieval Service, ESA-IRS.

No library, CD-ROM or other similar
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POSTAL CODE
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CITY

FAX (39-6-94180360) or mail this reply card to:
ESA-lRS, Esrin, Via Galileo Galilei,00044 Frascati, Rome, ltaly

Or phone your nearest ESA-IRS National Centre:
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simulation of satellite ooerations

Advanced Simulation Tools to Support
Satellite Operations

J.J. Gujer & J.E. Mir6
Flight Control Systems Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germanv

Introduction
ESOC develops real{ime satellite simulators
for operations support during both the
mission-preparation and mission-execution
phases These simulators are used primarily
for the testing and validation of the
Operations Control Centre (OCC) facilities
and flight-control procedures, as well as for
the training of the ground-network operators.
They have also been applied successfully in

a research-oriented context, for example for
the validation of a new. advanced soacecraft
autonomy concept and for the demonstration
of the feasibility of using standard satellite
checkout eouioment for simulator validation,

Generic simulator components are being
developed at ESOC to establish an

advanced run-time environment as well as

Advanced simulation tools are being developed at the European
Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in the context of updating the
existing simulator infrastructure. The aim is to provide enhanced
support for simulator development work and to offer users a
flexible and more powerful simulation environment on the desk top.

Figure 2. SIMSAT provides
general-purpose simulator

software as well as
general-purpose models.

Spacecraft-specific models
can be integrated to

constitute a complete
simulation system

a graphics-based modelling environment
for spacecraft subsystem models. These
infrastructure tools will support efficient and
relrable simulator development activities
and will allow the use of low-cost desk-top
computers with powerful graphics capabilities
(work stations) for such tasks.

Run-time environment
A new runtime environment, known as
SIN/SAT (Simulation Infrastructure for Model-
ling SATellites), will provide the required
flexibility for simulators to run on a de-
centralised processor architecture, which
can be adapted to different processing
oerformance needs.

The system has been conceived to run on a
cluster of Digital/VAX stations, under the VMS
operating system. Re-usability of the various
components of this software system has been
one of the main design drivers, These
nnmnnnontc:ro'

- A Real-Time KerneL. This provides facilrties
for simulation control, simulator com-
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manding, model scheduling, and data
logging and recording. The design is

object-oriented and is based on reusable
components to facilitate efficient develop-
ment and maintenance. lt offers a
generalised interface for models in order
to simulate a oarticular satellite. These can
be attached without having to modify or
re-comoile the kernel code.

- A Graphical User lnterface: This tool,
based on the OSF/Motif windows
standard, supports control of the simulator
and the telecommanding of the srmulated
spacecraft, as well as the monitoring of
the simulation by means of alphanumeric
representations, trend graphs, synoptic
diag rams and th ree-dimensional
spacecraft animation, all in real time

- A General-Purpose Ground-Station Model.
The ground-statron model is reusable for
all satellite simulators and missions, by
allowing flexible configuration of the
ground stations and related equipment,
It includes the simulation of standard
equipment and relevant ground-network
protocols Dedicated equipment or
additional ground-network protocols can
be simulated by adding the required
models, This component provides the
interface to the Operations Control Centre
(occ).

The modular architecture allows for these
components to be integrated with spacecraft
models into a complete simulation system.

Model-develooment environment
This environment, called 'SlMAlD', has been
conceived to aid in the efficient design and
implementation of satellite subsystem models.
Using SlMAlD, the simulator developer is
able to build subsystem models by graphic
ally connecting lower-level models from a
library of generic templates The resulting
topological representation is then translated
into Ada code by a code generator.

The Real-Time Kernel
The real{ime kernel provides general-
purpose simulation functions common to all
simulators. lt has been designed following
an object-oriented approach and is being
implemented using the Ada programming
language.

The main advantage of the object-oriented
methodology was seen in the simple fact
that large software systems are much easier
to design, develop and maintain if they are
conceived as a set of reasonably manage-
able modules loosely coupled to one
another. Loose coupling is best achieved

by grouping together data (attributes) and
related operations (functionality).

Reusability of kernel objects in other
components of the simulation system has
also been a driver for the design. Objects
for inter-process communication and data
management, for example, are re-used
throughout the system.

The software has been designed to allow
distributed processing, with the Graphleal
User Interface and the Ground Station Model
components running on separate nodes. lt
should also be possible to distribute the
various models on different orocessors. in
order to benefit from parallel processing.
Further study is, however, required in this
area to achieve a suitable synchronisation
and communication mechanism between
the parallel running models

Real-time access to the simulator variables is

required in order, for example, to allow on-
screen visualisation of the response of the
spacecraft being simulated Efficiency in

doing this is essential, because of the large
amounts of data to be accessed in real time
and the fact that different components may
be running on different nodes (implying data
transfer via the network), This access is
provided by keeping track of the address in
memory of the so-called 'public variables',
which can then be read and sent uoon
request in the form of data-streams to the
Graphical User Interface (GUl) Memory
mapping is used to capture the status of
the simulator at a particular point in time,
allowing the simulation to be restarted later
from that point (so-called'break-pointing').

The real{ime kernel provides a generalised
interface for a variety of models. To simulate
a particular satellite, orbit and environment
models and specific satellite-subsystem
models can therefore be integrated with
the real{ime kernel software. The interface
between the realtime kernel and the models
is conceived so that the model developers do
not require knowledge of the real{ime kernel's
internals Hence, it is oossible to build a
complete simulation system without having to
re-compile any of the real{ime kernel

Although the current concept is that the
spacecraft models should be written in Ada,
existing models written in Fortran can also
be reused by building a suitable Ada shell
around them. This allows one to retain the
high degree of verification that has been
achieved by some models after years of use
ano rmprovement
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The Graphical User Interface
The Graphical User Interface (GUl) provides
monitoring and control facilities for simulators
by acting as a layer between the user and
the kernel of the simulator, to which it is
loosely coupled via service calls. lt is based
on the OSF/Motif windows standard,

Although the GUI has been designed to
interface with the new SIMSAT kernel
described above. its gereral character and
modularity allows it to be coupled with other
simulation software also For example, it is
currently being used as a front-end monitor-
ing and control tool for the simulator of ESA's
Infrared Space Observatory (lSO) satellite,

which is based on ESOC's General-Purpose
Satellite Simulator Package (GPSSP)

Monitoring facilities
Log display
The simulation log keeps track of all

significant events taking place during a

simulation run. This ootion allows both
viewing and reviewing (i.e looking at the
past history, searching for particular entries)
of the simulation log. Message filtering is

provided to enhance log readability. Hence
it is possible to select certain types of
messages (eg error messages) and
particular message sources (eg. from a
certain payload) for display

Alphanumeric display
This option allows for the visualisation of
simulator variables, arranged in tables, in

alphanumeric format The user can define
the layout and select any public variable
to be displayed Limits can be set for each
variable; when such limits are reached, the
displayed variable changes colour or an

acoustic signal is triggered Derived para-

meters can also be obtained and displayed
by applying mathematical functions to the
simulator variables (this is also possible for
the other display options) Recording and
playback facilities are provided in connection
with display definitions

Graph display
This option allows for the visualisation of
simulation variables in graph format, ie.
Y-Y trend .r rr\/oq I In tO fOUr CUTVSS Can

be represented on the same graph. each in

a different oolour. Modification of axis scales
and labels is oossible whilst the simulator is

running. Automatic forward scrolling takes
place in order to show current status. Back-
ward scrolling can be triggered manually to
review previous portions of the graph Here
also, recording and playback facilities are
provided in connection with display
definitions.

Figure 3. View of the
simulator Graphical User
Interface (GUl) showing the
main window (MMl System
Display), an alphanumeric
display (Fine Sun Sensor),
a graphical display (Sun
Acquisition) and the
command window (MMl
commander)
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Figure 4. View of the GUI
showing synoptic diagrams

for: the whole spacecraft
(upper right), battery 1

(lower left), and the power
distribution to the non-
contaminating actuator
(lower right) of the ISO

simulator. The upper lelt
window allows selection

of synoptic diagrams from
a library
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Synoptic (minic) d isplay
This option allows for the graphical
visualisation of the status of spacecraft
subsystems or of rheir components via
anrmated synoptic representations lt is
possible to define up to eight levels in
the representation hierarchy. From the
synoptic of the whole spacecraft one can,
fnr ovqmnla 2..oaa tho riifforoni cr rhcrrctom

synoptic diagrams by clicking with the
mouse, and from there branch into any of
the components and so on The synoptic
diagrams can be built from icons
representing elementary components
available from a library These icons have
then to be attached to the corresponding
model variables. As for the alphanumeric
and graphical displays, recording and
playback facilities are provided

Th ree -d i m e n sr o n al spacec raft v isu al i sati o n
This option offers an animated 3-D
representation of the spacecraft in real-

time, showing its attitude and orientation
dynamically with respect to Sun, Moon and
Earth as calculated by the simulator. Further
options allow the representation of the
celestial chart showing a star map, the
representation of the field of view of the
sensors, and the representation of the
terrestrial chart showing the ground stations
with coverage zones and day/night threshold

Control facilities
Simulator control commands as well
as telecommands can be sent from a
commander window provided by the GUI
The commands can be entered on a
command line or can be selected from pre-
defined command menus. These menues
can be edited and then stored in a library,
from which they can be loaded onto the
command menu bar. Command stacks can
be built edited stored and re-loaded at a
later point in time The command-history
option allows one to keep track of com-
mands already sent. The commander also
validates the command syntax before actually
sending the command to the simulator.

Another means of commanding is provided
by the synoptic diagrams For example, the
switches represented on the lower right-
hand-side synoptic of Figure 4 can be
opened
or closed by clicking on the 'ARM' and
'DISARN/' buttons, respectively

General-Purpose Ground-Station Model
The Ground Station (GS) model can be
regarded as an element common to all

satellite missions and it can be adapted to
each mission by configuring it accordingly
Dedicated equipment (eg telemetry
processors) specific to a particular mission
must also be accounted for. In order to cope
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Figure 5. View of the GUI
showing a typical screen
conliguration for following
up spacecraft manoeuvres

Figure 6. View of the
simulator GUI showing
the star map (top) as
obtained during the
Hipparcos mission, as
well as relevant celestial
bodies including the Earth
(green). The Earth map
(bottom) shows the
positions of the ground
stations and their coverage
zones
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with this requirement, additional models
representing the equipment in question can
be added to the system without changing its

structure Several relevant communication
protocols are also simulated and can option-
ally be selected; new ones can be added if

requrreo.

The simulation of ground-system status
covers mainly:

- configuration of the simulated ground
system

- status of ground-station equipment

- activation of eouioment models

- validation and execution of ground
commands according to prescribed
command definitions

The simulation of ground-station equipment
includes different types of such equipment,
selectable from a library of available modules
which currently includes a telecommand
encoder/decoder, station computer, and
ranging equipment

The interface to the Ooerations Control
Centre is also oart of the GS simulation

package and two sorts are currently
suoported:

- the Packetnet System Interface (PSl),

which provides message transmit and
receive services using the X 25 protocol

- the Open Systems Interconnection (OSl)

interface, which provides message
transmit and receive services using the
OSI upper-layer protocols.

Model-development environment
A computer-aided modelling environment is

being pursued in order to reduce the effort
required for simulator model development
and. at the same time. to increase model
reliability (leaving less margin for human
error) and to facilitate model maintenance.
This environment, called 'SlMAlD', should
allow one to build a complete spacecraft
model and, after code generation, to exporl
it to the runtime environment described
above. The functions to be orovided are
summarised in the accompanying panel.

Proposed SIMAID Functions

Graphical, interactive model composition from elementary (atomic) models or from other
composite models. The model developer will be able to define a ceftain model topology
by selecting models from a model library and defining their inter-connections via mouse
clicks.
Hierarchical model building and representation. This will allow one to hide the low-level
complexity, e.g. the model of a sensor, when defining the interfaces of the sensor to the
rest of the attitude and orbit control subsystem. Clicking on the sensor model will reveal

the internal modelling.
Viewpoint representation of models: this allows certain modelling aspects of a component
model to be represented whilst hiding others. For example, when modelling a spacecraft
it may be convenient at some stage to concentrate on the electrical power-distribution
network without having to deal at the same time with the thermal links, although internally
both models - electrical and thermal - are couoled to one another.
Access to the Ada Language Sensitive Editor for production of atomic-model templates.
No pseudo-language representation will be used, thereby making the full power of the
Ada language available to the model developer.
Instantiation (re-use) of generic models. For each model, an instantiation panel will be
defined which can then be invoked on the screen and the various optional parameters
filled in.

Code generation (in Ada) for a compleie model from the atomic-model templates, the
topological representation and the instantiation parameters.

General interface for integrating external models, i.e. models that without being managed
within SIMAID are required to provide the SIMAID models with realistic data, such as an
environment or payload model developed externally.
Configuration management of the models generated or imported, i.e. keeping track of the
different versions of the models and ensuring consistency of the set used to represent a
specific satellite.
Runtime environment for preliminary verification of the models. Final veriflcation and
validation of the models will, howeve[ take place in the target simulator run{ime
environment.
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Figure 7. The SIMAID
development environment
allows one to build
spacecraft subsystem
models graphically based
on a library of elementary
or composite components,
and to generate Ada
source code lrom the
model definition which
can then be exported to
the run-time environment

Diagram

Satellite Model
Developer

Conclusion
The tools presented above constitute both a
simulator run{ime environment and a graph-
ical modelling environment They are aimed
at supporting efficient satellite simulator
development, as well as at providing the user
with a powerful and easy{o-use simulation
tool. They have been designed to run in a
distributed-work-station configuration, thereby
enabling efficient simulators with user-friendly
graphical interfaces to be available on the
desk top. This it is believed, will stimulate the
wider use of real{ime satellite simulators and
thereby have a favourable impact on mission-
preparation and mission-execution activities.

A phased approach has been followed
for the implementntion of the various
components of the simulator infrastructure
The GUI component is already available
and is being used in combination with the
ISO simulator.

The first version of the full SIN/SAT system will
be available this autumn. Additional ground-
station equipment models and general-
purpose satellite subsystem models will
subsequently be implemented. SIMSAT will

be used for the first time for the ESA Cluster
satellrte simulator.
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Introduction
In any aerospace project, ground testing
in wind tunnels plays an important role
throughout all phases by providing detailed
inputs to the designer on the performance
and flight qualities of the configuration under
development, In order to be able to make
this important contribution, wind tunnels must
simulate as closely as possible on reduced-
scale models what will happen during the
flight of the real aircraft or spaceplane

The aerothermodynamic design of vehicles that will enter or re-
enter a planetary atmosphere relies largely on information gathered
in ground-based simulation facilities. Owing to the different natures
of the flow phenomena that occur along the flight path, different
wind tunnels dedicated to particular phases of the flight are usually
used. Ground simulation of the so-called 'hot' or hypersonic phase
is particularly difficult because of the high powers required to
generate the wind-tunnel flow.

The quality of such simulations is governed
by so-called 'similarity laws' containing such
parameters as Mach Number and Reynolds
Number. A wind-tunnel test on the model of
a conventional aircraft is deemed 'correct' if

the ground simulation is performed at the
Mach and Reynolds Number of the full-scale
version In the case of the Reynolds Number,
which is defined as the ratio of the product:
velocity times air density times a character-
istic length of the body (eg. wing chord)
and the air viscosity, the wind{unnel test
must compensate the much smaller model
wing chord of the wind{unnel model by
an increase in density, by a decrease in

viscosity, or a combination of the two, so

that the ground test and the flight 'happen'

for the same value of Reynolds Number.

A spaceplane, when re-entering Earth's
atmosphere, passes through several different

flow regimes, each of which is governed by
different similarity laws and therefore often
requires specialised test facilities for
representative sim ulation

Re-entry flow simulation
During a re-entry into the Earth's atmos-
phere, a spaceplane encounters very
different flow conditions (Fig. 1), ranging
from highly rarefied flow at high altitudes
where the atmosphere is 'thin (low density),
to the classical Mach/Revnolds flow reoime
nearer to the ground

Coming down initially through a zone of
low ambient air density using jet control,
the vehicle experiences increasing density
The aerodynamic phenomena start in the
hypervelocity regime. where the speed is

such that nitrogen and oxygen molecules
are dissociated (split up into atoms) behind
the shock wave caused by the vehicle. At
the beginning of the re-entry, the flow regime
changes from molecular to continuous lt is
then characterised by a thick boundary layer
that interacts with the outer inviscid flow,
which is of great importance for the pressure
distribution on the vehicle, We usually call
this flow regime the 'viscous interaction
regime', which is dominated by high values
of the similarity parameter v : M/Re1t2, a
combination of Mach and Revnolds Numbers
introduced above.

Next, with further increasing densities, the
space vehicle decelerates rapidly in a zone
where the heat load is highest The flow
regime here could be called the 'hyper-
velocity regime at high density' The real gas
effects are the dissociation of the flow and
the associated ootential recombination of
molecules.
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Then, we approach a flight situation where
classical Mach/Reynolds effects occur, The
flight speed is already significantly reduced
and the vehicle moves in the denser atmos-
nherp r'lnqpr tn iho nrngld ThiS flOW iS

dominated by the state of the boundary
layer (laminar, transitional, turbulent), the
wall temperature ratio having a significant
influence The physical laws governing the
flow behaviour are relatively well known

Ground simulation in the hypervelocity
regime at high densities is particularly
important because it is here that the heat
loads on the vehicles surface are highest
and therefore need to be known accurately
in order to allow adequate design of the
thermal protection As indicated above,
dissociation and recombination of oxygen
and nitrogen are the predominant mechan-
isms in this flow regime The test facility
must therefore use air as a test gas flowing
at sneeds nf hetr,veen 3 and 8 kmis,

In addition, the simulation of high-speed
chemically reacting flows, with dissociation
and recombination occurring. requires the
duplication of the number of inter-molecular
collisions necessary to dissociate a molecule
or to recombrne two atoms, Investigations
have shown that dissociation is a result of
collisions between two partners, and there-
fore the magnitude of the dissociation effects
on a model flow depends on the number
of such collisions taking place in a given
volume while this volume passes by the
model Thus the dissociatron simulation is

governed by the so-called binary scaling
parameter' which is the product of density
and linear size (p x L) of the flow field
looked at.

To simulate correctly recombination effects,
for which three-body collisions are requrred,
it is necessary to duplicate the product of
density squared times linear size (p2 x L)

in addition to speed, Therefore, in a given
ground experiment with a reduced-scale
model. binary and three-body collisions
cannot be simulated at the same time, A test
set-up for binary scaling will have the three-
body reactions proceeding relatively too fast

Another deficiency of ground testing in this
flow regime is caused by the facility process
of adding energy to the gas and then
expanding it through a nozzle to the desired
test conditions: very often the free-stream
gas is already partially dissociated before
it reaches the model and its bow shock,
contrary to what occurs during the real flight
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Figure 1. Flow phenomena
during re-entry

To account for these deficiencies of ground
testing, an interactive procedure between
wind-tunnel simulation and computer
simulation is necessary to provide realistic
inputs for space-vehicle design We have
therelore adopted the widely accepted
strategy of:

- testing in dedicated facilities, chosen
according to the flight regime of interest

- calculating lhe conditions and results of
nr rr exneriments to validate the codes

- cross-checking these codes with flight
,^^, ,l+^ .",h^,^ ^,,^il^resurts, wr rere availaole

_ annlriinn analaa fn ra^l ^^^^ /^ ^6+.i^^- qvl'/ry il rg uvuuo Lv I cdl-udJU lu-ul lLl luJ.

In view of this strategy, a review of existing
wind tunnels in Europe was performed at

the beginning of the Hermes Preparatory
Programme lt was concluded that, when
compared to the experimental simulation
needs of this challenging programme and
even after re-activation and modification of
existing facilities, a considerable simulation
gap existed for the flow regime in which real
gas effects including chemical reactions are
important,

In subsequent discussions between prog-
ramme managers and representatives of the
national research organisations ONERA (F)

and DLR (D), it was decided to start design
and construction of two complementary
facilities: the F4 wind tunnel at ONERA in

Le Fauga near Toulouse, and the High
Enthalpy wind tunnel at Gottingen (HEG)
Because of those organisations' own interest
in performing research activities in the new
tunnels, the two projects were co-financed
by ESA and ONERA and ESA and DLR,
respectively
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Figure 2. Projected F4 and
HEG facility performances

Figure 3. Schematic of the
Giittingen High Enthalpy
facility (HEG)
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The roles assigned to these two new wind
tunnels are different, inkeeping with their
different operating principles, HEG is mainly
dedicated to producing very high speed
flows (up to 8 km/s) on short time scales,
in which both oxygen and nitrogen are
dissociated. F4 was conceived to generate
lower speed flows (up to 55 km/s) in which
only oxygen is dissociated, with the possibil-

ity to make force measurements due to the
longer test times

Figure 2 shows the projected performances
of both facilities as regards (p x L) simulation.
Their operating characteristics were chosen
with an overlap in order to have a common
reference point, thereby allowing binary
scaling of Hermestype re-entry over a large
speeo range

78
V(km/s)

The principle of hypervelocity testing is to
create high-energy and high-pressure air
conditions in a reservoir and to expand
the gas from this reservoir through a
convergent/divergent nozzle Io the desired
flow speed. Gas temperatures and pressures

are usually so high that we must limit
ourselves to very short run durations.

HEG's operating principle
A free-piston driver technique is used to
create the necessary reservoir conditions.
To oroduce a flow soeed of 6-7 km/s in

an expansion from a reservoir, the reservoir
temperature has to be between about 7500
and 10 000 K with reservoir pressures of
100 MPa and more in order to achieve
sufficiently high values of the product p x L.

The rapid heating of the gas is achieved
by passing a strong shock wave through it,

which simultaneously accelerates it. In the
reflected-shocktunnel conceot which has
been applied in HEG, the gas is brought to
rest by reflecting the shock at the end wall
of the shock tube, From this condition, it

accelerates through an expansion nozzle,

resulting in a partially dissociated free stream
in the test section

To generate the desired level of reservoir
enthalpies, shock speeds of the order of
5 km/s are needed, which implies that the
driver gas must also be heated. Typically.
if helium is chosen as driver gas, its
temoerature must be of the order of 4000 K.

This again can be achieved by a short-
duration method, the technique chosen for
HEG being the adiabatic compression of
the drrver gas with a piston

A schematic of the layout of the High
Enthalpy facility in Gottingen is shown in

COMPRESSED AIR
SUPPLY

SHOCKTUBE TEST SECTION

PISTON
M = SOOKG

COMPRESSION TUBE

1. DIAPHRAGM 2. DIAPHRAGM MODEL
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Fin rro 3 Thp f roo-niqlOn ShOCk.tUnnel

arrangement cons sts of three main sections:

- the 'driver', consisting of an air buffer and
a compresslon tuoe

- the shock tube, and
the nozzle, with a large test section
downstream

The general arrangemerr of tl'e taciliry ard
its auxiliares in an existing building is shown
in F gure / The d'iver t;be and the piston
insertion mechanism s on the left Down-
stream oI nozzle and test section, a vacuum
vessel rs visible in which Lhe gas is collecled
dr,rinn a nrn Io he exhausted later

F4 operating principle
A hot-shot dlver lechnique is used lo c'eare
tho .o.pq<2.\/ rpqor\/nrr COnditiOnS fOf Lhe

F4 facility A true reservoir with a vo ume of
several litres is errployed. whrch is rn trally

filler^l r,r,ilh lhe test aas - air in our case -
rrao onlnnlaA rnnnrdinn tn tho {inelot pruJ)uruJ )uruutuu duuuruil rv LU Lr ru ilrdl

nroaar rra Lorrol rlocrrorl Tha rir iq hpqtpel rrn

and fr rrlhcr comnresscd with an electric arc
innito.l heiraioon trrin oloctrnrloc inlonr:io.l

into the wall of the arc chamber surrounding
the volume of air. The duration of the arc can
be varied so that more or less energy can
hp tr:ncferrod tn tho nqc rncnrrlinn tn iho

desired reservoir conditions

A schematic of the F4 facility is shown in
Figure 5 The hot-shot wind-tunnel arrange
ment consists of the following main elementsi

- the impulse machine (not visible)

- the arc chamber

- the convergent/divergenl nozzle
the test section in which the model can
be mounted

- the diffuser, and

- the vacuum tank

Figure 4. Artist's
impression of the HEG
building

Figure 5. Schematic of the
F4 hot-shot facility

I

NOZZLE
VACUUM TANK

ARC CHAMBER DIFFUSOR

TEST SECTION VACUUM PUMPS
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Figure 6. View of the F4
windtunnel in the down-
stream direction

Figure 6 shows the F4 wind{unnel when
looking in the flow direction. In the fore-
ground the arc chamber, the nozzle and
the test section are visible. The two tubes
attached perpendicular to the test section
house a Schlieren system for flow visual-
isation The diffuser and vacuum tank are
located downstream of the test section, The
vacuum pumping system is installed below

Measurements and instrumentation
The F4 and HEG wind tunnels are
also complementary in terms of their
instrumentation While both facilities are
equipped with the usual static-pressure.
pitot-pressure and heat-transfer gauges
to probe the impinging flow, the development
of more sophisticated optical methods has
begn shared in such a way that each facility
has developed the most promising methods
for its own operating conditions, but always
bearing in mind the application in the other
tunnel. A wide range of measurement capa-
bilities is thereby evolving and unnecessary
duplication of investment is being avoided
through the close co-operation between the
two organisations.

The basic measurement problem in any wind
tunnel is to determine the effects of the flow
on the model In order to be able to relate
the results to the real aircraft or spacecraft,
the oncoming flow must be probed first
because it orovides the reference conditions
for the calculation of the similarity param-
eters, In the conventional Mach/Reynolds
flow regime, it is sufficient to determine the
flow speed, the air density and its temper

ature, which is usually achieved with various
pressure probes and thermocouples Effects
on the model are measured as surface
pressure distributions or heat fluxes if local
information is required Global effects such
as lift, drag and moments are measured
with balances mounted between the model
suooort and the model itself.

Given the high energies involved in the
hypervelocity simulation, the oncoming
flows in HEG and F4 will be more or less

dissociated and the gas will not be in
equilibrium. In other words, instead of having
one temperature characterising the energy
state of the test gas, we have to determine
vibrational, rotational and static temperatures
In view of the small dimensions of the flow
field between bow shock and body surface,
advanced non-intrusive optical methods are
needed in such a situation. Various tech-
niques are under development for HEG and
F4 in this context, two of which are holo-
graphic interferometry and electron-beam
fluorescence

Holographic interferometry in HEG
Holographic interferometry is an optical
method for studying density variations in

the optically transparent flow around a model
installed in a wind tunnel lt is based on the
ability to record and re-construct wavefront
shapes by the use of diffraction grids The
information recorded is a two-dimensional
representation of the (optically integrated)
density of the gas in the model flow field. lt
is the same information as obtained by other
interferometers like the Mach-Zehnder or
Michelson, except that in the holographic
interferometer the two wavefront shapes that
are compared are obtained at different times
along the same propagation path, rather
than at the same time alonq different
propagation paths

The no-flow picture is recorded on a holo-
graphic, high-resolution, optically sensitive
plate as an interference pattern between the
object beam propagating through the test
section and the reference beam propagating
around it. This interference pattern serves as
a diffraction grid when illuminated with a re-

construction beam, When the re-construction
beam is identical to the original reference
beam, the first-order diffraction behind the
recorded hologram will be identical to the
object beam

The hologram with the flow rs recorded in an
identical manner on the same holographic
plate. When the developed double-exposed
hologram is reconstructed by illuminating
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it with the reconstruction beam(s), the
interference pattern between the two first-
order waves behind the holographic plate is

caused by changes of density in the test
section between the two recordings, and is

made visible as a series of dark and bright
lines representing lines of constant density in
the flow field. This interferogram can then be
further analysed or used as an illustration of
the flow field directly

The reconstructed interferogram is recorded
on a CCD camera connected to a computer
on which the data can be processed. Figure
7b is a colour-coded infinite{ringe inter-
ferogram taken during an HEG run with a
cylinder mounted in the test section perpen-
dicular to the flow, Evident ahead of the
cylinder is a bow shock, across which the
density jumps Also clearly recognisable is

the start of an expansion along the cylinder's
surface, As well as providing a quantitative
measure of the density variations in the flow,

the interferogram provides a recording from
which the shock shape can be measured.

The electron-beam fluorescence technioue
in F4

This technique is widely used in hypersonic
experimental aerodynamics to measure
species concentrations and temperatures.
A high-energy electron beam (20 to 50 keV)

is passed through the flow to be probed a

ccD
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Figure 7a,b. Flow
visualisation with a
holographic interferometer

Macro-
bench

Parabolic
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Figure 8a,b. Flow
visualisation with the
electron-beam technique

Electron
Beam

The electrons of this beam excite the
molecules or atoms of the gas flow from
their basic electronic energy level to a higher
but unstable level. From thrs elevated level

the molecules fall back to a stable energy
state by spontaneously emitting light Within
given limits, the intensity of the emitted light
is proportional to the gas density, Spectro-
scopic analysis of the light gives access to
the vibrational and rotatlonal energy states,
and thus allows one to measure vibrational
and rotational temperatures which, as noted
previously, differ from one another in the
hypervelocity regime because the internal
degrees of freedom of the molecules are
not in equilibrium,

Figure 8a is a schematic of the electron-
beam apparatus setup in F4. The electron
gun is directed perpendicular to the flow and
can be moved along the flow axis in front of
a model in the wind tunnel. For density
measurements or flow visualisation, the beam
can be shifted periodically along ihe flow
axis, exciting a two-dimensional plane. This
light is focussed via a lens system on a CCD
camera, from which the data can be stored
on magnetic tape.

Figure 8b is a photograph taken in such
a setup during preliminary testing of the
electron-beam aooaratus in ONERA's R5
facility. The model used is a sphere placed
in a Mach-1O flow from left to right. The
picture clearly shows the bow shock
developing around the sphere, and it is
easy to determine the shock stand-off
distance on the model axis. In the lower
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part of the figure the flow structure is less

visible due to the shadowino effect of the
model and its holder.

For temperature measurements on the
nitrogen molecules in the flow, the light from
the static beam is focussed via a lens system
into a spectrometer, which registers the light
intensity emitted as a function of wavelength.
At a moderate wavelength resolution, the
relative intensities of two suitable vibrational
lines give access to the vibrational temper-
ature of nitrogen By further resolving one
such vibrational line, the rotational fine
structure of the nitrogen module becomes
accessible and, via its analysis, the rotational
temoerature can be deduced.

The electron-beam technique is basically
a low-density technique and so cannot be
reasonably employed at densities above
0.001 kg/m3 lt therefore covers only the low-
pressure operating range of the F4 facility.
Outside this range, other methods are being
useo.

Status of facility development
Construction of both facilities is now
complete, HEG being officially inaugurated
on 5 February 1992 and F4 on 11 June
1992. Since then, intensive development
testing has been taking place to explore the
exact operating domains of the two wind
tunnels and to determine the exact nature
of their limits. Having been designed using
state-of-the-art engineering methods, but for
specified performance values well beyond
those of existing test facilities of their type,
in both cases the operating domains now
available already exceed what was available
prevrousry.

Further progress will be tedious and time-
consuming, however, in that the difficulties
encountered in both types of facilities are
the same. As a consequence of the high
heat loading in the reservoir (arc chamber of
F4 and end of HEG shock tube) and nozzle
throat area, the surface temperatures
approach the melting point of some of the
materials used, leading to erosion and
sometimes deformation of components
because of the very high operating
oressures.

Erosion is undesirable for two reasons.
Firstly, it adds a gaseous metal component
to the gas stream, the chemical interaction ol
which with this gas can be very complex,
leading us further away from similarity
conditions. Secondly, erosion of the throat
will change

the nozzle expansion of the gas over time
in an unknown way, thereby increasing
uncertainties in the knowledoe of the
oncoming flow.

Further develooment work is focussed in
three directions:

- testing of materials with good heat-
conducting properties

- development of alternative designs

- reduction of testing times to an
acceotable minimum.

A concerted effort is planned during the
Hermes Technology Programme between
the facility operating teams, their associated
instrumentation groups, and the groups
working in other ESA Member States, on
computer-code development for the hyper-
velocity flow regime. Models of simple
geometry - sphere, cylinder and blunt cone

- will be tested; computer predictions of the
wrnd-tunnel process and consequent model
flow will be made and compared with test
results; bodies for which flight results are
available will be tested in order to comoare
ground simulation and real flight; and finally
a soaceolane model will be tested and all

the accumulated experience will be used to
predict its flight characterrstics with much
improved confidence.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

SUMMER SCHOOL ALPBACH 1993
Alpbach/Tyrol, Austria, 20 - 29 July

COMPARATIVE PLANETOLOGY

The topic of this year's Summer School is Comparative Planetology The results achieved by several
planetary space missions during the last decades provide scientists with additional data to allow
comparative analyses for different planets. The Summer School will cover the origin, the evolution
and the chemistry of our solar system with emphasis on the inner planets, dealing with the structure
and the dynamics of the planetary interiors, surfaces, atmospheres and magnetospheres. In addition
some lectures will deal with the outer planets with their ring and moon systems as well as the minor
bodies of the solar system

Special processes like vulcanism and impacts, and the occurrence of water and life in the solar
system will also be discussed during the morning sessions. The afternoon sessions will deal with
ongoing and planned planetary missions to Mars, the Moon and the Outer Solar System Time will
be allocated for discussions and seminar sessions to allow all participants to present their own work
related to the theme of this Summer School.

The Summer School is organised by the Austrian Space Agency (ASA) and co-sponsored by the
Finnish Academy; the UK Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC); France's Centre
National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES); the Deutsche Agentur fur Raumfahrtangelegenheiten (DARA);
the Schweizerische Akademie fur Naturwissenschaften (SANW); the Swedish National Space Board
(SNSB); the Dutch Space Research Organisation (SRON); and the European Space Agency (ESA)
It is open to graduate students, young scientists and engineers from Europe. The number of
participants will be limited to 60. All participants are invited to prepare short presentation(s) of 10 to
15 minutes on work relevant to the subject of the Summer School so that they may take an active
part in the planned seminars Participants from Austria, Finland, Germany, France, Switzerland,
Sweden and the United Kingdom are eligible for financial support from the corresponding national
sponsorng agencres.

The registration fee will be AS 2.900, . The working language of the Summer School will be English.

For additional information on the Summer School. Dlease contact:

Dr Erwin Mondre,
ASA,
Garnisongasse 7,
A-1090 Vienna
Tel: 0222-40381770,
fax: 0222-428228

Prof Jouko Raitala,
University of Oulu,
Department of Astronomy,
SF-90570 Oulu
Tel:081-5531945,
fax: OB1-5561278
(representing FinAcad)

Dr Francis Rocard,
CNES,
Dept Astronomy & Solar Systems,
2, Place Maurice Quentin,
F-75039 Paris Cedex 01

Tel: .1-45087598, fax: 1-45087867

Dr Wolfgang Frings,
DARA,
Konigswinterer Slr 522-524,
Postfach 30 03 64,
D-5300 Bonn 3

fel. 0228-447357,
tax.0228-447700

Dr Andrew Richardson,
SERC,
North Star Avenue,
Polaris House,
Swindon SN2 1ET, UK
Tel: 0793-41 1817,
fax: 0793-41 1348

Prnf Hanc Raleinar

SANW,
University of Berne,
Institute of Physics,
Sidlerstrasse 5,

CH-3012 Berne
Tel: 031-654414,
fax:031-654405.

Dr Hans Rickman,
University of Uppsala,
Astronomical Observatory,
Box 515,
S-75120 Uppsala
Tel:018-513522,
fax:018-527583
(representing SNSB)
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lmplementation of Biological Elements in
Life Support Systems: Rationale and
Development M i lestones

C. Tamponnet
Thermal Control and Life Support Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

C. Kratschmann
Osterreichische Raumfahrt-und Systemtechnik Gesellschaft mbH (ORS), Vienna,
Austria

H. Hurtl & R. Sacher
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

H. Ramdi & M. LiBvremont
Ecole Normale Sup6rieure de Cachan, Cachan, France

Introduction
To ensure the complete autonomy of man in
space, biological life support technologies
must be developed. 'Life suppotl' covers the
theory and practice of sustaining life in an
environment or situation in which the human
body is incapable of sustaining its own
natural functions There are essentiallv three

To ensure the complete autonomy of man in space, biological life
support technologies must be developed. A survey of today's
knowledge in biotechnology has been performed and technologies
suited to long-duration manned missions in space have been
identified. Regardless of whether they are to be used in a space
vehicle or at a lunar or planetary base, most of those technologies
require development times of 20 to 30 years. lt is therefore
essential to start development now to ensure that the life support
system is ready when development of Moon or Mars bases begins.

practical and non-exclusive ways to ensure
the biological autonomy of man when
isolated from his original biosphere:

- orovide all reouired consumables at the
start of a mission or replenish them during
the mission

- regenerate life support materials during
the mission, or

- use in-situ resources (in the case of
manned missions to bases on a planet).

In the past, air, water and food were taken
on board for a mission, and the waste was
stored and returned to Earth. This is a
completely open-loop life support system,

and it is successfully used for short-duration
soace missions. As space missions become
longer, supply loads become heavier and
could become prohibitive, effectively limiting
the duration of the mission regardless of how
exciting and potentially important the mission
objective may be, To permit longer missions,
some loops vital to life support, i.e the air,

water, or food and waste loops, must be
ctoseo.

At present, the loops for air and water can
nearly be closed: physico-chemical
processes are being developed to regenerate
air and water through the treatment of
substances released by the crew.
Unfortunately, these techniques cannot
replenish the food stock; food must still be
supplied from Earth. As a consequence,
solid wastes have to be collected. treated,
and stored. Food can only be produced
through biological means, such as the
cultivation of plants or the raising of small
animals, and that process presents many
drawbacks. A certain volume of the
spacecraft, space station or planetary base
must be dedicated to this function Food
oroduction in such a restricted area is a
complex operation involving careful control of
many parameters such as light intensity, light
and dark times, temperature and nutrient
supply lf propagation from generation to
generation is to be permitted, it will be
necessary to continually monitor the quality
of the end-products to ensure that any
harmful mutations are detected and
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Figure 1. A Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) mission - the
phases and schedule

eliminated. Food production also involves the
nrnccqq nf 'harrieqlinn and the fUfthef
processing of lhe raw material to provide
acceptable food products

Although the introduction of biological
techniques for food production in life support
crrctame a2t teoa q664 nral-'lnmn i+ alnn haaryoLUrrro vquruo ovrrru Pluulul llJ. lt dl)u I ldJ

positive side effects on other life support
requirements and it ultimately prompts the
notion of complete life support loop closure
A nearly-complete loop closure can be
achieved independently lor each category of
life support materal (air. watet or food and
waste) using either a combination of physico-
chemical and biological techniques, or a
closed ecological system mainly based on
biological techniques. The second method
involves closing the three loops through a
common set of bio-regenerative processes
Such a system almost completely removes
the need for resupplying consumables from
Earth, thereby achieving autonomy However,
il ic hacoal nn m2n\/.nn^^^+. lhnl nra al lharL ro uqruu vr I rrrur ry uul luuvt) tl lot dlu oL tl lu

boundaries of today's knowledge and
+^^h^i^^t ^^^^hiti+i^^Lsur | luor uoPouilruuJ

To support life in space using a bio-
rononoraiirle nlncoal annlnninel a\/elam mnra

must be known about the behaviour,
performance and ageing characterislics o[
the constituent biological elements in order to
develop and validate the separate biological
waste-processing, water-recovery, food-
production and air-revitalisation systems, and
finally to develop and validate the physical
closure of the loop and study its long{erm
behaviour and control system.

To develop an autonomous, closed
ecological system, it is necessary to:

- Define the biological techniques
potentially app icable as life support
techniques

- Select those biological life support
tonhninrroc :nnnrrlinn in narafr rllrr dafinorl,v Lv vq, v, v,, j

c'iteria mainly based on the type of
missions envisioned

- Propose an implementation programme
for tl^ose biological life support techniques
in the lramework of an already-existing
physico-chemical life support system,
which will ultimately lead to the required
autonomous. closed ecological system,

The future manned mission scenarios
The type of manned space missions for
which such biological life support techniques
will be developed, must be defined Some
hypothetical mission models have been built
to provide a framework for the assessment of
techniques and the selection of concepts.

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) missions
A Low Earth Orbit (LEO) mission. such as
the International Space Station 'Freedom' or
Fr rrn-N/ir iq : throo-nhase miSSiOn With a
maximum duration of 93 days (Fig 1). lt
consists of:

- an initial phase in which the crew travels
from Earth to the LEO space station.
using a 'crew vehlcle'
+hn raniAnnnn nl-ra^a cnent in iho cnano

- 
lllU lUJlUUl IUU plldJU rpurrL il r Lr ru olJouu

station
the return phase in which the crew
returns from LEO to Earth in the crew
vehicle

Two types of life support systems are
required for such a manned mission, one for
the crew vehicle and the other for the LEO
space station As the crew will only stay in

the crew vehicle for a short time (up to 1 5
days at a time). the consumables required
can be carried from Earth and the life

support system does not need to be a
rannnava+i',^ ^^^IEVUr rUrdu vu ur ru,

A maximum of 10 people will stay in the
space station during the mission, During that

Phase Duration
Vehicle/base

used
Type of life

supporr sysrem

Initial phase
(Earth to LEO)

1 5 days crew vehicle non-regeneratrve

Residence phase
(in LEO) r90 days

I Ff) cnana

station
regeneratrve

Return phase
(LEO to Earth)

1 5 days crew vehicle non-regenerative
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Figure 2. A lunar base
mission - the phases and
schedule

time, they will have to undertake all hygiene
activities such as showering, laundry, and
dishwashing, but they will not need a large
amount of fresh food. Therefore the life

support system should be regenerative but
need nnt he hinrenenerative.

The LEO station will face different
environmental conditions than on Earth,
namely microgravrty and an increase in

^^^^^,^^i^+;^^Jpduu rdurdLrur I

Lunar base missions
A lunar base mission is also a three-phase
mission (Fig 2). consisting of:

an initial phase in which the crew travels
from Earth to the Moon. using a crew
vehicle

- a residence phase on Lhe Moon, which is

the core of the mission and may vary in

duration
^ -^+.,-^ ^f,^^^ +.^-"1 the Moon to the

- 
o tgLu|t Prtq)g [ur I

Earth,

During the first missions, the initial lunar base
will be man-tended, with a typical stay-time
of 14 days for a crew of three or four.

Because of this relatively short duration, the
inrtial missions have been classified as LEO
missions for the purposes of the life support
system In subsequent missions, the duration
of the residence phase is expected to
increase from 90 days initrally to one year
nrror e narinrl nf corrarel rra:rc :nrl tho nrorni

size from 11 to 30 members.

Two types of life support systems are
required for lunar base manned missions.
one for the crew vehicle and the other for
+h^ l' '^^' t ^^^ n ^ tlrn j61 116617 frnm Fqrih intl lU lulldl Ud5U, nJ Ll lU Jvurrrvy ilvr rr Lur Lr I Lv

the Moon will be short (two to three days).

the crew vehicle's life support system will not
need to be regenerative Although food could
be supplied from Earth for the first, short-
duration phases at the lunar base, it must be

produced locally during long stays on lunar
soil (several months to one year) and when
the lunar base is permanently manned,
Therefore, the lunar base's life support
a\/a+am mrrct ho ranonor:tivo in iho {irct .l:rrc

^{ ^^^, ^{ +h^ h.(_)r (.)oouparcy (Jr Lile uase ano may oe
expected to evolve into a bioregenerative one
ec tho lannih nf tho roeidonno nhqco

tncreases,

Each life support syslem will be subjected to
very different environmental conditions: the
crew vehicle will experience microgravity and
space radiation, and the base will face lunar
gravity (1/6 g) assuming that an adequate
radiation shield will be orovided,

Mars base missions
The mission to Mars that has been
considered employs a split/sprint strategy:
the crew and the cargo travel to Mars in two
different vehicles and in two different ways
Tho n:rnn rrohinlo ieko.*,,-s a longer lower-
energy trajectory, which minimises the LEO
weight requirements, The crew vehicle takes
a 'sprint' trajectory from LEO to Low Mars
Orbit (LMO), which minimises the time that
the crew is exposed to the microgravity
environment and space radiation (Fig 3).

Once in LMO, the crew uses a Mars lander
vehicle to land on the surface of Mars and,
when the mission is completed, to return to
the orbiting crew vehicle,

Phase Duration
Vehicle/base

used
Type of life

suppon sysrem

t^i+i^t ^h^^^il ilLrdr PrdJU
(Earth to Moon)

3 days crew vehicle non-regenerative

Residence phase
(on Moon)

QOdarrc-1\/r'', lunar oase bioregenerative

Return phase
(Moon to Earth)

13 days crew vehicle non-regeneratrve
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Figure 3. A Mars base
mission - the ohases and
schedule

Throo lifo ar nn^rt a\/ato, -r-,-flS a'e 'equreo. ore
for the crew vehicle, one for the lander
veh cle and one for the Mars base The crew
iroh e lo c li{o qr nnnrt a\/atom mral ar rnnnrr lho
aro\At Ii( :nnrnl m:tolrr /.10 d:rrq rhp rimc*YY'"''
'equired 'or a round trip to Nla's ll wi iave
+^ h^ .^^--^"-+;..^ h,,- the need to beLW Ug rgvEr rgr4uvg uuL
hiarnannarrr'',n io rlill rr roclinn:hlo m:inlirUlUlUlrUr lUldtlVU lJ Jtlll Lluuauur rquru. I uil ,ry
h^^-,,^^ rh^ h^h-.,i^,," ^f hi^l^^ ^^ "-^+^r ^l-truLdtl>r L tr llct dvttrut ut ututu9 ud ItdLUt dtJ

n microgravrty is st ll arge y unknown These
nttpstinns r,t,ill he ar^lrj'eSSed in tl'e SeCOrd
half of the 1990s

The lander vehicles life srpporl syslen wirl
nn v have In sr Inno.' ll'e Crew 'Or a fewv' I

l'o, ,rs /the lime 'enrrired lo lard on Mars o.
to return from Mars to the L\lO where the
t.ans+er vehicle rvill he) and therefore it w ll

not neen tn ne reoenerative

The Mars bases life srpport system w I have
to support the c'ew for very long periods
/:nI cr rncocqirro aro\A/e -r^ nvnnnln-l In olr',
\qr ru ouuuuoJrvu u u!\J olY g PSULEU tv )tqy
:r thp h:qc\:n| irrill 1ln.n{^rn nnnrl .n hnu. Lr ru vqJv/ -r ,q YIVIV I IYUU LU UE

bioregenerat ve

As with lunar miss ons. the env ronmenta
condirio'rs that each I fe support system wr I

ercnr ,nter rvi I he nrrite liffgrgnt: the Crew
vehicle w I experience microgravity and
space radial or. lhe lard rg vehicle wil'
exper ence lVars g'av ly (1'3 g) and space
radiation, and the base will experience only
lVars grav ty

Two types o' residence piases are
considered: Mars build-up miss ons and
Mars base miss ons Dur ng the build up
missions, the crew, whrch will consist of 16

members, w ll stay on l\,4ars for 60 to 120
An,io rn-l ,\/;ll ^r^^-r^ tho heqo inclrrelinn ilcuoy-. qr ru vvrrr PrEPqrg Lr ru uGru il ruruur rv rrJ

inf'astructure. life support syterns. and energy
source. for future base mlssions During the
sLbsequert base miss ons. the crew size wil

vary fror 30 to severa rurdred people who
r'vill stay or lne Mars srrlace for ore year to
several years

The selection of biological life support
techniques
All of the missions w I encounter microgravity
cond,tons buL 'or a varying percentage of
Lme lTable 1a; Since il is rot yet known
ovectlii hnrnr hinlnn 42 prtnrio . l.'^h.\,^ inu^G9-ry rrv!r urvrvg uu rllatgllq ) vul lavg ll I

n'icrogravily. e lher rhe biological life srpporl
lechnio.rps seleclpd should be considered to

be applicable in both nic'og'avity ard ow-
gravity condtions wrth additioral resting
urder nicrograv'ty corditiors .equi'ed. or
hinlnn nrl lifn o' nnar+ -onhninr oc chn rrl nnlurvrvg,uqr ilrg )uPPUrL tYU | ilvuE) )r uu u rruL

be part of tne li'e support syslens that will
he rrsed in mir:ronrav lv

For most of the m ssions. the fe support
svstem shor ,ld he reoeneralive However. for
very long miss ons, the ife s-pport svstem
rrrrql hc hiorcnpno.:lirre beCauSe OI lhe
proh bitive nass penalty assoc ated witi
usilg nor-bioregene'ative life support
systems (Table 1b)

Dhann
I ttoJc Du ration

\/^h ^ ^/h-^^VCIIUU/UdJU

USCd

Tirno nf ife
qr rnnnrt a\/atpm

t^i+i^t ^h--^il ilUdt Pt roJE

(Earth to LEO)
1 5 days transler vehrcle non-regenerative

Staging phase
(in LEO)

A A^\ t^a uqyJ IFO cnano ctatinn ronanoratirro

Transfer phase
(LEO to LMO)

204 days crew vehicle (bio) regenerative

Landing on lvlars
(LMO to Mars)

1 Oay ander ventcle nnn-rononoreiirre

Residence phase
(on Mars)

60days-1yr Mars base bioregenerative

Launch from Mars
(Mars to LMO)

1 day lander vehicle nnn-rononorrtirro

Trencfor nh:co
(LNi O to LEO)

204 days crew venrcle (bio) regenerative

Staging phase
(in LEo)

4 days tEn ^^^^^ ^r^+i^^LLV )VqUU )tOLrUr I
ronano12ir\/o

Rotr rrn nh:so
/l trO tn F:rth\ 1 5 days transfer vehicle nnn-rononoreiirro
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The functions of the life support system
Life support system functions that must be
taken into consideration are presented in

Iable 2. Only the functions that can be
regenerated will be discussed in detail
because only these functions, if they are not
regenerated, will imply an increase in mass
when the duration of the mission and the
size of the crew increase.

Air and water recovery, food storage, and
waste storage, collection, pre-treatment and
degradation, can be done through physico

chemical means. Most of the technioues
required are already known and the
technologies are either under development
or in the tgsting phases. Food cannot be
produced through physico-chemical
methods. Transformation of waste into food
(and thereby the closure of the carbon loop)
can only be accomplished by biological
technioues. When a mrssion travels such a
great distance and lasts so long that an in-

situ source of food is required, inclusion of
biological techniques in the life support
system is remarkably advantageous when
compared with physico-chemically-based life

support systems Accordingly, life support
systems for lunar and Mars bases that will
have to support a crew for very long periods
of time, should include biological techniques,
while those for LEO stations, where food can
be supplied from Earth. need only to be
physico-chem ical systems.

For the life support system of the crew
vehicle used during Mars missions, the
advantages of biological techniques are not

clearly defined Biological techniques may
face functional problems caused by the
microgravity conditions during the travel
phase from LEO to LMO. lf the Mars crew
vehicle is built to provide artificial gravity, it is
not yet definite that the mass of a biological
life support system would be lower than the
mass of a physico-chemical life support
system complemented with dehydrated food
and a waste storage system, at least for a
sprint Mars mission. Therefore, it is necessary
to take into account all these factors when
selecting potential biological life support
technioues.

The evaluation criteria
The potential biological life support
techniques will be evaluated against various
cflteria.

1. Energy
Energy source and quantity are major
constraints when developing space
technologies. In space, biological life

Table 1a. Percentage of time spent in different gravity conditrons duing
the studied mrssion scenarios

Type of mission Microgravity Moon gravity Mars gravity
(r,S) (1/6 g) (1/3 g)

LEO

LUnar oase
Mars base

95-99
tJ-40

Table 1b. Percentage of time spent in different life support conditions
during the studied mrssion scenarios

1000/o

54 87

Type of mission
Non-
regenerative Regenerative Bioregenerative

LEO

LUnar oase
Mars base

with bioregenerative system
without bioregenerative
system during transfer phase

30/o

4-15

05 1

0 5-1

97

I 1tr

53-86 5

85 96

97 5-98 5

12 5-46 5

support techniques should rely as much
as possible on regenerative sources of

energy such as solar energy rather than

on non-regenerailve ones.

Local energy sources can be foreseen on
planet surfaces and therefore, when
selecting biological life support techniques
to be installed on planetary bases, energy
is a less imoortant evaluation factor.

2. Space environment
Biological life support techniques must be
able to withstand the space environment,
i.e space radiation and non-Earth gravity,

or must be orotected from those
conditions.

3. Natural resources
Iotal recycling of all types of waste is

practically impossible. Therefore, wherever
possible, the biological life support
techniques should rely on local resources
This may be possible for lunar and Mars

oases.

Table 2 Functrons of a life support system

Atmosphere pressure and compositton

Temperature and humidity control

Atmosphere revitalisation (Can be regenerated)

Water management (Can be regenerated)

Food production and storage (Can be

regenerated)
Waste management (Can be regenerated)

Health and hygiene
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Mission duration and crew size
For each type of mission, the mission
duration and the size of the crew
determine the sizing of the life support
systems The quantity of food to be
oroduced and the amount of waste to be
degraded are directly related to the
mission's number of person-days. The
number of person-days will also help in

determining the need to close the food
and waste loops, i,e. the necessity to use
biological life support techniques.

Human requirements
Table 3 lists a human's reouirements in

terms of the consumables reouired and
the waste produced per person per day.
The figures presented are mean values of

Table 3. Average human requirements - consumables and waste per
^^r 

A^t '[)vravtr pvt udy

Consumables

physiological requirements and are greatly
dependent on the person's activities,
gender, age, and health status.

Fnnrl nrnrlr rnlinn

Since food production is the main
purpose of biological life support
techniques, it imposes many constraints
such as the nature of the oroduced food.
the nutritional qualities of the diets, the
biological origin of food, and additional
tasks for the crew

Waste reclamation
Recyling of waste is the second most
important function of biological life support
techniques Waste should be recycled with
the minimum loss of matter,

Reclamation of waste imposes several
constraints on a biological life support
system For example, biodegradable
materials should be used for the
packaging of all consumables. Washing of
dishes is preferable to using disposable
dishes. Use of toxic materials must be
avoided. Use of pharmaceuticals for crew
members' health problems should be
minimised to avoid the breakdown of
microbial or plant-based life support
systems Some pharmaceuticals, e.g.

some inhibitors of enzymatic activities,
could impair essential microbial or plant
metabolic activities, or others, e,g.

antibiotics, could even kill selected strains.

Water recycling
Recycling of water, the third most
important function of a biological life
support system, should provide two
different qualities of water: potable water
and so-called 'hygiene water'. Potable
water is water that is safe for human
consumption, for an unlimited length of
time. 'Hygiene water' can be used for
safe human hygiene and 'housekeeping'
purposes, and for occasional and limited
use as potable water.

An efficient water recycling system is very
important given that water has the
greatest mass of all the regenerable
materials.

Production of contaminants
The control of air contaminants is the
fourth purpose of the biological life
support system: their production must be
minimised. The contaminants are
produced, for example, by offgassing and
humans, and are considered to be
gaseous waste

7

Type
Mass
(in kg)

083
062

1 ,15

079
toz

546

5.46

1.82
R AR

7.27

12 50

12.50

0,50

Mass
(in ks)

1.00
004

228

1,50
009

089

0,03

546

727

11 90
060

12 50

050

lVetabolic oxygen
Dry food

Water for:

- Food rehydration

- Food preparation

- Drinking

Sub{otal

Packaging, bags, paper

Water for:

- Dishwashing

Sub{otal

- Hand/face washing

- Shower

Sub{otal

- Launory

Sub{otal

- Toilet flushing

Metabolic carbon dioxide
Water for food preparation

Water from:

- Metabolic perspiration

and respiration

- Urine

- Faeces

Solids from:

- Sweat

- Urine

- Faeces

Sub{otal

Solid waste
(packaging, bags, paper)

Waterfrom:

- Dishwashing - non latent

- latent

Sublotal

Sub{otal

- Laundry - non-latent

- latent

Sub{otal

- Toilet flushing

0.02
0.03
0.06

5.01

- Personal hygiene - non-latent 6 68

- latent 0 59
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10, Air regeneration
Th^ ^i- ^,,^ri+., "^^,,ired within the vehicler ru ail 9ud[Ly rY9u
or hase r,vith rcsncr:t to the concentrations
nf nvvnen cerhnn dioxide and
contaminants, imposes physiological
constraints on the biological life support
system, lt should consume the carbon
dioxide exhaled by the crew and produce
the oxygen that is necessary for crew
SU TVIVAI

Potential biological materials
Many biological experiments have been
performed in space from the beginning of
space research Most of the experiments
show some deviation in the results when
compared with ground-based, control
experiments. Due to the statistically-low
amount of experimental data. general
statements that are valid for different types of
biological materials cannot be made.
Moreover, large differences in experimental
results concerning the same biological
species have been registered and were
found to depend mainly on the mission
duration, experimental procedures, and the
given space environment

Biological materials that will be proposed for
eventual implementation in biological life
support techniques will be selected from
various fields of the life sciences. and are the
following:

- biological macromolecules

- microorganisms and fungi

- 
nlani noll nr rlir rroc

^^i-^t ^^lt ^,,t+,,.^^
- 

at il| tat uEil uutLUtEJ

- higher plants
^-^il ^^i-^t^

- 
)t |dil dt il| tdtJ.

For each type of biological material
considered, all the techniques that have
been developed, are under development, or
are still at the research level have been
evaluated, For example, technologies
involving macromolecules are quite
numerous, but when the goals and
constraints of a biological life support system
are considered, enzyme bioreactors, tools
that have already been developed for the
food and pharmaceutical industries, are well
suited to the problems faced during carbon
recycling. Indeed, along with food
production, accumulation by plants of non-
edible polysaccharides such as cellulose
may markedly affect carbon recycling,
eventually acting as a dead-end in the
carbon loop, Use of particular enzymes such
as cellulases that degrade cellulose into its
elementary component - glucose, an edible
sugar - is a neat solutron and helps in
closing the carbon loop again.

Promising techniques
Taking full account of the discriminating
factors, a short-list of promising biological life
support techniques has been identified
(Table 4)

1. Enzyme bioreactors
An enzyme (a protein with a specific.
na+nrrifin na*iviir,\ ^^n ho immnhilicorl hrrUOtAlyLlU AULlVlty,/ Udl I uu il ril r rvuilrouu uy
'fixing' it to, or enclosing it in a solid
support. Using an immobilised enzyme
offers a large number of practical
advantages over usrng the enzyme in its
soluble form. For example, immobilised
enzymes are more resistant to shear
forces and to attack by proteases (protein
degrading enzymes), They also are easily
seoarated from the reaction medium.

Table 4. Promising biological life support techniques and their proposed
functions

Biological technique Prooosed functions

Free or immobilised enzyme
bioreactors

M icroorganism bioreactors

Microbial air filters

Cultivation of higher fungi in closed
and controlled area

Cultivation ot nigher plants in

closed and controlled area

Plant cell cultures

Breeding of small animals

Cultivation of macroalgae

First step pre-treatment of liquid, semi-solid and
solid waste
Transformation of undigestible biomass into
!i^^^+iat^ Li^-^^^urgEJUUrE UtUr [AJ5
Production of substrates for other biological
recnnrques

Degradation and consumption of liquid, semi-
solid and solid waste
Production of enzymes for enzyme bioreactors
Production of edible biomass
Production of substrates for other biological
techniques
Transformation of undigestible biomass into
riinaciihlo hi^m.aa

Arr contaminant removal

Degradation and consumption of liquid, semi-

solid and solid waste
Production of digestible biomass

Production of digestible biomass
Reclamation of water
Reclamation of air (CO, consumption and 02
production)

Removal of air contaminants
Consumption of degraded waste

Propagation of plants

Storage of plant strains

Production of digestible biomass
Degradation and consumption of waste

Production of alternative digestible biomass
Consumption of degraded waste
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lmmobilisation methods include covalently
bonding the enzyme to a solid support,
entrapping it in a gel, cross-linking the
molecules to one another (molecules
being only enzymes or a mixture of an
enzyme and another protein such as
serum albumin), or encapsulating the
enzyme in a small, artificial cell (a
liposome) Carefully designed systems of
nnmnlov caic nf 661 lnlnA nnzrrmn+inuvrr rvrvn ovLo vr vvuPluu El l4ylllqtlu

reactions can be envisioned, In these
reactions. the oroduct of one reaction is a
substrate for the other. Such systems
could be regarded as 'artificial

metabolism',

The role of such enzyme bioreactors in a
life support system includes the
production of molecules considered to be
essential from a nutritional ooint of view.
such as some essential amino-acids,
essential fatty acids, and vitamins.
Transformation of non-digestible into
digestible biomass, eg. transformation of
cellulose into glucose. processing of
vegetarian food, and enzymatic
breakdown of some waste, must also be
considered.

Another potential application of enzymes
in life support systems can be seen in the
current development of heterogenous or
interfacial catalysis, ie catalysis at the
interface between two states such as at
the air liquid, liquid-solid or air-solid
rnterface. Such technologies, which are at
the forefront of today's research in

enzymology, have potentially powerful
aoolications in air contaminant removal
and biotransformation of non-digestible
into digestible biomass For example,
microbial air filters can only degrade
water soluble contaminants. This
restriction does not apply however to a
direct solid-air bioreactor where the solld
phase is the catalyst (enzyme) and the air
phase is the substrate carrier.

ln addition to this direct involvement of
enzymes in life support systems, indirect
use may also be possible, for example, as

comoonents of biosensors or detectors.
However, because enzymes are not
immortal, they must be imported from
Earth or produced in-situ. lf they are to be
produced in-situ, specific micro-organism
bioreactors must be developed

2. Micro-organism bioreactors
To recycle all of the important chemical
elements such as C, O, H, N, B S and K,

complex organic molecules occurring in

waste must be degraded to make their
chemical elements available for further
processing such as plant cultivation. This
task can be largely devoted to microbes
In this case, the term 'microbes' has to be
understood in its most general meaning,
i.e, all micrometer-sized unicellular or
multicellular organisms. Therefore, it

includes bacteria, lower fungi, yeasts,

microalgae, and protozoa.

Such technologies are already in use in
modern sewage and used water treatment
units but they have three major drawbacks
for eventual aoolication as elements of life
support systems First, they require a
large amount of space to provide a large
air-water surface. Secondly, they consume
oxygen and, finally, the quality and
quantity of the used microorganisms are
largely unknown. Strains that are able to
cooe with multiole tasks such as the
degradation of all common biological
waste, must be found. These strains
should also be able to work anaerobically
to avoid any unnecessary consumption of
oxygen. Volume constraints are the major
factors affecting the design and
manufacture of such micro-oroanism
bioreactors,

Microbial air filters
Microbial air filters are a particular type of
microbial bioreactor. They must degrade
very low concentrations of substrates that
are found in the air while avoiding the
production of biomass. Of the three types
of arr filters currently available for
terrestrial applications (bioscrubbers,
trickling filters and biofilters), only biofilters
can be easily adapted to microgravity
conditions, They consist of carefully
chosen bacteria frxed on a filter bed
through which waste gas is passed.

Volatile contaminants are partially
dissolved in the liquid phase surrounding
the biolayer of the filter bed and
degraded by the bacteria.

Cultivation of higher fungi in a closed and
controlled area
Growth of higher fungi, such as
mushrooms, on a solid substrate like straw
is a technique that is already in use in
large-scale production on Earth lt could
easily provide the crew with a food
supplement of good nutritional value and
taste. lt would also be a very attractive
'shunt' in the recycling of organic matter.

Lignin and cellulosic matter would be
considerably reduced. The additional
energy required for food production would

3
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o

be kept to a minimum: little or no light is

required for growth and, except for
harvesting, little crew-time is needed for
marntenance.

Cultivation of higher plants in a closed
and controlled area
Higher plants are expected to become the
main source of food on missions in the
foreseeable future The suitability of all
major crops for life support applications
has been evaluated using 22 nutrition-,
acceptability- and cultivation-related
selection criteria (Table 5) Each crop's
ability to fulfill life support system functions
other than food production, such as water
reclamation and air recycling, has also
been considered. A total of 19 candidates
were evaluated and the following plants
attained the highest ratings: rice, wheat,
soybean, peanuts. corn, and potatoes,

Plant cell cultures
Plant cell cultures are fundamental tools in
modern plant biotechnology. For space
life support systems, they can be used for
plant propagation. plant storage, and
metabolite production

The major threat regarding plant culture in
space conditions is the potential alteration
of the genetic information during a plant's
lifetime or a complete absence of sexual
reproduction. As a consequence. the
carefully chosen strains and varieties of
plants may not remain genetically stable.
One attractive way to avoid such
oroblems is to initiate new 'seeds' for
each cultivation cycle via somatic
embryogenesis from master samples or
olant cell cultures keot in 'normal'

conditions, where they are completely
protected from space radiation

Such plant cell cultures can also be used
for the production of the small quantities
of soecial metabolites that are needed for
the crew's nutrition but that are not found
in the food produced These metabolites
can be either essential vitamins, fatty
acids or amino-acids, or pharmaceuticals
for health ourooses

Breeding of small animals
Small anrmals are already used on Earth
for biotechnological, industrial and
ecological applications. Although animal
behaviour in microgravity is still under
scrutiny, some problems with the use of
animals in microgravity can be expected.
Worms, fish, birds, and mammals have
potential applications for space missions

Table 5. Citeia for the selection of plants for
I ife su p po rt ap p I ications

Nutritional and acceptability criteria

Fnorn\/ annaant12iinn

Toxicity
Protein content
Carbohydrate content
Fat content
Processing requirements
Palatability
Flexibility of use

Cultivation criteria

Qtnrana ciahiliirr

Harvest index
Yield of digestible biomass
Growth habit and morphology
Environmental tolerance
Air contaminant production

Periodicity of light and temperature
Light use efficiency and light saturation
Transpiration rate

Suitability for soiless culture
Pollination and propagation methods
Suitability for microgravity

Worms are very interesting because they
can grow directly on solid waste Worm
production has been developed on Earth
to provide primary food for poultry and
fish, and for waste valorisation or humus
production, The flour obtained from the
dried worms is high in protein (600/o) and
rich in sulfur amino-acids A 300 L soilbed
can currently yield approximately
60-80 kg of the flour per year. Worms do
not provide a food source that is very
acceptable to the crew members, but they
are a very promising source of food for
other animals such as fish, poultry, and
rabbits

Fish breeding is a potentially valuable
technique for food production in space.
The transformation ratio for fish is quite
high, about 08, ie 1 kg of fish food leads
to 08 kg of wet mass or 02 kg of dry
mass of fish Several species have already
been tested in fish farming Fish breeding
imposes more constraints than raising fish
because, for example, photoperiodism is

mandatory for fish breeding, and some
breeding problems can be expected in
microgravity conditions. Howeveq some
species are very attractive: 500 kg of
catfish can been grown in a 1 m3 tank
per year
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Figure 4. lmplementation
logic for potentially
applicable biological lite
support techniques

Systems used on Earth for the breeding
and ra sing of birds such as ch ckens and
mammals such as rabbits are very
eff cient Those anrmals can use food
produced bry other systems (worms,
plants f sh) and help in closing the food
loop In addtion, birds and mammals offer
real psychological advanrages o tie c'ew
memoers ourng ong-ouralron space
mrssrons

8 Cultivation of macroalgae
The growing of seaweed can offer a non-
convenl oral looo soL'ce Acceplarce of

such food is current y increas ng among
non-As atic popu ations and therefore
'.-^.^^r^-^ ^-,,r^ he lsed as aI ou vqruqv uuuru u

secondary or supp ementary food in long
rlr rr:rinn <n:no mica nnc Thocp A a2a 2r€)

currenty being cultivated on a large scale
(sea-farming), main y for industrial
applications. ard that knowledge could
oe trarsle.eo lo grgvvilg algae r soace

Development programme
lmplementation logic
Hav ng de'ined potentiallv app cable
hi^t^^i^-t {^ ^ ^^^"+ r,Drorogrcar .,re s-ppo'r recllrq-es. ar
imple'nertal'or logic for these teciriques
has oeer se ected (F S 4) Us rg tl^ s ogic a
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by implement ng selected biological
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conservalive syslen Oased on piysrco-
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technique Techniques that will be used in a
nl:nol:rv h:co rrrill ho tpclpr-l .n arrnr rnr-l in :

closed ervirorment ll a c'osed ecological
life support system is panned for orbting
space system5. the 'esl will be 'epeated in

space

The implementation logic is based on the
two fol owing criteria:

Denree of looo closure
Based or a giver li'e supoo.t syslen that
is part ally closed by physico-chem ca
techniques, the implementation of
b o og ca li'e support techniques should
progressively close Lie air. waler and food
ard waste loops or a slep by slep basrs

Therefore, techniques that require major
changes or that become partially
unnecessary when the next technique is

mplemented, should not be included

- Requ,remer^ts f ron ex sli'rg syslens
Al the nputs that each new techn que
requires must be available before that
technique is implemented For examp e.

Microbial Air
Filtration

tl
I Non-regenerative
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I

Non-regeneralive Non-regenerative
& Biological
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the cultivation of plants can only be
implemented if CO2, nrtrogen compounds
and minerals provided by microbial
degradation of waste are available. Thus,
micro-organism-based bioreactors for
waste degradation have to be tested and
implemented in life support systems
before the higher plant growth chambers
are implemented and tested.

'Shunts' like the culture of higher fungi,
can theoretically be implemented at any
time. Some biological life support
techniques may be implemented in a way
that is totally independent from the other
techniques if they do not belong directly
to the closed ecological loop. For
examole, the microbial air filter can be
installed as an independent biological
element in a physico-chemical life supporl
system.

Biological life support techniques that
provide greater comfort to the crew by
increasing the variety of foods available
but which are not essential to the crew's
survival, such as the breeding of small
animals and the cultivation of microalgae,
have not been included in the selected
implementation logic. They can be added
when a closed ecological life support
system has been established and is

functioning well. A complete analysis of
the increase in the degree of comfort that
they will provide versus the increase in

the complexlty of the system must be
undertaken beforehano

The milestones
There are two major steps in the
development of each selected biological
life support technique:

- scientific exoerimentation

- development of a space model.

In the first step, scientific experimentation, the
biological materials to be used and their
acceptance of the defined environment either
in a spacecraft under microgravity conditions
or in a base on the Moon or Mars, will be
analysed, Some engineering aspects will be
studied but the analyses will mainly assess
the biological material's ability to cope with
extreme conditions and with its genetic and
physiological stability under those conditions.
The following tasks must be undertaken:

- analysis of all the biological activities
involved in the process that is to be
develooed

- definition of a knowledge model

- definition of the engineering aspects (the

size and design of the structure)

- analysis of the limiting conditions to
determine, in accordance with the
knowledge model, the control criteria,
control parameters and the control model.

In the second step, the development of a
space model, all the steps that are generally
involved in the development of a space
engineering system will be followed. They
include the definition of the model
philosophy, breadboard activities, and the

Figure 5a. Tentative
schedule for the scientific
experimentation with a
higher-plant growth
chamber

Figure 5b. Tentative
schedule lor the
development and testing of
a base model of a higher-
plant growth chamber
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development of demonstration models,
qualification models and flight models for
testing in orbit and possibly at a lunar or
Mars base. Figure 5 presents typical
development schedules for a higher-plant
growth system that is to be implemented in a
life support system under 'non-standard'
gravity conditions, i.e. for planetary bases.

The development of such systems will require
approximately 25 years therefore it should
begin as soon as posslble to ensure that
such technologies are ready when the
development of Moon or Mars bases is
ovnontorl in honin!v vvvrr r.

because this is a far more cost-effective
approach in the long term than highly
expensive 'crash' actions at a later date but
also because it is the only way to have these
technologies available in time for the
development of Moon or Mars bases.
Indeed, developmeni of space systems that
include biological elements is much more
complex than'traditional engineering'
because the crew must interact with the
system. This creates more safety issues such
as those concerning the interactron between
the bacteria used or biochemicals oroduced
and human beings.

ln addition, a dedicated test bed is essential
for the progressive investigation of the life

support systems that will become
increasingly complex as more biological life
support elements are added. lt is also
mandatory to control an evolving biological
life support system A robust and safe control
system, which ensures that such a complex
system remains safe for the humans that
must live with it and relv on it. must be
develooed in oarallel.

It is worth noting that the technologies
developed to solve problems encountered in
the development of biological life support
systems for space missions can also be
applied directly or indirectly to solve
problems on Earth The technologies could
be used in addressing environmental issues
through the improved study of the interaction
between humans and the biosohere. For

example, new pharmaceuticals or
recombinant microorganisms could be tested
in the closed environment of the testbed
developed for space-related life support
systems before any introduction into the
biosphere G

General illustration of the
concept ol closed and con-
trolled ecological systems

Conclusions
According to the needs for and the
constraints of the biological life support
systems in future long-duration manned
missions in space, a short list of biological
life support techniques available for a more
or less direct imolementation in a closed
ecological life support system has been
provided

Most of the biological life support
technologies of potential interest for space
use have development times of 20 to 30
years. lt is therefore essential to begin
developing them immediately, not only
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The Meteosat Ground Stations for NOAA

C.M.A. van den Berg
Stations and Communications Engineering Department,
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

The technical challenge
The fact that the Meteosat-3 spacecraft
was to be re-oositioned around 9CFW

meant that direct contact between ESOC's
Odenwald ground station in Germany and
the satellite would no longer be possible
Economic considerations and the very tight
implementation schedule dictated that
satellite operations, image processing and
processed data dissemination via the satellite
would have to be effected using the existing
expertise and processing facilities available
at ESOC.

In September 1991, it was decided that ESA would support the
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
by operating the European Meteosat-3 satellite around the much
more westerly position of 90'W. As a result, ESOC's Stations
and Communications Engineering Department was charged with
providing additional ground facilities at the NOAA and NASA sites
on Wallops lsland, at ESA's Kourou facilities in French Guiana, and
at ESOC itself. These new facilities had to be fully operational
within one year of the commitment being made.

There was therefore a need for (Fig. 1):

- a remote redundant ground station

- a remote back-up ground station located
at a different site

- a land-based transponder system for
bi-lateral satellite ranging operations

- a redundant high- and low-speed
communication system with low-speed
backup links (for satellite safety).

The remote redundant ground station has
been located at the NOAA Wallops ground
station so that use could be made of the
existing GOES (US Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite) antenna systems
there, albeit with some necessarv
modifications (Fig. 2)

The remote back-up ground station has been
located at the NASA Wallops ground station,
which is sited close to the NOAA station.

Again, existing NASA antenna systems are
being used.

The land-based transponder system has
been located at the ESA ESTRACK ground
station in Kourou, French Guiana This site
already housed such a system for European
meteorological satellite rangrng.

The NOAA Wallops station now conducts the
following main tasks for Meteosat-3:

- satellite housekeeping telemetry
acquisition

- raw image acquisition

- telecommanding

- Wefax dissemination

- high-resolutron image dissemination

- bi-lateral ranging

- back-up MOCC (Meteosat Operations
Control Centre)

- raw image extraction

- display of extracted rmagery

- high- and low-speed ground
communications

- vorce communications.

The various subsystems employed at Wallops
to provide these services are shown in
Figure 3. The NOAA and ESOC Meteosat
Communications System (Commet) terminals,
handling high-rate data in both directions,
are interconnected via multiole oarallel links
over a Panamsat relay satellite. A special
Panamsat terminal (antenna system and
modems) was installed at ESOC for this
purpose

Safety-critical satellite data and other low-rate
data transfers between ESOC, NOAA and
NASA are handled by Integrated Switching
System (lSS) nodes at each location. A link
between the NOAA and the NASA nodes
provides alternative routings between ESOC

and NOAA and ESOC and NASA,
respectively.
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Figure 1. The structure of
the overall system

Figure 2. The Wallops
ground facilities
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New in the design of the stations compared
with the existing Odenwald station is the use
of an Ethernet local area network, to which
a remote diagnosis unit is connected.
Some newly designed equipment can be
connnected to this unit which allows remote
diagnosis and software-correction to be
performed from the main contractor's site
in Europe. As is the case for the European
station, a monitoring and control system
allows remote operation and monitoring
of the NOAA station from the Meteosat
Operations Control Centre (MOCC) in

Darmstadt, thereby avoiding the need for
'around the clock' manning A remote mimic
display at the MOCC provides an immediate
overview of the station's confiouration and
health.

Problems of implementation
One of the malor problems faced by the
ESOC SCED team was the extremely tight
time schedule for the work, given that the
new facilities had to be up and running
within a year. This in turn led to manpower
availability problems at ESOC for project
management, for the production, modif-
ication and check-out of in-house built
equipment, for support, expertise, etc The
usual problems inherent in commissioning
stations at remote sites were comoounded
by the fact that testing and remote diagnosis
is not permitted using operational ground
communications systems.

Two decisions that were taken at the outset
to be able to cope with the short time scale
were to:

- avoid complexity whenever it was not
essential

- replicate existrng equipment wherever
possible. given the comparatively short
expected lifetimes for the new stations.

The latter aooroach was not advisable in
some cases for reasons of reliabilitv.

A careful trade-off had also to be made in
the use of internal exoertise and external
manpower in striving to adhere to the strict
schedule, in a period of already heavy
workload involving the preparation of three
remote ground stations for the Eureca
project.

Replication of some older equipment items
proved difficult in practice because certain
electronic components were no longer in
production, However, negotiations with
Dornie[ which had designed some of the
original items, revealed that they were
prepared to start re-designing equipment

almost immediately. The most demanding
re-design was the raw image pre-processor.
which has to bandle 166 kbit/s or 333 kbit/s
in normal mode, and 2 7 Mbit/s in real{ime
operating mode, Dornier was also able to
act as the main contractor for the work,
performing all integration. commissioning
and testing activities, which greatly facilitated
project management.

To keep the difficulties rnvolved in commis-
sioning remote stations to a minimum, it was
decided to first check out all equipment in

Figure 3. The NOAA
Wallops back-end system

Project milestones

September 1991: Decision to support NOAA

November 1991: Specifications and statement of work produced
and negotiated August 1992: Factory acceptance at Dornier (D)

october 1992: System testing at Odenwald complete

December 1992: Systems installed and tested and handed over
for operations.
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Figure 4. The remote-
diagnosis network
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a truly operational environment in Europe.
This was done at ESOC's Odenwald ground
station by gradually replacing existing equip-
ment untrl a fully functional system was
established that could be used operationally.
The new Land-Based Transponder (LBT) was
checked-out in an operational environment at
the integrator and antenna suppller SNEC,
in France, as part of this check-out activity,
before being shipped to the Kourou site.

Replication of the original LBT antenna had
had to be rejected as an option because the
unit was not sufficiently robust to function
reliably in a tropical environment.

In addition, Dornier developed a remote
diagnosis unit for their newly developed
systems, such that fault diagnosis and the
transfer of corrected software could be done
from their site, without the need for time-
consuming and expensive missions to the
USA. Several problems that subsequently
manifested themselves at the Walloos stations
were resolved very quickly and cost effect-
ively in this manner.

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the ESOC
Integrated Switching Node (lSS) forms part of
the main operational communications system.
For safety reasons, such operational systems
do not normally support initial commissioning
and testing activities. To facilitate testing as
far as possible in an operational environment
including a satellite and the N/OCC, ESOC
made a special test node available and
performed all ISS and Commet network
management for system testing at the
Odenwald station and at the Walloos stations.

The subsequent switch from test node to
operational node could be made in just a
few days.

For the same safety reasons, industry is not
allowed to connect to station eouioment via
the operational communications networks.
To facilitate such a connection, ESOC's
Computer and Network Operations Depart-
ment established a link using existing public
and administrative networks (Fig.4). Future
operational ground communication systems
will avoid the need for such additional and
comolex links,

Conclusion
It is hoped that the challenges with which
ESOC was faced in implementing these
additional facilities at remote stations and
the solutions that were adooted can be out
to good use, both inside and outside the
Agency, in the future. The project's success
was due in large part to the very careful
planning at the outset in terms both of reuse
of existing technology and of the division of
labour between in-house ESA staff and
industry. G
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Rome and lts Surroundings

In Figure 1, a multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR

image of Rome and its southeastern
hinterland, the city can be seen in the upper
left corner as a large conglomeration of
bright points, crossed by the River Tiber. To

the southeast of the city is the round volcanic
feature of the Alban Hills, also known as the
Castelli Romani, including the caldera lakes

of Albano and Nemi. Extending further to
the southeast is the Pontina Plain with its

patchwork of fields. The 3260 hectare State
Forest of Circeo is well-outlined in a bluish
tone. At the southeasternmost tip of the plain

is Monte Circeo (541 m high), preceded by a
series of lagoons and a long sandy beach
which are oooular in the summer. To the north

of the plain lie the Lepini Mountains. These
limestone hills are separated from the main

body of the Apennines by the Sacco Valley,

through which the motorway to Naples runs

The colours in a multilemporal SAR image
always highlight the changes in radar back-
scatter between the respective acquisitton
dates. The strength of this backscatter
depends on both the target's shape and its
dielectric behaviour, e.g. the water content of
the objects on the ground In general terms,

the rougher the surface, the more radar
return can be expected. A sea surface, for

example, can have a very variable roughness
due to the strength of the wind Calm would
mean a flat and smooth surface, appearing
dark in that date's image; it would therefore
make no contribution to a multi{emooral
colour composite of images

The image in Figure 1 is a composite of
frames taken at three different times in 1992:

Date Display
colour

Clear sky, northerly wind

Overcast sky, very dry weather, northerly wind

Cloudy, intermittent thundery showers, with over

50 mm of rain having fallen in the previous 24 h
in some places

The image has been analysed for several
different applications, the results of which
are summarised below. The generally red
impression of the image is due not so much
to the high ground humidity on .11 June, but
more to the advanced state of vegetation
growth with respect to the two earlier dates.

Wood type identification
The chestnut woods of the Alban Hills
appear reddish, while woods containing
more evergreen trees appear darker blue.
Such woods are found close to the sea, but
also on the lower slopes of the Apennines
Beechwoods growing at higher altitudes
appear similar in the image, perhaps
because of their similar leaf size. South of
Rome and adjacent to the coast, a large
deciduous wood is visible in grey tones. lts
easternmost corner is occupied by pines
with densely closed crowns, which appear
much darker. There is also a square clearing
with a house in the middle.

Geology
Geomorphology is among the disciplines
for which SAR images can be especially well
suited The erosional forms on the slopes of
the Alban Hills reveal the friability of the
volcanic ash The complex drainage system
between the volcano and the Aoennines
needs further study. The hard limestones of
the Apennines appear very different, with
rounded and sharp crests distinguishable.
Geologists know that SAR imagery
emphasise features perpendicular to the
imaging direction, and this has to be taken
into account when mapping faults Coverage
from both descending and ascending passes

should be evaluated in such analvses

Oceanography
Owing to the interaction between wind and
sea surface and between different currents
forming current shears, the sea presents
many variations in colour. The wind was
strongest on 6 March, but Monte Circeo
created a wind-sheltered area

Weather
conditions

3 January Green

6 March Blue

11 June Red
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Further information on
ERS 1 data access and
^,,-it^h t;+., ^^^ h^avqilaulilLy udr I uE

obtained from:

ERS-1 Help Desk
ESRIN

CP 64
l-00044 Frascati, ltaly

Tel (39) 6 94180 600
Fax (39) 6 94180 510

Eurimage ERS 1

Order Desk
ESRIN

CP 64
l-00044 Frascati, ltaly

Tel (39) 6 94180 478

Fax (39) 6 9426 285

Crop identification
This particular three-image combination is

not ideal for crop-recognition purposes
because of the ploughing and field-
preparation activities that were taking place
early in the year. Wheat fields are generally
dark bluish or cyan, indicating very little
contribution from the 'wet' June image.
Pasture land appears dark reddish and tall
grass brighter red, which on other ERS-1

SAR images can also represent sunflowers
and corn, In fact, corn and sunflowers can
be easily separated on other ERS-l SAR
images taken two weeks before and four
weeks after the June acquisition; corn
appeared rather dark and the sunflowers
much brighter. This points to the important
contribution made by the rain water on the
leaves of these planis, Many bright red and
yellow-red fields have been checked on the
ground and found to be vineyards with high
trellising presenting a closed 'vegetation

ceiling' some 2 m above the ground This
contrasts wrth low-growing vines planted in
distinct rows, which appear dark red in our
rmage.

Urban cartography
In dense urban areas, the oblique-viewing
ERS-l radar does not allow such detailed
mapping as vertical-viewing spaceborne
optical sensors. However, when the
orientation of large streets is favourable, they
can still be distinguished. The famous Saint
Peter's Square in Rome can be recognised,
and even the obelisk in its centre can be
detected. An advantage of SAR is that it

images isolated houses and buildings very
brightly, making the data valuable for
monitoring the development of settlements.
Among the linear elements visible are the
motorways, which appear as very dark lines,
and railways, which show up as white lines
or series of dots. Metallic features may be
imaged particularly strongly when favourably
orientated; the bright star-like reflection just
north of the town and harbour of Anzio (see
Figs. 1 & 3) is merely a greenhouse with a
metallic frame (Fig.4) whose orientation
differs from the satellite heading by only 5?

The roof has an inclination of 24i almost
perfectly matching the SAR's local incidence
angre.

This brief analysis shows that multi-temporal
spaceborne SAR imagery can be extremely
valuable for many types of mapping and
monitoring applications, particularly in
combination with auxiliary data such as
limited ground verification and weather
records (especially rainfall events),
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Figure 1. ERS-I SAR multi-
temporal colour composite
of the Rome area based
on data acquired on
3 January, 6 March and
11 June 1992 by the ESA
station at Fucino and
processed by ESA/ESRIN
in Frascati. Rome is
situated top left, while just
above the image's centre
are the Alban Hills (circular
volcanic feature).
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Figure 2. The Alban Hills southeast of Rome, a popular summer resort and residence of the Roman nobility in ancient times
(subscene of Fig. 1). The area is largely covered by chestnut woods, but is threatened by the sprawling city. This evidently volcanic
complex was formed in three main phases: the outer ring structure is the remains of the oldest phase of vulcanism, ending some
350 000 years ago; the second phase, lasting until some 200 000 years ago, built the central crater, and the most recent
hydromagmatic activity shdped smaller calderas, the most prominent of which are the lakes of Albano and Nemi. The volcano has
been largely dormant for the last 20 000 years, but recently discovered documents mention small eruptions as recently as 2000 years
ago.

Figure 3. The area north ot Anzio (subscene of Fig. 1), which contains a target that appears very bright and star-like as it is 'perfectly
orientated' towards the satellite sensor (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4 a,b. The object causing,the extremely bright response is a greenhouse of metal and glass construction, completely white-
washed to filter the incoming sunlight.
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In Brief

The ESA Remote-Sens/ng Forest Map of
Europe

92

ESA Maps European
Forests

A remote-sensing Forest Map of
Fr rrnne cmrerinn the ontife Continent
from the Atlantic to the Urals, was
prepared by ESA as a contribution to
the World Forest Watch (WFW) project
of the International Space Year (lSY
1OQ2\ Thic Fr rrnnoan f."^^+ 'n^^ ^^ ^trrL) | rro Lurvvvqr I TUIUJL llldP Ul I d

scale of 1:6 000 000 is of considerable
interest for both national and multi-
national decision makers working in

such diverse fields as forestry,
agriculture, climatology, tourism and
envi ronmental orotection,

ESA was assisted in the production of
the map by a consortium of four
organisations led by GAF mbH of
Munich (D) The other three members
of the consortium were the Swedish
Space Corporation (Kiruna, S), SCOT

Conseil (Toulouse, F) and the National
Land Survey of Finland (Helsinki SF)

Information about forest cover is
generally available in the form of maps
and inventories. Users of such maps
in Europe range from local forestry
experts and regional foresters to
regional and national organisations,
Supra-regional and supra-national
organisations dealing with large
conservation and development
programmes need regularly updated
maps on a scale of 1:2 000 000 to
1:6 000 000

Feasibility studies for the ESA ISY

mapping project, begun in 1991,

showed that one of the best sources of
data for such maps at that time was
the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) on the NOAA-1

spacecraft. This AVHRR data fulfilled
the renrriremcnts for the World Forest
Watch project in that they were both
global in scope and continuous in
nature (the NOAA-Tiros satellite series
is planned to be continued well into
tha noyt nontr rrrr\ trQA c foaeihiliirr

studies also showed, however, that the
sensor's ability to discriminate between
different forest types is limited in

certain respects For example, its

accuracy in distinguishing coniferous
forest from a deciduous one can be
somewhat low. Forests in Europe are
predominantly of the 'Boreal', 'Central

European and'Mediterranean' types

They vary greatly in appearance due
to regional variations in climate, soil

and management practices.

The most important criteria for data
selection for the map were the
availability of cloud-free images and
the acquisition time (season of the year
anr^l time of thc r-lav\ Radiometric and
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atmospheric suitability were also
rmportant, lt sometimes proved difficult
+^ 'a^^+ all a{ +l-.aan nri+LU riluul dil ur Lr rubu urrefla; In SOme

^^^^^ {^" ^,,^-^t^ ^t^cases. ror exijrrpre. crouo cover maoe
r^"^^ ^^.+^ ^{ ^ ^^^^^ unusable.rdrvu pdr LJ ur d JUU| rE

Hence whilst in tneory the European
continent can be covered by 17 NOAA
scenes (even if only the central part of
the swath is rrsed) in oractice a much| ,v vvvv/r ii i F

larger number of scenes was needed:
a total of 112 images were acquired
based on a quick-look evaluation, of
which 72 were finally selected for use
To enqr rre ontimal rcflectance and
spectral discrimination capabilities only
scenes taken around noon (when the
Sun's elevation is a maximum) in June,
July and August were used

Data classification was confined to two
r:lasses forest' and 'non-forest

Three maior stens \tuere rnvolved in this
Europe-wide mapping concept:

- Pro-nrnr:ccqinr^r nf the data
TA^'-^+i^ ^"^^^^^i^^ ^^i ^^^' '"^^,'- r rur rdlru vruuuJJil 19 or ru ouuurouy

cnecKr ng

- Or rinr rt nrndrr.t nonefatiOnvvL}/eL

,.'if

.li '

iL
*
t

'lI
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Classification accuracy was evaluated
by comparing the classification results
of NOAA AVHRR with those of Landsat
Multi-Spectral Scanner (MSS) data.
Among the parameters calculated were
overall accuracy, which was found to
be 82.50/o and surface-area accuracy.
found to be 9380/o on averaoe

As specified at the outset, the project
resulted in a 1:6000000 map and a
digital data set The final map shows
the forest distribution in Europe, also in
the context of topographic relief. The
digital data set can be used at scales
of up to 1:2 000 000 and thanks to its
availability. potential users - planners,
meteorologists and other decision
makers - can now exploit the map as
a whole or just those pieces of it that
meet their particular needs. This map
can also be updated periodically in the
future with a minimum of effort, thereby
allowing changes in forest extent on a
continental scale to be detected and
monitored both rapidly and efficiently.

K Pseiner & B Pfeiffer ESTEC G

Typical NOAA AVHRR lmage Due to the off-nadrr radrometnc and geometric degradation, only
the central parts (boxed in whtte in (a)) were used for further processing The rectifted central
part (b) with clouds masked out (c) was used for the frnal classiftcation step

First European
Conference on Space
Debris Held

Since the launch of Sputnik in 1957,

there have been more than 3400 space
launches Each of these missions has left

debris in space, which eventually either
re-enters into the Earth's atmosphere,
escapes from Earth orbit into deep
space, or remains in Earth orbit In

addition to the operat'onal satellites. the

debris can include rocket bodies
discarded after use, spent satellites, and
hardware released during payload

deployment, as well as small-sized debris
such as particles of paint or fragments
from explosions, Currently, more than
7000 man-made objects are being
tracked Most of those objects are debris
that is orbiting the Earth in the regions
where space activity is the greatest, i,e,

in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and the
geostationary orbit (GEO)

These objects are a growing concern:
a 1 cm fragment travelling at over
18 000 km per hour or 5 km per second
(so-called hypervelocity) can shatter a

satellite During its projected lifetime of
l7years. the Hubble Space Telescope
has about a 4o/o chance that it will be

severely damaged by a collision with an
object larger than I cm In turn, collisions
create many smaller fragments which
then increase the probability of further
collisions,

Finding a solution
Since debris is a global issue, all

spacefaring nations must cooperate in
addressing the problem ESA has

conducted bilateral discussions on the
issue with NASA and other space
anannioc cinna 1OQ7 nl 2 and 3 Apfil.
representatives from ESA, NASA the
Russian Space Agency, and the
Japanese Space Agency NASDA, met
in Darmstadt, Germany, for the first
multilateral talks on the space debris
issue lt was agreed to establish a Space

Debris Coordination Committee that
would regularly meet and that would be
supported by technical working groups
Within the framework of this cooperation,
the four agencies will exchange technical
informatron and experience relating to
space debris, and will prepare common
strategres to address the space debris
pro0rem.

Those talks were followed by the ESA-

organised First European Conference on
Space Debris, on 5 to 7 April More than
250 experts Irom 17 countries including
the USA, the ClS, Japan, China and
India gathered

Preventive measures
Due to high orbital velocities, the clean-
up of debris is neither technically
practical nor economically feasible Thus,

efforts must be focussed on preventing
the creation of debris

Several preventive measures have been
implemented:
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- releasing residual propellant in rocket

upper stages to minimise the
possibility of a future explosion which
would generate many smaller objects
moving the spacecraft at the end of

its operational lifetime to a higher,

disposal or 'graveyard' orbit to avoid

collision with other, operational
satellites

changing the design of the spacecraft
to incorporate fewer releasable parts,

use of debris catchers for example for

explosive bolts, and multiple payloads

on a single launch,

Other preventive measures have been
proposed including transferring the

spacecraft to an orbit with a limited

lifetime of 10 years for example, where
the spacecraft will gradually re-enter the

Earth's atmosphere and 'burn-up'.

Protective measures
Several protective measures are also

being studied, particularly for crewed
vehicles The main method consists of
'shielding' the spacecraft against
hypervelocity impacts using a double
wall structure: the outer wall acts as a
bumper and shatters the impacting

object allowing the inner wall to only be

hit by smaller molten or vapourised
particles. Howeve( shielding is only
effective against particles that are smaller
than 1cm,

Ground-based tracking of oblects with
radar and optical facilities, and data

modelling are continuously being carried
out to assess the risk of collision and to
allow a spacecraft to take measures to

avoid the collision. such as manoeuvring
away from the object

Efforts to characterise the mid-size debris
population (1-50 cm size objects) are in

progress Shielding against these objects
is not practical and the knowledge of the
spatial distribution is not very accurate.

Regulating space debris
Although three space treaties, the

Outer Space Treaty 1967, the Liability

Conventron 1972 and the Registration

Convention 1976, provide very general
guidelines regarding the pollution of

space, existing space law does not

explicitly address the space debris issue,

The measures that each agency has

taken to date have been done under
their own initiative. Howeve( those same

agencies and international regulating
bodies are now beginning to study the

development of such policies

ESAs activities
ESA is coordinating space-debris-related
activities in Europe, The ESA Council
passed a resolution on space debris in

1989, and a research programme, being
undertaken by ESA and some of its

member states, is addressing the orbital
debris environment, risk assessment, and
preventive and protective measures, ESA

is already sending its geostationary

satellites into a graveyard orbit and will

soon begin implementing propellant

depletion on all Ariane launches.

A second conference is expected to be

held within two to three years to discuss
the progress being made G

A simulation of the wall of the Columbus
Attached Laboratory after betng hit (from the

right) by a 10 mm alumintum prolecille at a

velocity of 6 km/s From right to left, the layers

are. the shield or first bumper, the second
bumper. multi-layer tnsulation (before the test,

it resemb/es many layers of foil but has been

shredded by the impact), the wall of the

spacecraft. and several witness p/afes used

only tn testing
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Catalogued objects rn orbit (objects in LEO larger than 10-50cm, and objects rn higher orbits

with a diameter of more than 1 m) Approxrmately 60/o are operattonal sate//ltes and 460/a are

fragments resultrng from spacecraft and rocket upper stage break-ups
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Belgium Opens Remote
Operations Centre
The Belgian Space Remote Operation
Centre was formally opened on

22March. Located at the Royal Institute

of lVeteorology of Belgium (IRMB), in

Brussels, the Centre will provide the

facilities for telescience operations - the

decentralised, interactive operation of a
payroao,

The first mission that the Centre
participated in was the Atlas-2 mission

(see related article), The Centre received
real{ime and playback data from two

instruments on the Atlas-2 mission: the

Solcon and the Solspec. In addition,
the Solcon experiment was remotely

controlled from the Centre A video link

between the Centre and the POCC at

Marshall Space Flight Center (|\ISFC)

allowed the co-investigators in Brussels to
participate in Science Operation Planning

Group (SOPG) meetings held at MSFC

during the mission and to communicate
with the principal investigators at the

POCC

The installation of the facilities at IRMB

will be completed to allow the Centre to
participate in the Atlas-3 mission in

November 1994 IRMB will be linked to

other Belgian institutes and research
^^6+.^^ +h"^' '^h ^ "^-^ ".tetwork thatuEr ru E) Lr il vugt I o uoto I

allows the transfer of data from space
experiments in real-time or off-line Those

institutes and centres will have access to
remote payload operations via the
network node at IRIVB G

J.-M Luton (left), Director General of ESA, J.-M Dehousse, Belgian Mtnister of Sctence Policy,

D. Frtmout (right). Belgnn astronaut, and J. Waulrequrn. General Secretary ol the Belgnn
Science Policy Office. at the Centre ouring a wdeo conference with tae Atlas-2 team at the
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) rn Huntsvrlle, Alabama

Atlas-2 Studies Sun's
Activity and its lmpact
on the Atmosphere

The second Atmospheric Laboratory for

Application and Science (Atlas 2) mission

was launched on 8 April This one-week
mission (5T5-56) will help scientists to
better understand the Sun s activity and
the Earth's atmosphere, and their
interactions lt was the second in a series

of 10 missions originally planned for the
11 years of the solar cycle The Sun's
activity is decreasing and will reach its

minimum in 1996 lt reached its
maximum in 1990

These one-week missions, which will all

occur at different times of the year to

allow seasonal variations to be studied,
will carry instruments that have been
included in previous payloads and have

undergone an overhaul and high-
precision recalibration, Seven of 12

instruments flown on the Atlas-1 mission

a year ago (in March 1992) were part of

the Atlas-2 payload, The data gathered

during this series of missions will allow
scientists to produce better mathematical
models of the atmosphere's chemistry

96

and behaviour, and measure the effects
of pollution and ozone depletion

The instruments
Among the seven instruments that were
again part of the payload, there are three
European instruments: the Solcon and

the Solspec which measured the amounl
of energy emitted by the Sun and
received by the Earth s atmosphere. ard
the N/AS whrch measured gases in the
atmosphere

- The Solar Constant Radiometer
(Solcon) measured the amount of

s

--', i,
:\

,

Space/ab carrying the Atlas-2 payload. betng placed in the cargo bay ol the Space Shutt/e
'Discovery' before the mission
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ener.i\/ ncccled tn maintain the

thermal balance between two identical
cavities, one of which is exposed to

solar radiation lt will contribute to the

knowledge of the absolute value of

the solar constant, i,e, the amount of
qnl2r pnorn\/ rcncrvcrl in the Eafth'S

orbit,

- The Solar Spectrum lrradiance
lVonitor (Solspec), working in parallel

with the Solcon experiment, studied
solar radiation with a wavelength
between 180 and 3200 nm (ultraviolet,

visible and infrared) The data will be

used in determining the spectral
distribution of the energy associated
with solar radiation, and its longlerm
fluctuations Those fluctuations cause
variations in the composition of the

stratosphere and, in pa(icular. in the

distribution of ozone They are linked
+^ iha a^12 r n\/.la

- The Millimetre Wave Atmospheric
Sounder (MAS) measured the

absorption spectra of water vapour
^^! +-^^^ ^^^^^ i^ rhe Earth'sdr ru u duv gd)u- il r Ll

rnncr atmoqnhcrc lt included
measurements of ozone and chlorine
monoxide, which contributes to the

depletion of the ozone layer, In

addition to providing a fuller
r rnderstanclinn nf the Concentration

and distribution of such molecules,

the measurements will allow the study
of temperatures and pressures at

altitudes between 20 and 100 km

Joint observation data collected
In addition to the Solcon and Solspec
experiments, two other European
instruments, carried on board the

European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca)

which is currently in orbit (see related

article), namely the Solar Variation (SOVA)

and the Solar Spectrum (SOSP)

instruments, also measured the solar

constant at the same time and the data
acquired will be compared lt will also be

compared with that gathered by NASA's

research Nimbus-7 satellite, Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)

and ERBS during their routine

operations This will allow the
measurement characteristics of each
instrument to be established, in relation

to the others In turn, solar constant and
spectroscopy data that had previously

been collected can be corrected

The arrival of telescience
Telescience - the decentralised,
interactive operation of a payload - will

provide scientists with the ability to

monitor their experiments that are in

orbit, in real-time and from their own
laboratories An investigator could repeat

the experiment while it is still in orbit
using different parameters, process

experiment data and consult with the
project team, and redirect the operation
when interesting phenomena are

observed The complex space{o-ground
communications links and the tools to

control the experiment from the scientist's
laboratory will be designed to be as

transparent and user-friendly as possible

Upon ESA's proposal to NASA to test

telescience during Spacelab missions

carrying European experiments, the
concept was first introduced during the

Atlas-1 mission A prototype link was

established between the Space Shuttle

and ESA's space research and
technology centre, ESTEC, in The

Netherlands, and the principal

investigator for the Solcon experiment
used it during the mission to send
commands to the instrument

Crew of the Atlas-2 misslon (from left to right):
Ken Cockrell (missron specialist), Stephen
Oswald (pilot), Michael Foale and Ellen Ochoa
(mission specla/rsts), and Ken Cameron
(commander)

During Atlas-2, telescrence was taken

one step further. All the measurements
made by the Solcon instrument were

commanded from the Belgian Space
Remote Operation Centre in Brussels
(see related article) The solar spectrum
data from the Solspec instrument was

also transmitted in real time to the Centre
allowing researchers to observe the

measurements obtained, The scientists at

the Centre were in constant contact with

the Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC) at NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Alabama G
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ESA Selects Astronauts
to Participate in Mir
Precursor Flights

ESA has selected four astronauts who
will train to participate in the precursor

flights to Mir-1 that are scheduled for

1994 and 1995 Two of those four will

eventually be selected as crew members,

The four chosen to date are Ulf Merbold
and Pedro Duque for the ESA/Mir flight
in September 1994 (Mission 17), and
Christer Fuglesang and Thomas Reiter

for the flight in August 1995 (Mission 19).

The first flight will last for 30 days and
the second one for 135 days. The ESA

astronaut on the second mission will
perform extravehicular activities

The selection was made on the

recommendation of ESA's European
Astronaut Centre, following a series of
physical and medical tests

The four astronauts will begin a special
training course for Mir missions at Star

City, the Russian astronaut training centre
near Moscow, in August. About eight
weeks before each mission, the astronaut
chosen to fly and the back-up will be

named and both will subsequently train

in parallel. About a week before the
mission, following the final medical
assessment, the final crew will be

selected

Through these precursor flights, the
astronauts will gain experience in crewed
flight in preparation for the future pro-

grammes that ESA is currently planning

to undertake in cooperation with both
NASA and the Russian Space Agency
(RKA) At the same time, a number of

scientific experiments, mostly relating to

microgravity, will be performed G
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ESA Astronauts at the
Paris Air Show
Between 10 and 20 June, ESA will again
be participating in the Paris Air Show,

one of the largest air shows in the world.
This will be the 40th show, This biennial

event is held at Le Bourget airport on the
outskirts of Paris, and is open to the
public

To demonstrate the difficulties that
astronauts working in microgravity
conditions must overcome, ESA

astronauts will perform their training
exercises and actual tests in a specially-
designed aquarium, which is six-metres

deep, and using a structure representing
the Columbus Attached Laboratory The

aquarium will later be used for
development tests for orbital laboratories.

Models of many spacecraft will also be
displayed, including satellites such as
Meteosat, ERS and Artemis, and
launchers such as Ariane-4 and Ariane-S,
whose first flight is scheduled for the fall

of 1995 Visitors will also be able to take

a'voyage' between Earth and space
using a holorama, or discover new virtual
reality simulation techniques. G
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IUE Observatory
Celebrates Satellite's
15th Anniversary

On 10 March ESA's Villafranca del

Castillo Satellite Tracking Station in

Madrid, Spain, celebrated the 1sth

anniversary of the launch of the Inter-

national Ultraviolet Explorer (lUE) satellite

The satellite was launched in January
1978 by a Thor-Delta rocket and has

since been in a geosynchronous orbit
over the Atlantic Ocean lt is an orbiting
telescope with a 45 cm aperture for

spectroscopy in the ultraviolet wavelength
range Over the past 15 years, it has

collected more than 90 000 ultraviolet

soectra of all classes of astronomical
objects At the time of launch, the IUE

was expected to last for a maximum of

five years The high precision of its
attitude control system has been

maintained even though only two of the
original six gyroscopes are currently
operating

The IUE Observatory is responsible for

the management of access from outside
the U S and U.K. to a public domain
archive that contains all data collected
The Observatory has also contributed
greatly to astrophysics and space
science in general by supporting
scientists, particularly in Spain and in

developing countries

V. Claros, Dtrector of the Villafranca Satellite

Tracking Slalion. welcomes guesls lo the

celebration

D-2 Mission Launched

The second German Spacelab (D 2)

mission was launched on 26 April aboard
Space Shuttle 'Columbia' lt is carrying
92 experiments, 32 of which were
developed with ESA funding lt is
dedicated to fundamental research in the

fields of life sciences, material sciences,

Earth observation and robotics

The German Aerospace Research

Establishment (DLR) is directing and
controlling all payload activities on board
the Spacelab from its dedicated control
centre in Oberpfaffenhoffen, near
Munich. Germany Results are being
transmitted in real time to ground at

NASAs Johnson Space Center (JSC) in
Houston, and from there they are

transmitted to the DLR control centre
where lhe scientists who developed the

experiments are able to record the data

and analyse it immediately

The ESA facilities on board include the

Anthrorack facility used for research into

human physiology under microgravity
conditions, and the Advanced Fluid

Physics Module (AFPN/) used to
determine the effect of microgravity on

the properties and behaviour of fluids
Two other experiments will be used to

evaluate concepts developed for the

future Columbus Attached Laboratory,

namely a system that uses two portable

computers to allow communication and
the exchange of graphic information

between the astronauts and the scientists

on the ground, and another system that
is used to assess the level of microgravity
to which experiments are being
submitted More details on these
experiments will be provided in the next

issue of the Bulletin

Two payload specialists from DLR are

also part of the seven-member crew G

The crew of the D-2 mission on-board Columbia (fron left to right) Bernard Harris and Charles

Precour (missron specr,a/rsts), Hans Schlegel (payload specia/ist, from DLR), Jerry Ross

(commander), Ulrich Walter (payload specialisl, from DLR), and Tom Henricks (prlot)

qq
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Preparing for the First
HST Servicing Mission
Thc crcur of thp Snar:p Shuttle miSSiOn

(5T5-61) to service the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) has begun preparing for

the mission lt will be launched at the

end of 1993 and will be the first of

several missions to maintain and improve
the HST s performance over its projected
life of 15 years

During this 11-day mission, a record
number of five Extra Vehicular Activities
(EVAs) or 'spacewalks' are scheduled,
with the capability for an additional two, if

they are needed Durrng the spacewalks.
thp nrinritiaq aro lo ronla., ,_ ts.,_, ._ , _F'Jce gyroscope
unrts. the solar array and the Wide
Field/Planetary Camera, and to install a
device that will correct the spherical
aberration of the primary mirror, the

Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial
Replacement (COSTAR)

Crew training
To prepare for the mission, the crew will
participate in numerous training sessions
in a water tank, some of them with

support from the Mission Control Center.

Each of these 'loint integrated
simulations' will last 10 to 36 hours ln

addition, the crew will practise many

individual tasks both on land and
underwater.

'= ."/

t,

The experrence ga ned during training
will be used to refine the method of
performing each task before the mission
The knowledge gained during missions
leading up to 5T5-61 will also be
integrated into the crew training For

example, a mission in June and another
in July will both include spacewalks lo
evaluate tools developed for the HST

mtsston

Fleplacing the solar arrays
One of the tasks to be accomplished
clrrrincr thc F\/As iq In rcolace the tWO

wings of the solar array with a new,

modrfied pair. The original ones were

The repracemenr solar array deployed tn the

clean room

designed to be replaced after a number
of years in orbit (the HST was launched
in 1990) Radiation and other processes
degrade spacecraft such as the HST that
are in low-Earth orbit, and the array's
power output eventually falls below the
amount that it produced following the
launch In addition, thermal expansion
and contraction at orbital sunrise and
sunset cause an undesirable litter' of the
telescope's existing array a problem
that will be corrected in the new design

In March, five of the seven crew
members visited British Aerospace Space
Systems Limited's satellite manufacturing
and test facility (Bristol, UK) to familiarise
themselves with the replacement array
The array is being built, as the first one
was. under cont'act from ESA as part of
the European contribution to the HST

Iwo roll-out solar array wings will be
installed The solar array converts solar
radiation into electrical power for the
HST's instruments, communications
payload and on-board systems When
deployed. each wing is l2 metres long
and 28 metres wide, contains almost
25 000 solar cells and, including all

mechanisms, weighs approximately
160 kg G

ESA Astronaul Claude Nrcollrcr practises rn

the clean room tn preparatton for the first HST

serviang mission Another crew member,

Kathryn Thorntan, a mission specralist from
NASA, looks on

tItl rtr. q
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Eureca to be Retrieved l*
After having spent a successful nine

months conducting microgravity research

in orbit, the European Retrievable Carrier
(Eureca) is to be retrieved in June. lt is
the first carrier dedicated to long-duration
microgravity research. lt will be retrieved

by the Space Shuttle 'Atlantis' on the

third day of the STS-57 mission.

By the end of January 1993, Eureca's

baseline on-board experiment
programme had been completed, in

accordance with the mission plan, The

payload consists of 15 different
experiment facilities Sufficient power and
thermal resources were still available on

board to allow the operation of those
experiments with an open-ended
experiment programme (mainly space

science and technology experiments) to

continue. Those facilities that had already
been completed remained'deactivated',
awaiting Eureca's retrieval

In preparation for the retrieval, Eureca's

orbit, having been lowered to

approximately 490 km by natural drag,
will be adjusted in May in such a way

that the drag-induced decay during the
remaining duration of the flight will lower

Eureca to the rendez-vous and retrieval

altitude of about 476km. After the
rendez-vous of the two spacecraft, the

Shuttle's remote manipulator arm will

grapple Eureca and place it in the
Shuttle's cargo bay for the descent to

Earth.

Although most of the results will not be

known until after all samples returned
from space have been analysed, the

mission is considered to be successful
Most notably, five new transient X-ray

sources have been discovered using the
Wide-Angle Telescope for Cosmic Hard

. .-so

tmage of the X-ray sky toward the centre of the Milky Way, taken by Eureca's WATCH

X-rays (WATCH), and a very short
gamma-ray burst (2 sec) was observed
That telescope monitors a wide band of

the sky, seeking variable X-ray sources or

the appearance of new sources or
cosmic gamma-ray bursts Following the
tradition in X-ray astronomy, the new X-

rays have been given names such as

EU 1722+256, where EU represents

Eureca and the numbers indicate the
position of the source,

In addition, Eureca participated in a
campaign to gather joint observation
data on the Sun's irradiance and its

spectral energy distribution - two of its
instruments, the Solar Variation (SOVA)

and the Solar Spectrum (SOSP)

instruments, made measurements at the

same time as two corresponding
instruments on the Atlas-2 mission, the

Solar Constant Radiometer (Solcon) and
the Solar Spectrum lrradiance Monitor
(Solspec) (see article on Atlas-2 misston).

The results gathered will be compared
and the various instruments can then be
synchronised Consistent and well-

calibrated solar data is crucial to the

understanding of the variations in the
Earth's atmosphere. G

Alpha-crustacyan in p rotet n crystals g row t ng tn

microg rav ity r n Eu reca's P rotei n Crystalltsation

Facility IPCF) The dark hne is the barrier at

which crystal growth begrns The crystals

appear to be large and well shaped but thetr

structure will have to be confrrmed after thetr

return to Earth

t
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ESA's Eurosim Offers
Real-time Simulation
Eurosim - the European Real{ime
Operations Simulator - is entering its
final implementation phase. This facility
will enable the execution of software
models that approximate real-life space-
related situations, in real time lt will

suooort the simulation needs of ESA

programmes until the year 2000 and
oeyono.

To date, a prototype has been
imolemented and has been used for
several different studies, including:

- simulations of the European Robotic
Arm (ERA)

- assessment of a spacecraft's crewed
rendez-vous and docking operations,
in manual and semi-automatic mode

- simulation of the re-entry and landing
of winged vehicles

- simulations of mobile robotic rovers,

for examole. on Mars.

Following several studies which began in

1988 under the framework of ESA's

Technological Research Programme, a
team of contractors, lead by Fokker

Space and Systems (NL), devised a

generic real{ime simulation tool that
satisfied the needs of different users
while providing significant performance
and flexibility. The Eurosim prototype was
then implemented in 1990 at ESA's

research and technology centre, ESTEC

in The Netherlands for evaluation and
has since been used in on-going
programmes and research activities This
prototype has allowed both ESA and
industry to gain valuable experience in
the design, development and operation
of a large real{ime simulation facility

While most simulation facilities are
developed for a specific project, Eurosim
is a generic facility - standard Eurosim
packages are reconfigured or replaced to
suit the mission that is being simulated,
This results in a reduced simulation
development time and a greater
confidence in the software In addition,
actual hardware and other equipment,
such as an instructor facilitv or a 'cockoit'

can be connected

Based on the vast amount of experience
gained through the use of the prototype,

the implementation of the operational
system will now begin, with the final
delivery expected in 1995.

The development of this operational
version of Eurosim will be funded by the
National Agency for Aerospace of The
Netherlands (NIVR), and will allow the
Dutch aerospace industry to gain a
greater competence and competitiveness
in real{ime simulation. The team of
contractors, lead by Fokker Space and
Systems, will produce the generic real-

time environment Discussions about the
development of the real{ime image-
generation subsystem are underway with
the Spanish Agency for Industry (CDTI)

and the Spanish firm CASA G

Eurosim simulatron of the European Robotic
Arm (ERA), which is attached to the

spacecraft on the nght and is grappling the
<n?.a.rAff 
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation

ln Orbit / En orbite
PROJECT COMMENTS
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bulletin 74

HST

Les travaux realrsds dans le cadre de la
participation de l'Europe d la premidre
misslon de desserte du tdlescope spatial
Hubble (HSD sont maintenant trds
avancds. C'est /a premidre fois que la
NASA va realiser la desserte d'un
vehicule spattal congu et construit de
fagon a pouvoir 6tre entretenu et r1pard
en orbite. Les mrssions de ce type
realisees jusqu'ici ont 6te des mrsslons
de reparation rendues ndcessaires par
un defaut de foncttonnement du satellite

L'ESA participe a la mission de desserfe
HSf dans deux domaines critiques Tout

d'abord, elle fournit les rdseaux so/aires
de remplacement, les r4seaux actuels
ayant tendance a vrbrer, notamment lors
du passage de la nuit au jour orbital et
inversement. A la diffdrence de la Terre,

le HST connaf des yburs de g0 minutes
environ. Ce nouveau rdseau solaire
ramdnera les perturbations cycliques d

un niveau negligeable.

La contribution de l'ESA consisle ensuite
e remettre en etat le moddle structurel et
thermique de la camera pour objets
faiblement lumineux (FOC/STM). Ce
modele atnsi que d'autres materiels et
logiciels europ1ens seront utilises pour
rdaliser un essai de bout en bout du
sysldme COSIAB qui corrigera
l'aberration sphdrioue bien connue du
miroir primaire du HST. C'est parce qu'un
lel essai n'a pas 6td rdalis6 avant Ie

lancement du HST que le defaut du
mtrotr a pu passer tnaperQ,u.

La fabrication des rdseaux solaires de vol
est maintenant terminde et la phase
finale des essa/S esl en cours, avant leur
expddition au Centre spatial Goddard
ddbut mai. Ious /es essais d'ambiance,
notamment /es essais vibratoires et
acousliques sonf acheyds Les

astronautes qui se chargeront du
remplacemenf ont passd une semaine
ddbut mars chez BAe, a Bristol (R-U), on
les panneaux so/alres ont ete fabriques,
afin de se familiariser avec le matdriel sur
lequel ils travatlleront en orbite.

Les travaux sur le FOC/STM en Europe
sont maintenant achevds et le matdriel a

6te expddi4 chez Ball Brothers d. Boulder,
Colorado (USA), responsable du
COSTAR. Matra et LA$ responsab/es des
matdriels et du logiciel, y rdaliseront d

I'ade du COSIAR /es essais de

104

veilfication prealables au lancement.

Tout cela montre que les activites seront
ddsormais centr5es sur /es Etats-Unis, ou
lous /es matdilds et logiciels de cette
premiere misslon de desserte feront
I'objet d'essars poussds avant le
lancement de Ia mission, prdvu pour le 2
decembre 1993

Ulysse

A I'exception de I'anomalie decilte ci-
dessous, la mission U/ysse s'esf
poursuivie sans heurt au cours de ces
trois derniers mois. La charge utile
scientifique continue d fournir
d'excellentes donndes sur /es conditions
hors du plan de l'6cliptique, et le taux
moyen de recup1ratron est restd
regulidrement supdrieur d 950/o

Le v1hicule spatial a connu une anomalie
le 14 fevrier alors qu'il etait suivi par Ia

station du rdseau de I'espace lointain de
/a NASA a Madild: Ie satellite esf passd
spontandment en mode 's6curite',

mettant hors tension lous /es elements
non essenlie/s branchds sur
l'alimentation La logique de bord a mis
lous /es instruments scientifiques hors
tension et, immddiatement aprds, la
reconfiguration de tous /es sous-sysldmes
s'esf ddclenchee de fagon autonome, ce
qui a interrompu la telemesure. Celle-ci a
6td retablie environ cinq heures plus tard
et les vdrifications de I'etat du satellite ont
confirmd qu'il s'etait reconfigure
correcrcment.

Le satellite et sa charge utile ont donc
retrouvd leur configuration nominale sans
autre probldme. La cause exacte de cette
anomalie, la deuxidme de ce type depuis
Ie lancement il y a deux ans et demi, n'a
pas 6te 1tablie a ce iour.

Soho
Industrie
L'integration et /es essais des deux
moddles de developpement du
vehicule spatial ont progresse depuis
Ie dernier rapport, la revue de la
conception du matdriel tenue fin
septembre 1992 ayant donnd le feu
yerl d ces activites.

Ious /es moddles sfruc/urels des
expdriences et lous les equipements
ont 6td tnstalles dans la structure du
module de charge utile (PLM) et
/es essars de charge sfaflques et
d'analyse modale ont ete mends d
bien au cenlre d'essais d'IABG d
Ottobrunn (D).

La structure du module de servitude
a 6td livree en d6cembre 1992 et
soumr'se aux essa/s statlques. L'essai
d'analyse modale fera suite, egalement
d I,IABG.

Le premier moddle d'identification
d'une experience, GOLF, a ete integre
a la maquette du PLM et essaye fin
ddcembre chez Matra Marconi Space
(R-U) A la fin de f1vrier 1993, six
expdriences avaient 6t6 integrees et
essaydes avec un rendement crolrssant.
Les premiers sous-systdmes (tel6-

communications el traitement des
donnees) ont et6 livres d Matra
MarconiSpace d Toulouse (F) fin
fevrier. La phase principale de
l'integration et des essais du moddle
d'identification du module de servitude
de Soho a alors pu ddbuter.

Des revues de lancement en
fabrication ont lieu en Europe afin
d' off ici al ise r I' ap prov isi o n n e m e nt des
moddles de vol de tous les elements
La fabrication de certains 6lements du
modele de vol (structure du module de
charge utile, rdseaux so/aires, materid
de propulsion, par exemple) est
dejd bien avanc6e. Une attention
particulidre a 6td accord5e au debut
de I'annee d I'approvisionnement des
preces des moddles de vol de faqon d
ce qu'elles parviennent en temps voulu
pour la fabrication et I'assemblage de
lous /es el6ments.

Les techniques et procddures de
contr1le de proprete, dejd present5es
d la revue de la conceptron du
materiel, font l'objet d'une definition
d6taillee en vue de leur application
dans /es sdquences d'AlV
(assemblage, integration et verification)
des moddles de vol de la charge utile
el des modules de servitude, au cours
du deuxidme semesfre 7993.

Les activitds d'ingenierie visent
maintenant A prdparer Ia revue de
conception critique de la mission,
prevue au troisidme trimestre de cette
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HST
Europe's participation in the first Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) servicing mission

is now well advanced. This will be the
first time NASA has conducted a mission

to service a spacecraft conceived and
built with in-orbit servicing in mind
Previous missions of this type have been

repair missions necessitated by space-
craft malfunctions

ESA is contributing to the HST servicing
mission in two critical areas Firstly. it is

providing replacement solar arrays for
those currently on HST, which exhibit
a tendency to 'jitter , especially when
passing from orbital day to orbital night,

and vice versa. Unlike on Earth, which
has a 24-hour cycle, HST's days and
nlghts last approximately 90 minutes.
The new array will reduce this cyclic
disturbance to a negligible level

The other area in which ESA is

contributing is via the refurbishment of
the Faint Object Camera's Structural
and Thermal Model (FOC/STM) This,

together with other European hardware
and software, will be used to make an

end-to-end test of the COSTAR system,
which will correct the well-publicised
spherical aberration in the primary mirror
of HST lt was the lack of such an end-
to-end test prior to HST's launch which
permitted the flawed mirror to pass

unnoticed

The flight solar arrays have now
completed manufacture and are in the

final phases of testing prior to their
shipment to Goddard Spaceflight Center
(GSFC) in early May All environmental
testing, such as vibration and acoustic
tests. is now complete. During early
March, the astronauts who will effect
the change-out spent a week at BAe,

in Bristol (UK) where the solar arrays
have been built, in order to familiarise
themselves with the hardware they will

be working with in orbit

The FOC STM work in Europe is now
complete and the unit has been shipped
to Ball Brothers in Boulder, Colorado
(USA), who are responsible for COSTAR

There, Matra and LAS, who were
responsible for the hardware and
software, will be conducting pre-launch
proving tests with COSTAR

As can be seen from the above, the

focus of the activity is now shifting from
Europe to the USA, where extensive
testing of all of the First Servicing
Mission hardware and software will take
place pror to the launch of the mission
itself, scheduled for 2 December this
year

Ulysses
With the exception of one anomaly
reported below, the Ulysses mission

has continued to run smoothly during
the past three months, The scientific
payload continues to return excellent
out-of-ecliptic data, and coverage has

consistently averaged more than 950/o

The Ulysses spacecraft experienced an

anomaly on 14 February while being
tracked by the Deep Space Network
(DSN) station at Madrid (E), when the

satellite autonomously entered its 'safe'

mode by disconnecting non-essential
loads on the power supply This resulted

in all scientific instruments being
switched off by on-board logic, followed
shortly afterwards by an autonomous
reconfiguration of spacecraft subsystems
which switched the telemetry off
Telemetry was regained some five hours

later, however, and spacecraft health

checks confirmed that the satellite had

reconfigured itself correctly

Ulysses and its scientific payload were
subsequently returned to their nominal

I

New HL,bble Space Telescope solar array
under test at ESTEC (NL)

Le nouveau generateur solaire du t1lescope
Hubble aux essais d I'ESTEC

configuration without further problem As
yet, the exact cause of this anomaly, the
second of its type to have occurred in

the two-and-a-half years since launch,
has not been established

Soho
Industry
The integration and testing of the two
development spacecraft models of the

Soho programme has been progressing
during the reporting period, following
the Hardware Design Review in late

September 1992 which gave the go-

ahead for these activities

The payload-module structure has been
equipped with all experiment structural
models and equipment units and has

successfully undergone static-load and
modal-survey testing at IABG's test

centre in Ottobrunn (D).

The service-module structure was
delivered in December and has

completed its static testing, lts modal-

survey testing will follow, again at IABG

The first experiment (GOLF) engineering
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Modele structurel du vdhicule spatla/ Soho
chez Matra, Toulouse (F)

Structural model of the Soho spacecraft at
Matra, Toulouse (F)

(photo courtesy of Meauxsoone, Toulouse)

ann6e, qui donnera le feu vert aux
activitds d'int1gration des moddles de vol

dans I'industrie.

Coop6ration ESA-NASA
Les essais de la plupart des unilds de
vol de I'ampliftcateur haute puissance

destind aux deux projets SISP (Soho el
Cluster) )taient acheves fin fdvrrer.

Les essais d'rnterface entre le moddle du
prototype de vol de I'enregistreur a

bande et /e sous-sysldrne de traitement
des donndes de Soho ont 6td mends d

bien en ddcembre 1992 et ont confrmd
/es bons resultats des essals de Cluster,

conduits plus tot dans I'annde

Des problemes sont toutefois apparus
/ors des essars de lEnregbtreur d bande
du second moddle d'identificatron, aux
niveaux /es p/us bas de debit binaire et
de temperature spdcifi1s pour /e SISP
Les techniciens el /es responsab/es
sutvent ces problemes de lres prds, el

l'ESA et la NASA ont ddfini ensemb/e des
moyens de les r1soudre.

La definition des interfaces avec le

lanceur Atlas llAS approche de la

maturitd Un point final a ete mrs a la

definition des tnterfaces thermtques au
moment du lancement, et leur incidence
sur la conception thermtque du vehicule
^^^+;^/ ^ A+A A,,^1,,A^JlJdLrdt d vLC vvdtuYY,

Une analyse dynamique couplee realisee

a I'aide de modeles d'expdrrences
correles en cours de ddveloppement au

Centre de recherche Lewis de la NASA

sera utilisde /ors des essais de vrbrattons

sinusodales du moddle structurel en

mat-JUtn

Les travaux sur /es activites
operationnelles en vol et la mtse en

^at t\lra rlr t caalot tr cn/ naccanl A le nha<ovvi Ysvvvr

d'exdcution Les travaux s'intensifient d la
NASA, paralldlement, /es discussions
pnlre leq Grnr rncs dc travail Mission et
Exploitatrcn scientifrque, qui se rdunissent
regulidrement, sont de plus en plus

detaillees

Charge utile
Ious /es expdrtmentateurs ont livre leurs

moddles structurels au cours du dernier
trimestre 1992. Les /ivrarsons des

moddles d'identification se font
1galement en temps voulu et
s'harmonisenl avec /es activrt1s en cours.

Les activit1s relatives aux moddles de vol

de nombreuses expdnences ont bren
nrortres.q{' elles ont ete abOfdeeS en

ddtail d la rdunron du Groupe de travail

scientifique du 16 au 18 janvier 1993 et

/ors des revues finales des exp€riences
qui ont debute fin fdvrier.

Cluster
Le moddle structurel du satellite a 6te
remis en 6tat aprds l'anomalre ddcel1e
au cout's des essais aux vibrations l'etd

dernier et a ete renvoye a I'IABG (D)

pour que l'ensemble du programme de
quailfbatbn pursse 6lre men6 d son

terme Les essais de vrbrations

sinusoda/es et al1atotres ont 6td menes a

bien et /es essais de vrbrations

acoustiques doivent avorr lteu frn avrtl.

Le programme relatif au moddle
d'identification se ddroule matntenant de
manidre satrsfaisanle. Deux equipes se
relaient pour r6duire les retards
provoquds par la livraison tardive de
sous-sysldrnes. L'intdgration de la charge
t ttila eqt lormin6a pt lo n-, ,, r'rogramme
ri'essan iler:triot es de l'ensemble du
sysfdme doit ete achevd d'ici fin avril.

Le programme relatif au premrer satellite
au moddle de vol a 1galement d4marre
avec I'integration du faisceau de cables
sur la plateJorme pnnopale chez
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model was integrated and tested on the
payload-module (PLM) mockup in late

December at Matra Marconi Space (UK).

By the end of February, six experiments
had been integrated and tested, with
increasing efficiency. The first sub-
systems (communication and data
handllng) were delivered to Matra

Marconi Space in loulouse (F) by the
end of February. With their arrival, the
main integration and testing process for

the Soho service module's engineering
model has started

The procurement of the flight models
of all units is being formalised with
Manufacturing Readiness Reviews across
Europe Some flight-model items (e.9.

payload-module structure, solar arrays,
propulsion hardware) are already in an
advanced state of manufacture. Parts
procurement for the flight models was
given padicular attention at the beginning
of the year, to ensure their timely flow in

the manufacturing and assembly of all

unrts.

Cleanliness control techniques and
procedures, already identified at the
Hardware Design Revieq are being
defined in detail to be implemented in

the AIV (Assembly, Integration and
Verification) flows of the flight models
of the payload and service modules
in the second half of this vear

The engineering activities are now
geared for the mission's Critical Design

Review, planned for the third quarter
of this yea6 which will decide on the
release of the flight-model integration
activities to industry.

ESA-NASA cooperation
Most of the High-Power Amplifier (HPA)

flight units for the both STSP projects
(Soho & Cluster) had been tested by the
end of February.

Interface testing in December of the tape
recorder proto-flight model with the Soho
data-handling subsystem confirmed the

results of the equally successful Cluster
test earlier in 1992

Tape-recorder tests on the second
engineering model, howeve[ showed
problems in meeting the lowest specified
bit rates and temperatures for STSP

These problems have received
considerable attention at both technical
and managerial level, and ESA and

NASA have jointly defined plans to

resolve them.

The definition of interfaces with the
Atlas llAS launch vehicle is now reaching
maturity. Definition of thermal interfaces
at launch has also been finalised and
their impact on the spacecraft thermal
design assessed

A coupled-load analysis, using correlated
experiment models under development at

NASA's Lewis Research Center will be
used for structural-model soacecraft
testing (sine tests) in May/June.

Work on the flight operations and on

implementation of the ground segment is
now entering the implementation phase
The scale of the effort at NASA is

increasing, and with it the level of detail

of the ongoing discussions between the
Mission and the Science Ooerations
Working Groups that are regularly taking
olace.

Payload
All exoerimenters delivered their
structural models in the last ouarter of

1992. The deliveries of the engineering
models have also been timely and are

optimised with the ongoing activities.

The flight-model activities are already
advanced for many experiments and
were discussed in detail at the Science
Working Team Meeting on 16-18
January and in Experiment Final Reviews

that started in late Februarv

Cluster
The structural-model soacecraft has

been refurbished following the anomaly
that occurred during vibration testing last

summe[ and it is currently back at IABG
(D) completing the full qualification
programme. Sine and random vibration
testing has been completed successfully
and acoustic vibration is scheduled for
end-Aoril.

The engineering-model programme is

now progressing satisfactorily with a two-

shift operation implemented to reduce
the schedule delays caused by late

subsystem deliveries. The payload has

been fully integrated and the final system
electrical test programme is expected to
be completed by the end of April.

The first flight-model spacecraft
programme has also started, with
integration of the harness on the main
platform at Dornier (D) and integration
of the reaction-control system in parallel

at British Aerospace (UK).

Delays in the delivery of some essential

subsystems and units have necessitated
the introduction of system-level work-
around solutions using engineering-
model units to maintain the momentum of
integration. Despite these work-arounds,
the system-level programme
is showing a three-month delay in
completion of the four spacecraft This

delay has been accommodated within
the system schedule margin, however
and the launch date remains unchanged
at 1 December 1995 on Ariane Apex
flight V501

The payload flight-model-unit
manufacturing programme is well

advanced, with deliveries currently
foreseen to take place on schedule
in June/July 1993.

The Cluster Science Data System (CSDS)

has recently successfully passed a major
review milestone, namely the System
Requirements Review All participating

data centres provided inputs to the
review, and the only major change is

a proposed amalgamation of the two
German data centres into a sinole centre
based in Berlin.

The contract for the Joint Science
Operations Centre, a science support
function to CSDS, has recently been
kicked off Mh Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL, UK). The Centre will

support the scientific planning of the
mission and will be staffed jointly by ESA-

sponsored and RAL staff. lts operation is
foreseen through to 1999 following the
implementation phase.

The engineering model of the Mars-94
mass memory has been delivered to lKl
in Moscow and has been successfully
integrated into the spacecraft mockup
Manufacture of the flight models is now
unoerway.

rso
Scientif ic instruments
All flight-model electronic units of the
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Dornier (D), conduite paralldlement a

I'int6gration du systdme de commande
d'orientation chez BAe (R-U).

Les retards de livraison de cerlatns sous-

sysfdmes et unites essenfie/s ont conduit
d adopter des so/ullons de rattrapage au
niveau systdme en utilisant des moddles
d'identification pour ne pas compro-
mettre le rythme d'integration. En d6pit
de ces rnesures, le programme au
niveau systdme pr1sente un retard de
trois mois pour I'achdvement des quatre

safe//lfes. Toutefois, ce retard a ete integre

dans la marge de calendrier du systeme,

de sorte que la date de lancement a ete

conservde au premier decembre 1995

sur Ie vol Ariane-Apex V501.

Le programme de fabilcation du moddle

de vol de la charge utile est bien avance,

des /lvrabons 6tant prdvues en juin/juillet

1993.

Avec l'achdvement de la revue des

imperatifs sysfdme, /e systeme de
donn6es scientifiques de Cluster (CSDS)

vient de franchir avec succds une etape
importante. Ious /es cenfres de donndes
participants ont apporte leur contribution
d cette revue et la seule modification
importante est Ie regroupement propose

des deux centres de donn6es allemands
en un seul bas6 d Beiln

Le contrat relatif au centre commun des
op1rations scientifiques, conqu pour offrir
un soutien scientifique au CSDS, a dtd

rdcemment signd avec le laboratoire
Rutherford Appleton (RAL, R-U). Ce

centre, qui comprendra du personnel

fourni par I'ESA et le RAL, aidera a
1tablir la planification scientifique de la

mrsslon Son fonctionnement est pr6vu
jusqu'en 1999, e Ia suite de la phase de
mse en oeuvre.

Le moddle d'identification de la memoire
de masse de Mars-94 a ete livrd e I'lKl e
Moscou et intdgrd avec succds dans la
maquette du satellite La fabrication des
moddles de vol est en cours

rso
Instruments scientifiques
Ioutes /es unites electroniques des
instruments scientifiques du moddle de
vol ont 6te integrees sur Ia plate-forme

supdrieure du moddle de vol du module
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de servitude. L'essai des unit6s du plan

focal et des rechanges de vol, qui
aourraient 6tre prltes d €tre livrdes au
deuxidme trtmestre de cette annde, se

deroule de maniere satisfarsanle.

Satellite
L'integration du moddle de vol de la
charge utile a commenc1 en janvier
ef progresse de manidre satrrsfaisante,

conformdment au calendrier. Le moddle
de vol du tdlescope a ete integre et la
qualite de ses images aux tempdratures
de I'helium liquide a 6td jugee bonne
D'autres modifications de d4tail doivent
€tre apportdes aux vannes du moddle de
vol, qui devront subrr des essars avanf
d'Atre installees dans le module charqe
utile en septembre.

L'int1gration du moddle de vol du
module de servitude se ddroule
egalement de manidre salisfarsanle. Les

sous-sysfdmes d' al ime ntation, de
radiofr6quence et de traitement des

donn1es ont 6td integrds et /es essars

ont montr1 qu'ils fonctionnent de
manidre satrrsfaisante La plupart des
unites du sous-systdme de commande
d'orientation sonl sur le point d'etre
livrees au contractant principal pour €tre

integr6es dans le module de servitude.

Toutefois, le suiveur d'€toiles et le
gyroscope connarSsenf quelques retards
el des mesures sont actuellement prises
pour accdl1rer ces travaux.

Sur un plan gendral, les travaux relatifs

au satellite se ddroulent conformdment
au calendiler pour un lancement prdvu

en septembre 1995, au debut de la

fen€tre d'hiver.

Secteur sol
Les prdparatifs de I'expdtation en vol du
satellite se deroulent de manidre
satisfaisanfe Les opd rations sclentlfiques
font actuellement I'objet d'une revue en

vue notamment de parvenir d des
simplifications et d un contr)le plus 4troit
des interfaces.

De nouveaux progrds ont 6td enregistrds
en ce qui concerne /es posstbi/tlds de
coop6ration internationale sur lSO. Un

accord de principe a etd conclu aux
termes duquel le Japon travaillera en

soutien de I'allongement de la dur6e
d'exaloitation quotidienne d'lSO si une
deuxidme station sol peut €tre mise d

disposition. On examine actuellement une
proposition de la NASA, qui porte sur la

fourniture de cette deuxidme stallon so/

et sur le raccordement du rdseau.

Huygens
En ce qui concerne la phase de
developpement proprement dite (phase

C/D) de la sonde, les procddures d'appel
d'offres, les 1valuations et /es

negociations contractuelles prdliminaires

sont maintenant achev1es A sa rdunion
finale du 2 fdvrier, la Commission
d'5valuation des offres a approuvd les

conclusions des d iffdrentes 6valuations

tout en attirant l'attention des
responsab/es du projet sur /es domaines
d analyser plus en d1tail et d suivre de
prds dans /es anndes d venir. Dans son

rapport, la Commission a recommandd
d'engager la phase C/D en autorisant la

prdparation d'une proposition de contrat
d soumettre d I'approbation du Comitd
de la politique industrielle.

Le projet a atteint un de ses objectifs
techniques importants, d savoir

I'achdvement du programme d'essal en

souffleile des parachutes de /a sonde. La

dernidre sdrle d'essalrs a porte sur le

d1ploiement et le fonctionnement du
sysldme de parachutes d vilesse

supersonique, principalement a Mach 1,5.

Conduits dans un centre de l'armde de
I'air US du Tennessee, ces essars vr'sanf

d simuler les paramdtres d'entree dans
I'atmosphdre de Titan ont permis de
constater le deploiement parlait des
parachutes. Lors de leur visualisation
rapide, /es donndes enregistrdes se sonl
revelees conformes aux prdvisions,

apportant ainsi une preuve

supplementaire de Ia qualit1 de
conceotion des parachutes.

DRS

La proposition de contrat relative a
la phase de ddveloppement proprement
dite (phase C/D) d'Artemis a ete

approuvde par le Comitd de la politique
industrielle en septembre 1992, de sorte
que /es activitds industrielles ont pu
ddmarrer. Artemis emportera deux
instruments principaux, d savoir une

charge utile de pointe en bande L pour
le service mobile terrestre et une charee
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scientific instruments have been integ-

rated on the upper platform of the

service-module flight model. Good
progress is being made in testing of the
focal-plane units and flight-spare units,

which should be ready for delivery in

the second quarter of this year

Satellite
Payload-module flight-model integration
started in January and is proceeding

satisfactorily and according to schedule
The flight-model telescope has been
integrated and its image quality at liquid-
helium temperatures has been found to
be good Further detail changes are to
be made to the flight{ype valves and
proved by testing before they are
installed in the payload module in

September

The service module's flight-model
integration is also proceeding satis-
factorily The power, radio{requency and
data-handling subsystems have been
integrated, and tests have shown their
performance to be satisfactory. Most units

of the attitude-control subsystem are

about to be delivered to the Prime

Contractor for integration into the service
module. The star-tracker and gyroscope
units are somewhat delayed, however,

and action is being taken to expedite
this work

The overall satellite work is on schedule
for the planned launch in September
1995, when the winter launch window
opens

Ground segment
Spacecraft flig ht-operations preparations

are proceeding satisfactorily The science
operations are under revieq with special
efforts being made to find simplifications
and to control interfaces tightly

Further progress has been made with
regard to possible international cooper-
atron on lSO. The principles have been
agreed whereby Japan will support
ISO's extended daily flight operations if

a second ground station can be made
available A proposal by NASA to provide

that second ground station and to adapt
the network interface is currentlv beino
discussed

Huygens
Tender actions, evaluations and
preliminary contract negotiations for the
main Huygens development phase
(Phase-C/D) are now complete. The

Tender Evaluation Board, at its final

meeting on 2 February, agreed with the
findings of the various evaluation panels,

whilst drawing the project's attention to
areas that warrant further investigation
and close monitoring in the future
The Board's report recommended
proceeding with Phase-C/D, permitting
preparation of a contract proposal for
approval by the Agency's Industrial
Policy Committee (lPC)

A significant technical objective has been
reached with the completion of the
formal wind{unnel testing programme for
the Probe's parachutes The final tests
involved deployment and operation of
the parachute system at supersonic
velocities, centring on a wind velocity of
Mach 1 5 These tests, carried out at the
US Airforce facility in Tennessee, USA,
simulated the Titan entry parameters
and showed perfect deployment of the
parachutes Quick-look analysis of the
recorded data is in line with predictions,

adding significantly to confidence in the
parachute design

DRS

The main development phase (Phase-

C/D) contract proposal for Artemis was
approved by ESA's Industrial Policy

Committee (lPC) in September 1992 and
thus kick-off of full industrial activities
has been initiated. Artemis will carry two
main payloads, an advanced L-band
land mobile payload and a data-relay
payload to provide links to low-Earth-
orbiting satellites at S-band, Ka-band
and ootical freouencies

Assembly of ISO telescope at Aerospatiale in

Cannes (F)

Assemblage du telescope d'lSO e
l'Aerospatiale a Cannes (F)

q
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La sonde Huygens

The Huygens Probe

utile de relais de donndes assurant les

/nrsons avec des safe//ites sur orbite
terrestre basse en bande S et Ka ainsi
qu'aux freq uences optiques

La fabrication des terminaux de relars de
donnees en bande S el aux frequences
optiques pour le satellite de t6l6d6tection
frangais Spot4 et le relais de donnees
via Artemis est en bonne voie. La

livraison des moddles 1lectilques sull son
cours, tandis que /es premidres livratsons

commencent pour les equipements de
vol A intdgrer aux terminaux. L'1lement
de programme 'Systdme de relais de
donndes' (DRS) ayant 6t6 approuvd par
le Conseil r6uni au niveau ministdriel d

Grenade en novembre dernier, les

activites de definition du svstdme ont
repfls.

ERS

ERS-1

Au cours de ces derniers mois, le
fonctionnement du satellite a ete
marqu6 par une trds grande stabilit4;
la disponibilitd est restde supdileure d

990/o pour la platelorme et a 980/o

pour les instruments. ll ressort de
l'analyse du fonctionnement des
instruments sur /es dix-huit premiers
mois de la mission une trds bonne
corr6lation entre les premiers rdsultats
de la phase de recette et les valeurs
mesu rees actu el leme nt.

Pour maintentr I'orbite du satellite dans
la zone de garde d fl km par rapporT d

I'orbite nominale, on a mend d bien
une manoeuvre hors du plan de I'ordte
d la mi-d6cembre Une manoeuvre
identique est envisagde en mai.

En fevrier de nouvelles versions du
logiciel de traitement des produits d
'livraison rapide' ont 6te mrses en

service dans /es slalions de I'ESA,

il s'agit notamment d'un algoithme
am6lior6 de traitement des vagues
pour I'AMl et d'une version mise d
hauteur du moddle d'extraction des
venfs.

Le rdglage fin de l'asservissement de
bord de I'altimdtre radar a nettement
ameliord la fonction de poursuite au-
dessus des g/aces de mer el des
terres 6mergdes.

Les donndes du radar d synthdse
d'ouverture (SAR) ont dld acquises
pour r1pondre d la demande des
utilisateurs et pour assurer la

couverture complete des masses
feneslres dans /es zones couvertes par
/es sfaflons de I'ESA ainsi que par les
statlons nationales et etrangdres. Cel/es
de l'ESA ont elabore des produits it
livraison raptde (FD) qui ont ete
stockds sur des casselles Exabyte en
vue d'€tre archiv5es par I'installation
de traitement et d'archivage (PAF)

allemande (produits de Kiruna) et par
/'FSR//V (produits de Maspalomas et
Fucino)

Les slaflons de Kiruna (S), Gatineau
(CDN), Maspalomas (lles Canaries) et
Pilnce Albert (CDN) ont fait l'acqubi-
tion regulidre de donndes d faible
ddbit (LBR) it I'echelle du globe. Des
produits LBR FD ont 6td 6galement
6labor6s, archivds et diffus6s. Les PAF
d'Allemagne, du Royaume-Uni, de
France et d'ltalie ont r6gulidrement
procede a l'archivage de donn5es SAR

et LBR.

II convient 1galement de noter la
pr1paration et la distibution en differe
de produits de donndes standard SAR
et LBR. Des donn6es FD de I'althdtre
radar et du diffusiomdtre 'vents' pour
l'ensemble de 1992 ef des donn5es de
niveau 2 de |bltimdtre radar pour le
premier cycle de 35 jours ont 6te
distnbues d des chercheurs arinciaaux
choisls.

Sur un total de plus de 5000
commandes de produits SAR livrds en
1992, pres de 2500 sonl a//des d des
chercheurs principaux et des projets
pilotes, plus de 300 d des utilisateurs
commerciaux et le reste d I'ESA pour
des opdrations d'6talonnage et de
validation, d'1valuatton de qualit6 et
autres activitds.
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Development of the data-relay terminals
operating at S-band and optical
frequencies to fly on the French Earth-

observation satellite Spot-4 and to relay

data through Artemis is proceeding, with

delivery of the electrical models now
taking place, and delivery of the flight
equipment for integration at terminal
level commencing.

Following the decision by the ESA

Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Granada (E) last November to approve
the Data Relay System (DRS) prog-

ramme element, work is recommencing
at a low level to continue definition of the

system.

ERS

ERS-1

The satellite's performance has been
extremely stable during recent months,

with platform availability remaining above
990/o and instrument operation above
980/o Analysis of ERS-1 instrument
performances over the first 18 months
of the mission shows extremely good
correlation between early commissioning
results and present measured perform-

To maintain the spacecraft's orbit within
the EarthJixed reference repeat cycle
deadband of +1 km. an out-of-plane
manoeuvre was successfully performed

in mid-December, The next such man-

oeuvre is foreseen for May.

New fast-delivery software releases were
activated at the ESA statrons in February,
including an improved Active Microwave
Instrument (AM l) wave-processing
algorithm and an upgraded version of
the wind-extraction model

Fine tuning of the Radar Altimeter's on-

board tracker has significantly improved
tracking performance over sea-ice and
tano

Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) data
has been acqurred both to support user

requests and to achieve full coverage of
land masses within range of the ESA,

national and foreign stations Fast-

delivery (FD) products have been
generated at the ESA stations and stored
on Exabyte cassettes for archiving at the

German Processing and Archiving

Facility (Kiruna products) and at ESRIN
(Maspalomas and Fucino products)

Low-Bit-Rate (LBR) global data has been
acquired routinely at the Kiruna (S),

Gatineau (Cdn), Maspalomas (Canary
lslands) and Prince Albert (Cdn) stations
LBR FD products have been generated,

archived and disseminated SAR and
LBR data has been archived routinely at

the Processing and Archiving Facilities
(PAFs) in Germany, the United Kingdom,
France and ltaly.

Off-line SAR and LBR standard data
products have been generated and
distributed. Radar Altimeter (RA) and
Wind Scatterometer FD data for the
whole of 1992 and RA Level-2 data
for the initial 35-day cycle have been
distributed to selected Princioal
Investigators

Of a total of over 5000 orders for SAR
products delivered in 1992, nearly 2500
went to Principal Investigators and Pilot

Projects, over 300 to commercial users,

and the rest were used for ESA

calibration/validation activities, quality

assessments and other purposes.

The CD Guide to ERS-1 (on compact
disc) and a full set of SAR coverage
maps were prepared for distribution in

early 1993 The first is an information
package which includes the ERS-1

system description, technical document-
ation on products, and applications
literature The second is a collection of
geopolitical maps covering the Kiruna,

Fucino and Maspalomas visibility areas,

on top of which SAR swaths for the
35-day cycle have been superimposed.

A second release of 'DESC' a PC

program providing users with a display
of ERS-1's SAR coverage, has been
distributed.

ERS-2
Progress on ERS-2 has remained highly
satisfactory and within the planned

schedule. The AMl, IDHT and RA

instruments have been delivered and
payload integration is well advanced.

The ATSR 2 optical radiometer is almost
ready for delivery. The Microwave
Radiometer has been delivered and is

ready for integration with ATSR 2

Problems with the platform's propellant

tanks have been resolved The thruster
problem is still under investigation, but
appropriate work-arounds are in place

to avoid delays

The prototype Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME) has now been
fully integrated and its functionality
established. An important milestone was
recently achieved with the successful
vibration testing of the instrument,

Manufacture of long-lead items for the
flioht unit has been initiated

Meteosat
Meteosat-3 was moved to its new
position at 75'W in order to support
NOAA by filling the gap in their
GOES/GOES Next programme. The new
ground station, installed by ESOC on
Wallops lsland, was inaugurated in

February. The spacecraft is controlled
from ESOC, Darmstadt, via a trans-

Atlantic satellite link to this ground

station

Meteosat-4 has continued operations
in its fourth yea[ one year beyond its

specified nominal lifetime in orbit

During the seasonal switch-over between
onboard imaglng chains, necessitated
by a power-supply instability which
causes a degradation in picture quality,

several interruptions in the image
dissemination were experienced. These

seasonal change-over difficulties are
probably due to a combination of ageing
of the spacecraft's thermal protection,

and the exceptional thermal sensitivity of

Meteosat-4 (a secondary feature of the
power-supply instability mentioned
previously) Circuit changes have been
made to all subsequent spacecraft in the
Meteosat series to avoid these power-

supply instabilities.

Meteosat-s is still being kept as an in-

orbit spare

MOP-3 (Meteosat-6) is undergoing
environmental testing in preparation for
a launch in November this year The test
programme is proceeding according to
plan.

Agreement has been reached with
Eumetsat regarding the contractual
arrangement to build one more
spacecraft of the Meteosat type under
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Essai du radtomdtre de I'ATSR pour ERS-2

Testing of the ATSR opttcal radtometer for
ERS-2

Le Guide d'ERS-1 sur dlsque compact et

un jeu complet de cartes de la

couverture SAR ont 6t6 pr1pards pour

etre distribuds debut 1993 Le premier

esl un dossier d'tnformation qui contient
la descilption du systdme EFS-7, des

informations techniques sur /es produits

et les applicallons Les secondes sonf

des carles g1opolitiques des zones de

visibilite de Kiruna, Fucino et Maspalomas

sur /esque//es sont superposds /es

passages du SAR pendant le cycle de

35 jours,

On a 1galement distribu6 la seconde
version de 'DESC', programme

compatible PC qui permet aux

utilisateurs de visualiser la couverture du

SAF d'E,gS 7.

ERS-2
L'avancement de la realisation d'ERS-2
esf trds satrslaisanl et les travaux se
poursuivent conformement au
calendrier. L'AMl, I IDHT et le RA ont
ete livres et I'intdgration de la charge
utile est bien avanc6e.

Le radiomdtre optique AISR-2 est
presque pret pour la livraison. Le
radiometre a hyperfrequence a et6 livr6
et est pr6t pour I'intdgration avec
I'ATSR 2.

Les probldmes de rdservoirs a ergol
de la plateJorme ont 6te resolus Celui
du propulseur est toujours d l'6tude
mals des so/utions appropil5es de
remplacemenl sont mises en place
pour eviter les retards.

Le prototype de l'instrument de
surveillance de l'ozone a l'echelle du
globe (GOME) est entierement integre
et il a ete 1tabil qu'il fonctionnait
correctemenf Les essais en vibrations
rdcemment men6s d bien marquent
une etape importante de la realisation
de cet instrument La fabication des
elements a longs delais de livraison du
modele de vol a ete lancee.

M6t6osat
Mdt6osat-3 a ete transferd d son nouveau
poste a 73 ouest pour atder la NOAA d

combler le trou entre les programmes

GOES et GOES-Next La nouvelle statron
sol installde par I'ESOC a Wallops lsland
a 6td inauguree en fevrier. Le sate//lte esf
commande de I'ESOC a Darmstadt, via

une liaison transatlantique par salellite
qui aboutit a cette station.

Meteosat-4 a continud d'assurer son
service operationnel pendant sa
quatridme annee d'existence, soit une
annde de plus que sa dur6e de vie
nnminqla cn6rifi6a

Lors du passage saisonnier d'une chaie
image d, Ibutre a bord du satellite, rendu
neicessalre par une instabilite de
I'alimentation electrique qui provoque une
ddtdiloration de la qualite des images, la

dissemination des lmages a 6te inter-

rompue plusieurs foA. Ces difficultes sont
probablement dues au vieillissement de
la protection thermique du satellite et d la
sensib/ild thermique exception nelle de
Meteosat-4 (cause secondaire de
l' instab i I ite de I' al i m e ntation e lectriq ue
mentionnde prdcddemment) Des
modifications ont 6te apportdes aux
circuits sur lous /es sale//ites ultdneurs de
la serie Meteosat pour eviter ces
instabilites

On conserve Meteosat1 comme satellite
de rdserve en orbite

MOP-3 (M6teosat6) subrt actuellement
/es essars d'ambiance en vue du lance-
ment prdvu pour le mois de novembre
de cette annee Ce programme d'essal
se poursuit conformdment au calendrrer.

On esf parvenu d. un accord avec
Eumetsat sur /es arrangements
contractuels relatifs a la fabrication d'un
satellite suppl€mentaire de type Mdteosat
au titre du Programme Mdteosat de
transition Les travaux industdels ont ddja
commencd et le calendrier prevoit la
livraison du satellite a Eumetsat pour un
lancement en decembre 1995

Earthnet
La mise d hauteur du secteur sol du
satellite japonais JEICS-7 a progresse,
/es chaines de traitement SAR ont ete
livrees aux stations de Fucino (l),

ESR//V (l) et Tromsq. Des mires d'essai
ont 6te preparees et /es stations de
Fucino, Kiruna, Troms@ et O'Higgins
(Antarctique) ont acquis des donndes

La realisation de la chaine de
traitement ETM de Landsat-) a

progressd dans le cadre des activites
preparatoires du lancement pr6vu
pour cet ete

!-'
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the Meteosat Transitional Programme
(MTP). The industrial work has already
started and the schedule calls for
delivery of the spacecraft to Eumetsat

in time for a December 1995 launch

Earthnet
Upgrading of the JERS 1 ground
segment has advanced, with delivery of

the SAR processing chains to Fucino (l),

ESRIN (l) and Tromso (N) Test images
have been generated and data acquired
at Fucino, Kiruna, Tromso and O'Higgins
(Antarctic).

The development of the Landsat-6 ETM

processing chain has progressed in
preparation for the Landsat-G launch,
foreseen for this summer.

The new chains will also be able to
process the historical Multi-Spectral

Scanner (MSS)/Thematic Mapper (TM)

data collected with the earlier Landsats,

allowing the original processing chain,
which is now more than 15 years old, to
be dismantled.

Landsat-S MSS and TM data recording,
archiving and processing operations
have been proceeding normally in the

Earthnet Ground Station Network.

Maspalomas has continued to provide
Marine Observation Satellite (MOS) data
to the user community This station has

also continued to provide Spot lmage
with Spot data acquired there

Full-scale model of the Polar Platform in

Envisat configuration at BAe in Bristol (UK)

Modele grandeur nature de la PlateJorme
polaire en configuration Envisat chez BAe a
Bristol (R-U)

The Scanzano (Palermo, l) station has

been integrated into the Earthnet-

coordinated NOAA Tiros Network. The

latter currently includes eight stations, i e

Tromso, Maspalomas, Oberpfaffenhofen,
Niamey, Nairobi, La Reunion, Cairo and
Terranova Bay

Under the OCEAN (Ocean-Colour
European Archive Network) Coastal-Zone

Colour Scanner (CZCS) Prolect, Level-2

and 1-2 data products have been made
available together with a new CD-ROM

dataset of all CZCS browse products.
readable by IBM or Mclntosh PCs.

The final presentation of the GENIUS
(Global Environment Space Data

Network) contract took place at ESRIN

in December.

An acquisition campaign is being
planned at the Bankok station, which
is currently being upgraded to acquire.

record and process ERS 1 SAR data
within the ASEAN Project

An AVHRR work station has been
delivered to Manila for AVHRR data
processrng

EOPP

Aristoteles
Following further discussions at Council
level and with the Earth Observation
Programme Board, the current Aristoteles

activities are being run down and a
revised solid-Earth programme strategy is

being defined

Meteosat Second Generation
The Enabllng Resolution for Meteosat
Second Generation was adopted by the
Agency's Council on 16 December 1992

Potential Participants' Meetings continue
in order to finalise the Programme
Proposal and Programme Declarations
Meanwhile, the industrial Phase-A

activities are proceeding according to

schedule

Low-Earth-orbit missions
Work continues on the definition of
the Metop-l Phase-A industrial study
requirements and on the definition of

studres and technology requirements for
future instruments for follow-on missions

to Envisafl

Campaigns
First data-analysis results have been

obtained from the Sarex campaign,

Preparations are in hand to define
a multi-sensor campaign, known as
'EN/AC-94/95', planned to be organised
jointly with JRC and NASA

Polar Platform
Following the decisions taken at the
Counc I Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Granada (E), the Polar Platform design
has been adapted to support the
Envisat-1 mission

In particular, a preliminary definition has

been made of the essential Platform
parameters necessary to support this
mission, in close cooperation with the
Envisat-l project team and Industry
(payload module with four sections; solar
generator with 14 panels; number of

reaction wheels. etc) This work is being
actively pursued and should be

completed in the first quarter of 1993

A,v
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Les nouvelles chaines pourront
egalement traiter les donn1es histoiques
des analyseurs multibandes d balayage
(MSS) et des instruments de cartographie
thdmatique (TM) des premiers Landsat;
on pourra ainsi ddmonter la chaine de
traitement d'origine qui a maintenant plus

de 15 ans

Les activitds d'enregistrement, archivage
et traitement des donndes MSS et TM de
Landsat-S se sonl poursuivies normale-
ment au sein du rdseau de sfaflons so/
Earthnet

La station de Maspalomas a continu1 de
fournir aux utilisateurs des donn1es du
satellite japonais d'observation des mers
(MOS) et a Spotlmage des donndes Spof
nt r'alla e aant tiqa<

La station de Scanzano (Palerme, ltalie) a

ete integr5e au r1seau Tiros de la NOAA

coordonne par Earthnet. Ce r1seau

compte actuellement huit stations, d

savoir Tromso , Maspalomas,

Oberpfaffenhofen, Niamey, Nairobi, La

R6union, Le Caire et Terranova Bay.

Des produits de niveau 2 et des produits

de donnees de niveau 1-2 arnsi qu'un
nouvel ensemble de donndes sur CD-

ROM de tous /es produits CZCS
(Analyseur couleurs de la mer pour
zones c1tidres) d consultation rapide sont
ddsormars disponibles dans le cadre du
projet CZCS du rdseau OCEAN (R6seau

europden d'archivage des donndes
sur la couleur des ocdans), ces produits
peuvent €tre lus sur PC IBM ou

Mclntosh.

La presentatron finale du contrat GEN/US
(R6seau mondial de donndes spatn/es
sur I'environnement et systeme

d'information utilisateurs) s'est d6roul6e d

/'ES,?/N en d1cembre.

Une campagne d'acquisition est projet6e

d la station de Bangkok que l'on met
actuellement d hauteur pour qu'elle
puisse acqudrir, enregistrer et traiter des
donndes SA,C d'E,gS 7 dans le cadre du
projet ASEAN.

Un poste de travail AVHRR a 6t6 ilvre a

Manille pour le traitement de ces

donndes.

EOPP

Aristoteles
A /'issue de nouvelles ddlibdratbns
au niveau du Conseil et au sein du
Conseil directeur competent, Ies activit1s
d'Aristoteles sonf mlses progressivement

en sommeil tandis qu'une r6vrsion de la

strat5gie du programme d'6tudes du
solide terrestre est en cours de ddfinition.

Met6osat de deuxidme g6n6ration

La rdsolution habilitante a 6t6 adoptde
par le Conseil de I'Agence le 16

ddcembre 1992

Les participants potentiels se rdunlbsenl
pdriodiquement pour mettre au point la
proposition de programme et /es

ddclarations Pendant ce lemps, /es

activites industrielles de phase A se
poursuivent selon le calendrier.

Missions sur orbite terrestre basse
Les travaux se poursuivent sur la
d1finition des impdratifs de l'6tude
industridle de phase A pour Metopl et
sur la d1finition des 1tudes et imp1ratifs

tech nologiq ues des fulurs instru ments

destlnds aux mlsslons sulvantes

conduisant d Envisat-1.

Campagnes
Les premiers rdsu/tats de l'analyse de
donnees de la campagne Sarex ont 6td

oblenus,

On pr6pare actuellement la ddfinition
d' u ne cam pag ne m u ltid 1tectio n

denommee EMAC 94/95, qu'il est projete

d'organiser en commun avec

IE JRC ET IA NASA.

Plate-forme polaire

A la suite des ddcisions prises par le

Conseil srdgeant au niveau minist6riel d

Grenade, la conception de la plate-forme
polaire a 6tO adapt6e d /a mission

Envisat-1.

On a notamment etabli, en 1troite

coopdration avec l'6quipe de projet
Envisat-1 et avec I'industnq une ddfinitron
preliminaire des paramdtres essenfie/s de
la plateJorme qu'impose celle misslon

(module charge utile d quatre sectlons,
g6n6rateur solaire d 14 panneaux,'

nombre de roues d reaction, elc Ces

travaux se poursuivent activement et

devraient s'achever au premier trimestre
1993

Cette r1vision de la plate-forme polaire

de r1fdrence servira de base aux travaux

de ddveloppement ultdieurs Pour
consolider cette r1orientation, il est prdvu

de tenir pour Envrsat-1, pendant le

deuxidme semeslre 1993, une revue de
conception pr1liminaire (PDR) de la

plate-forme polaire de rdf1rence r1visee

coupl1e avec la charge utile Envisat-1

Les travaux de ddveloppemenl se sonl
poursuivis en parallele Le moddle
grandeur rdelle de la plate-forme polaire

a 6td reconfigurd pour la mission

Envisat-1 el sert d prdciser les interfaces
des instruments. Le moddle structurel du
module de servitude est pratiquement

termin6.

A la suite des rdsu/tats de la PDR au

niveau systdme, une attention partrcultdre

est portde d la conception mdcanique du
r1seau solaire, compte lenu de sa

complexit1, en ce qui concerne
notamment le mdcanisme de
d1ploiement pnmare (PDM) et les

moyens de contr1le du deplorement. La

PDR du rdseau solaire a ete fixee

d avril 1993.

Les travaux ont 1galement progressd en
ce qui concerne le module charge utrle

ll a 6te posslb/e de r1duire la complexitd
des sous-systdmes D,9S en bande Ka en
rdvisant les imperatrfs techntques et en

mettant en oeuvre un sysleme de
pointage d'antenne en boucle ouverte et
non en boucle fermee

Ioufes /es pidces d haut degre de
tiabilrt1 du module de servitude ont 6td
liv rees. Ce rtar ns p ro b ld mes

d'approvisionnement ont et6 rencontrds
avec /es composanls 1lectrontques du
terminal en bande Ka.

Une analyse preliminaire du couplage
dynamique lanceur-satellile esl en
preparation; elle sera menee par
Arianespace au second semestre 7993

POEM-1

Programme pr6paratoire
Etudes de phase B au niveau systeme
et instruments
Ces 6ludes sont pratrquement achevdes.
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This revised Polar Platform baseline
will form the basis for the follow-on
development To consolidate this
reorientation, an Envisat-l Preliminary

Design Review (PDR) of the revised Polar

Platform baseline combined with the
Envisat-1 payload, is foreseen for

the second half of 1993

In parallel, development activities have

continued, The full-scale Polar Platform

configuration model has been reconfig-
ured for the Envisat-1 mission and is

being used to refine the instrument
interfaces, The Service Module's
structural model is nearly complete

Following the results of the system PDR,

careful attention is being paid to the
mechanical design of the solar array in
view of its complexity, in particular the
Primary Deployment Mechanism (PDM)

and deployment monitoring features The

solar-array PDR is foreseen for April
1993

The Payload Module activities have

also progressed The DRS Ka-band
subsystem's technical complexity
has been reduced by revising the
requirements and implementing an open-
loop rather than a closed-loop antenna-
pornilng syslem

All high reliability parts for the Service

Module have been delivered. Some
procurement problems have been
encountered with electronic components
for the Ka-band terminal

A preliminary launcher coupling dynamic
analysis is in preparation and will be
carried out by Arianespace in the second
half of 1993

POEM.1
Preparatory Programme

System and instrument Phase-B studies
These studies are close to completron,

Testing of Advanced Synthetic-Aperture
Radar (ASAR) transmit/receive modules
and optimisation of the antenna radiation
panels will continue until the end of April

ASCAT and MIMB instrument Phase-B
studies
The Phase-B/Rider-1 for ASCAT is

olanned to be comDleted with a final
presentation/review in mid-March 1993.

The subseouent ASCAT and MIMR

activities are now disconnected from
Envisat, and will become part of the
Metop Preparatory Programme

Ground-segment Phase-B
The ground-segment architecture studied
within the framework of the on-going
industrial Phase-B has been redirected
to take the Envisat-1 payload confirmed
at the Granada Council Meetino into

account.

Envisat-l
The main Envisat-1 instruments (|\/ERlS,

MIPAS GOMOS RA-2 and ASAR) are all

in a so-called 'Phase-C1', the main

objectives of which are full system

analyses, establishment of lower-level

specifications and detarled design Not

all instruments are yet advanced to the
same level, since ASAR and GOMOS
were only confirmed as Envisat-1 payload
instruments in Granada, and key

subsystems of MIPAS are not yet totally
frozen.

Updated Phase-C/D proposals for

|\/ERlS, MIPAS and RA-2, and the first

Phase-C/D proposals for ASAR, GOMOS
and the Microwave Sounder are expect-
ed in March Their evaluation will allow
the industrial team to be finalised and
preparations to start for the main

development phase (Phase-C/D)

Eureca

Spacecraft operations have continued
without any major anomaly during the
reporting period, except for the loss of

some solar-cell strings on wing no, 1.

Nevertheless, power margins remain

more than adequate for the tasks
planned

Processing of all of the samples in the
various microgravity facilities has been
completed and the major scientific goals

of the mission have therefore been
achieved, subject to satislactory retrieval

and post-fllght analysis The other
experiments on board continue to
provide scientific data to their respective
USETS

The Inter-Orbit Communication (lOC)

experiment continues to transmit
spacecraft and experiment data via ESA's

geostationary satellite Olympus
to portable ground stations

The Flight Operations Review for the

Eureca retrieval mission has been held

at Johnson Space Center (JSC) This was

followed by a Technical Interface lVeeting

with Kennedy Space Center (KSC)

personnel lt is currently planned to
retrieve Eureca on Shuttle mission STS 57

in lVay

A very successful Eureca Workshop and
Press Briefing was held on I February
at ESA's European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC), in Darmstadt (D), at
which the Principal Investigalors
presented the purpose, progress and
preliminary findings of their experiments

Dialogue with ESA's Research and
Technology Centre (ESTEC) in Noordwilk
(NL) has been initiated concerning post-

flight activities as part of ESAs general

technological studies on subjects such as

spacecraft micro-meteoroid and debris
impacts in low Earth orbits

Space Station
Freedom/Columbus

Following the ESA Council Meeting
at Ministerial Level in Granada (E) on
9/10 November 1992, activities have

focussed on the implementation of the
relevant provisions, particularly the prep-
aration of the Declaration and associated
documents. The Declaration is to be
signed by the 31 March 1993

The Attached Laboratory
The technical baseline and launch date
have been maintained and work has
progressed to be able to arrive at an

agreed final price with Industry before
the contract for the development phase
rs presented to the Agency's Industrial
Policy Committee (lPC)

There is still a shortfall of approximately
50/o in the contributions, which remains
to be solved

Work has progressed regularly on
ground-segment activities and the
preparations for utilisation
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L'essai des modules 1metteur/ r6cepteur
du radar d synthdse d'ouverture de
pointe (ASAR) et les travaux d'optimisation
des 6l6ments rayonnants des anlennes
se poursuivront jusqu'd Ia fin avril.

Etudes de ohase B des instruments
ASCAT et MIMR
Pour ASCAT l'avenant 1 de phase B doit
arendre fin avec une ordsentation finale

et une revue d la mi-mars 7993, Les

travaux ultdrieurs sur ASCAf et MIMR
seront alors dr,syolnts du projet Envisat et
feront partie du programme prdparatoire
Metop.

Phase B du secteur sol

Les 6tudes d'architecture du secteur sol

men1es dans Ie cadre de la phase B

industrielle en cours ont 6t6 r1orientees
pour prendre en compte la charge utile

Envisat-1 confirm1e d /a session du
Conserl de Grenade.

Envisat-l
Les principaux rnstruments d' Envisat-l
(MERIS, MIPAS, GOMOS, RA2 et ASAR)

en sonl a la phase drte C1 dont les

principaux objectits sont des analyses

compldtes au niveau sysldme, l'6tadE-
semenl de specifications d un niveau

inf1rieur et la conception d6taill6e. Les

instruments ne sont pas lous parvenus

au m€me niveau d'avancement, ASAR et

GOMOS n'ayant 6td confirmds en tan[
qu'instruments d' Envisat-1 qu'd Grenade,

alors que /es sous-sysfdmes cl6 du
MIPAS ne sonf pas encore entidrement
figes

On attend au mois de mars des
propositions actualisdes de phase C/D
pour MERIS, MIPAS et ERA-2, et les
premidres propositrons de phase C/D
pour ASAR, GOMOS, et le sondeur
hyperfrequences. Avec leur 1valuation, rl

sera possib/e d' arrOter d5finitivement
l'equipe industrielle et de lancer les
preparatifs de la phase de r1alisation
proprement dite (phase C/D).

Eu reca

La mission s'esl poursulvle sans anomalre

majeure. excepE la perte de plusieurs
chaines de photopiles sur le panneau no
1. Les marges de purSsance restent
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Ious /es 1chantillons des exp4riences
men1es en microgravitd ont 6t6 traitds.

Les pincipaux objectifs scientifiques de
la mission sont donc attelnfs, sous
rdserve de la r6cup1ration et de l'analyse
salrsfarsantes des 1chantillons aprds /e
retour sur Terre Les autres exp1riences
embarqudes continuent de livrer des
donndes scientifiques d leurs utilisateurs

L' i n stru m e nt d e tdl1com m u n ications
interorbitales (OC) continue de
transmettre d des statlons au so/

transportables, par I' interm1diaire du
satellite Olympus de I'ESA, des donn€es
sur la plate-forme et les expdriences.

La revue des opdrations en vol de la

mlsslon de rdcupdration d'Eureca, qui
s'est d6roul6e au Centre spatral Johnson,
a 6td suivie d'une rdunion sur /es

interfaces techniques avec le personnel

du Centre spatial Kennedy. ll est prdvu

de r5cupdrer Eureca en mai lors du vol

SIS-57 de la Navette

Lors de I'atelier et de la conf1rence de
presse du 8 f6vrier a /'ESOC le Centre

des opdrations spatr,a/es de I'ESA a

Darmstadt (Allemagne), les chercheurs
pincipaux ont presente les objectifs,
I'etat d'avancement et les premiers
r6sultats de leurs experiences.

Des dlscussions ont ete engagdes avec
I'traTtra ta flanrra dttr^leen de
recherche et de technologie spatiales de
Noordwijk (Pays-Bas), au sujet des
activites a mener d la suite de cette
rnrssion dans le cadre des 1tudes
technologiques generales de I'Agence,

sur des thdmes tels que les impacts sur
orbite terrestre basse de micro-
m1rcorites et de debds provenant de
vehicules spatiaux

Station spatiale
'Freedom'/Columbus

A la suite du Conseil minist1riel de
Grenade /es 9 ef 10 novembre 1992, les

activit1s ont 6t6 ax6es sur lEhboratbn
des lexles juridiques correspondants, en
particulier sur la prdparation de la

D1claration et des documenls connexes

La D1claration doit €tre sign5e au plus
tard le 31 mars 1993

Laboratoire raccord6
La base de r1fdrence technique et Ia
date de lancement ont 6td maintenues et
les travaux ont avancd en vue d'arr€ter le
prix final avec I'industrie avant que le

contrat portant sur la phase de
ddveloppement soit pr1sentd au Comite
de la pofitique industrielle

ll reste encore d combler un deficit de
contributions de l'ordre de 5 o/o

Les acliyitds ayant trait au secteur sol et
d la prdparation de I'utilisation ont
progressd normalement

Vols pr6curseurs

A la suite des d6bafs mends au sein du
conseil directeur du programme

Columbus, ce programme a €t6 modifie,
notamment en ce qui concerne Eureca

dont la base de rdfdrence prdvoit
maintenant une penode de mtse en
attente initiale suivie, sous rdserye du
financement addquat, d'un deuxrdme vol.

Future station europ6enne
La cooperation avec NPO Energia (CEI)

s'esl poursulvie. Des modifrcations ont
6td apport1es d la proposition portant sur
cet 1lement du programme afrn de
r1orienter /es dtudes en fonction de
l'importance que les D1legations
souhaitent accorder d la statron euro-
russe posldrieure d Mir-2, de preference
d la station Mir-2 proprement dite. Les
travaux sur Mir-2 seront d1sormats limites
d des domaines d'un int1r)t imm1diat
pour la future station

Hermes

Technoloqie et concepts systdme
Le progranme d'6tude technologique
Hermes a etd d6fini et /es proposilions
d'approvisionnement sonl en preparation.
La plupart des activitds doivent d1marrer
imm€diatement aprds la signature de la
nouvelle D6claration de programme.

Des dtudes internes ont ete rdalrsdes
pour pouvoir entreprendre, avec le

soutien de l'industrie, des dtudes
d'arbitrage sur des v1hicules de rentree
avec et sans vorlure pour des mrssions
en coop1ration au servrce de la future
infrastructu re, qui com prend notamment
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Precursor flights
Following discussions within the

Columbus Programme Board, this
programme has evolved particularly

concerning Eureca, which is now
baselined with an initial period of storage
followed by one further flight, subject to

adequate funding being available.

Future European station
The work with NPO Energia (ClS) has

continued The orooosal for this element
has been modified to reorient the studies
according to the emphasis that the
Delegations wish to put on the post-Mir-2

Euro/Russian station, rather than Mir-2

itself, Activities on Mir-2 will now be
limited to areas of direct benefit for the

future station.

Hermes

Technology and system concepts
The Hermes Techology Study Prog-

ramme has been established and
procurement proposals are presently

in preparation. Most of the activities
are planned to stan immediately after

signature of the new Programme
Declaration

Internal studies have prepared the
ground for trade-off studies to be
performed with industrial support on

winged and non-winged re-entry vehicles
for cooperative missions, which will

support the future infrastructure,

consisting in particular of Mir-2 and
Space Station 'Freedom'. Four studies
are presently in progress with European
firms,

Following the preparatory work by

the strategy group for ESA/Russian

cooperation, the first meetings between
the Chairmen of the Space Transport-

ation and Technology Working Teams

have established plans for the joint

Hermes/RKA studies to start in March

Close-out of the Hermes baseline
The close-out of activities continued
with the aim of terminating the Hermes
baseline development phase (Phase-1)

with coherent and conclusive results, The
prime contractori EuroHermespace, has

demonstrated in a summary review that
the current status corresponds in most

areas to the 'Stage-2 definition', originally
planned as the starting point for the
hardware development phase,

Whereas most activities have already
come to an end or will terminate in the
coming months, items that are critical

for winged re-entry vehicles will continue
as part of the Technology Programme
now in preparation. The Board of Euro-

Hermespace has decided to put the

company into a dormant state on

completion of the close-out tasks in

mid-1993

The first set of Hermes studies initiated in

1992 with Russian industry has generally

confirmed the high expectations, and
most of them will be completed in the

coming months

Hermes ground segment
The new large high-enthalpy wind
tunnels in France and Germany are

nearing completion of their acceptance
testing. The detailed definition of the

large 'Scirocco' aerothermal facility to

be constructed in ltaly has started The

baseline operational scenario and the

associated definition of the ground-

segment elements have been completed
in the form of a consolidated reference

concept.

ACRV
The two parallel Phase-A studies for the
Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV) are

nearing completion and preparations for
the Phase-B study, due to stad this

autumn, are in progress.

Servicing elements
The close-out of the Hermes EVA and
HERA activities has been completed and
the re-orientation towards cooperative
development scenarios has been imple-

mented. The continuation of these
activities with the new objectives is

covered by the ERA and EVA 2000
projects.

Preparations for the industrial activities
for the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

and the Automated Rendezvous and
Capture (ARC) projects, are in progress.

Ariane
P230 soiid-propellant stage
The 81 test, the first test-stand firing of
the Ariane-S solid booster, took place
on 10 February on a booster with a
reinforced structure Initial findinqs

during and immediately after the test
were very satisfactory.

The aims of the test were to:

- check the behaviour of the full-scale
nozzle

- check the behaviour of the booster
charge and the internal ballistics in

a segmented configuration similar
to the nominal configuration
(the ignition transient in particular)

- assess the behaviour of the internal
thermal protection in order to
optimise its definition.

First analyses showed that the booster,
when loaded with 230 tons of solid
propellant which burnt for 130 s,

produced the expected pressure
profile, and the nozzle was activated
several times to a 3' angle as forecast.

The next test, scheduled for June, will

be carried out on a booster with all

subsystems representative of flight
units, especially the metal structure.

H155 cryogenic main stage
Development of the cryogenic stage
continues according to schedule,
especially the delivery of the first stage,
used for the dynamic mockup, and the
qualification testing of the forward skirt
and the vibration testing of the aft part
of the stage.

The Vulcain engine has undergone
125 tests involving a total of 20 000 s of
operation

L9 stage
Two important steps have been taken
regarding the development of the
Aestus engine with which the storable
propellant stage will be equipped.
Vacuum tests have started successfully
and the first long-duration test (1380 s)

has taken place with no damage to
equipment.

All of these recent events show that
development of the Ariane-S launcher
is well in hand. G
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Mir-2 et la Station spatiale 'Freedom'.

Quatre 1tudes sont en cours dans des
socrdtds europdennes.

A /'i.ssue des travaux preparatoires

ex1cutds par le groupe charg1 de ddfinir
Ia strategie de la coop1ration entre
I'Agence et /a Bussle, /es prdsldenls des
Groupes de travail charges du transport
spatial et de la technologie ont 1tabli,
lors de leur premidre rdunion, des p/ans
pour les 4tudes communes Hermes/RKA
qui doivent ddbuter en mars.

Cl6ture de la configuration de r6f6rence
d'Hermes
Les activitds menant a la cloture du
programme se sonl poursuivies afin de
mettre un point final d la phase de
developpement de la configuration de
r6ference (phase 1) avec des rdsulfats

coherents et concluants Le mafre
d'oeuvre EuroHermespace a demontr4,
lors d'une revue de synlhdse que I'etat

actuel du projet correspond, a bien des
6gards, d 'l'6tape 2 de la ddfinition', qui
devait initialement etre le point de ddpart
de la phase de realisation du matdriel.

Bien que la plupart des actlvilds soienf
ddjd termindes ou doivent l'€tre au cours
des prochains morS, les travaux relatifs

aux el1ments critiques pour des
vdhicules de rentrde d voilure se
poursuivront dans le cadre du
programme de tech nologie actuellement
en or1oaration Le Conseil
d'EuroHermespace a ddcidd de mettre la

soci4td en sommeil d la mi1993, d

I'achdvement des actlvifds de cl6ture.

La premidre serie d'6tudes Hernes
lancde en 1992 avec I'industrie russe a,

dans I'ensemble, confirm6 /es esporrs
qu'elles avaient suscltds; elles seront
pour la plupart, achevdes au cours des
mois d venrr.

Secteur sol d'Hermes
Les deux grandes souffleries e haute
enthaloie oui viennent d'6tre construites
en France et en Allemagne en sont
actuellement aux derniers essais de
recette. La d1finition detaill4e de la

grande installation adrothermique
Scirocco, qui doit 6tre construite en ltalie,

a ddmarrd. Le scenario d'exploitation de
rdfdrence et la d1finition correspondante
des 6l6ments du secteur sol ont 6td

achev6s sous forme de concepts de
rdfdrence consolid6s.

ACRV
Les deux 1tudes paralldles de phase A
relatives au v1hicule de secours pour le
retour de l'equipage (ACRV) sont en voie
d'achdvement et /es prdparatifs de
I'etude de phase B, qui doit ddmarrer cet
automne, sont en cours.

El6ments de desserte
On a procdde d la cl6ture des activites
portant sur /es EVA et l'HERA d'Hermes
au profit d'une r1orientatron vers des
scdnarios de ddveloppement en
coooeration La poursuite de ces activites
dans le cadre des nouveaux objectifs est
couverte par les projet HERA et
EVA 2OOO,

Des preparatlls sont en cours en ce qui
concerne les activit6s i ndustrielles
relatives au projet de vehicule de
transfert automatique (ATV) et de rendez-
vous et capture automatiques (ARC).

Ariane
Etage d poudre P230
L'essai 81 , premier tir d'essai au banc du
propulseur d poudre d'Ariane-S, avec une
structure renforcde, s'est ddroul6
de fagon lrds salrsfarsante, d'aprds les
premieres constatlons faites pendant et
imm6diatement apres le test qui a eu lieu
le 16 fevrier. L'essai 81 avait pour but:

- de vdrifier le comportement de la
tuydre A 5chelle 1

- de vdrifier le comportement du
chargement et de Ia balistique interne

dans une configuration segmentee
proche de Ia configuration nominale
(transitoire a I'allumage en particulier)

- d'1valuer Ie comportement des
protections thermiques internes afin
d'en optimiser la d6finition

D'aprds les premieres analyses, le
propulseur chargd de 230 t de poudre,
qui a br1le 130 s, a fourni le profil de
presslon attendu et la tuydre a ete
activde d plusieurs repnses jusqu'd
un angle de ? conform6ment aux
prdvisions.

Le prochain essai prdvu en juin sera
exdcutd avec un booster dont tous les
sous-systdmes seronl re p rdse ntatifs
des exemplaires de vol, notamment la
structure mdtallique.

Propulseur d poudre P230 d'Ariane-s pendant
son transport vers le banc d'essai d Kourou

Ariane P230 solid booster being rolled out to
the Kourou test facility

Etage H155
Le ddveloppement de l'etage
cryotechnique H755 se poursuit
conform6ment aux previstons notam ment
avec la livraison du premier etage, utilise
pour la maquette dynamique, avec les
essars de qualification de la jupe avant et
avec /es essar's de vibratron de la partie
arridra da l'6faaa

Le moteur Vulcain, quant d lur, en est
d 725 essars cumulant 20 000 s de
fonctionnement.

Etage L9
ll faut 1galement signaler deux ltapes
importantes pour le ddvelopement du
moteur ?eslus' 6quipant l'etage d ergols
stockab/es L9 puisqu'en elfet, /es essars

de ce moteur sous ylde ont debute avec
succds et que le premier essai de longue
durde (1380 s) s'est d6roul6 sans
dommage pour le matdriel

L'ensemble de ces 1vdnements recents
montre que le ddvelopement du lanceur
Ariane-S est bien maitrisd G
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Publications

The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin
Requests for copies should be made
in accordance with the Table and
using the Order Form inside the back
cover of this issue

Hnal nepodi ot
Sounding nochal Erpqlmanls

ln Fluld Sctance .nd Mtlo.rr,s ScJoncos

ESA Journal

The following papers have been
published in ESA Journal Vol 17, No.1:

DIGITAL PAYLOADS: EN HANCED
PERFORIVANCE THROUGH SIGNAL
PROCESSING
G BJOR|VSIROM ET AL,

SHIELDING AGAINST NATURAL AND IVAN
IVADE SPACE DEBRIS: A GROWING
CHALLENGE
M LAMBERT

SIM PLIFIED ASCENT-TRAJECTORY
OPTIIVISATION USING ADA SOFTWARE
M BARTHOLOMEW_BIGGS ET AL,

A FEEDBACK CONTROL LOOP FOR
AUTONOIVOUS TI I\i E SYNCHRONISATION
FOR MOBILE SATELLITE SYSTEIVS,

INCLUDING SATELLITES IN ANY EARTH
ORBIT
C SOPFA,ryO

THE ATTITUDE SENSOR PACKAGE
EXPERIMENT: FROM CONCEPT TO
OPERATION
M TBISCHBERGER ET AL

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP-1132 VOL 3 // PRICE 50 DFL
FINAL REPORT OF SOUNDING ROCKET
EXPERIIVENTS IN FLUID SCIENCE AND
I\iIATERIALS SCTENCES (TEXUS 25rO 27,

TVASER 4)

PREPARED BY O. MINSTER
(ED B KALDETCH)

ESA SP.1160 /i PRICE 50 DFL
PHYSICAL COUNTERNIEASURES TO BE
APPLIED DURING LONG-TERIV MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT
A GUELL,G TALLARIDA&H WEGMANN
(ED C. BARRON)

esa sP-1160

Physical Countermeasures for
Long-Term Manned Space Flights

ESA Brochures

ESA BR-91 // NO CHARGE
ECS NINTH YEAR IN ORBIT
(ED N LONGDON)

ESA HSR-s // NO CHARGE
EUROPE lN SPACE: EDOARDOAN/ALDI
AND THE INCEPTION OF ESRO
(ED M DE MARTA)

ESA HSR-6 // NO CHARGE
THE DEFINITION OF A SCIENTIFIC POLICY:
ESRO'S SATELLITE PROGRAIVIVE IN

1969-1973
(ED. A RUSSO)

ESA HSR.7 // NO CHARGE
THE LAUNCH OF ELDO
(ED J KRTGE)

ESA Newsletters

ECSL NEWS - BULLETIN OF THE
EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR SPACE LAW
NO 11, JANUARY 1993
(NO CHARGE)
(EDS lJ LONGDON & T-D GUYENNE)

PREPARING FOB THE FUTURE, VOL 3,

NO 1, IV]ARCH 1993
(NO CHARGE)

rEDS /V LONGDON & S HEERD)

ESA Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-03-406 ISSUE 1 VOL 1 & 2 // 90 DFL
PER VOLUME
LIFE SUPPORT AND HABITABILITY |\/ANUAL
ESA THERMAL CONTROL AND LIFE
SUPPORT DIVISION

ESA Scientific and Technical
Memoranda

ESA STM-246 // 35 DFL
ETHOLOGY IN SPACE, A UNIQUE
OPPORTU N ITY FOR BEHAVIOURAL SCI ENCE
R E STARK

,- c,

Ml II
\I1H
\1't\l44
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Cranfield

Prof P C Hughes, Inst for Aerospace Studies, Univ ol Toronto, Canada
Prol. P. M. Bainum, Howard University, Washington, USA

Mr A J Constable, Vega Space Systems Engineering Ltd., UK

Dr R S Langley, University of Southampton, UK

Mr D N. Soo, ESTEC, The Netherlands
Prof P Santini, University of Rome, ltaly
Prof. D, -lng H 0ry, Aachen Technical University, Germany
Dr C J Williams, British Aerospace, Bristol, UK

Prof L Balis-Crema, University of Bome, ltaly
Dr S, Dodds, University of East London, UK

Cranfield Institute of Technology
College of Aeronautics

Following the first conference at Cranfield, 15-18 May 1990, the second conference enables specialists in
dynamics and control of space structures to exchange information and share experience

PROGRAMME COMMITTEE

. Design - Integrated approach to spacecraft control design

. Tethered Satellites - Simulation lor Eureca based tether
expendable deployer, tethered satellite post llight dynamic
analysrs

. Simulation and Testing - Spot 4 solar array deployment, llight

vehicle control by computer generated soltware

For lurlher details contact:
Professor C. L. Kirk, College of Aeronautics,
Cranf ield Inslilute of Technology,
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 oAL, UK

F ax: 0234-7 52'l 49, f elex: 82507 2 C ITECH G
Tel: 0234-750111 (ext 5117 or 5176)

Prof C L Kirk, Cranlield Institute ol Technology, UK

Prof J L Junkins, TexasA& M University, USA

Prof C A Brebbia, Wessex Institute of Technology, UK

Prof M Geradin, University of Liege, Belgium
Prof L Meirovitch, Virginia Polytechnic Inst & Stale University, USA

Dr Jer-Nan Juang, NASA Langley Research Centre, USA

Prol Dr -lng B Kroplin, University ol Stuttgart, Germany
Prol Dr -lng H J Daier, Dornier System GMbH, Germany
Prof V J Modi, University of British Columbia, Canada
Dr C Stravrinidis. ESTEC. The Netherlands

. Flexible Multi-Body Dynamics - Modelling, simulation and

control of in-orbit deployment ol a large reflector, experimental

verilication for structures with hinged ioint nonlinearities,
lrequency adaptive control, recursive dynamics for multi-body
chains, geometric nonlinearities, stress stiflening, line-of sight
Jitter of optical lerminals, fairing deployment, unfurlable
retlectors

. Robotics - Dynamic mass caplure, free{loating robot, llexible

soace shuttle manioulator. multi-link robot arms with mass centre

oflsel
. Robust Control - Linear systems with uncertain parameters

using time-delayed inputs, experimenlal methods, nonlinear
dissipation of vibration energy, H- methods and application to

earth observation satellites

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME
. Active Control - Small satellites for CSI laboratory on-orbit,

ioinl actuator and sensor control laws, multi-oblective
optimization, active shape conkol, neural networks

. Satellite Dynamics - Shaped input control, cell mapping
methods

. System ldentilication - Simulation ol Ulysses nutation,
identilicalion lor llexible satelliles and large structures, passive

vibration techniques
. Antenna Dynamics - COFS-ll, Hoop/column antenna system,

sliding mode control with uncertain dynamrcs
. Smarl Structures - Control ol llexible multi-body systems

using intelligent structures, modelling and control of flexible
antenna
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advertrsement

tOW EARTH ORBIT
TRANSPORTATION

Orgonizer: Sonderlorschungsbereich 255
Speoker: Prof. Dr Jng G Sochs,
TU Miinchen

Choirmon: ProF. Dr Jng R Friedrich,
Lehrstuhl fiir Fluidmechonik.
TU Miinchen

For fudher informolion:

SPACE COURSE OFFice

c/o C C-M Cologne Communicotion
Monogemenl G.m.b H

Postfoch 'l 80 'l 80
Kreuzgosse 2-4
D-5000 Koln 1

T el: + + 49 10122 | / 9257 93 -0

F ox + + 49 10122 | / 9 2 57 9 3 -9 3

Block A:
Mondoy, Oct. I l, 1993

Opening Session

Europeon Spoce Progromme
Internotionol Spoce Pro-

grommes
Review Lectures

Block B:
Mondoy, Ocr. 18, 1993

Airbreoihing Propulsion

OBJECTIVES

This extensive two-week koining in oero- ond

oslronoutics [or on inlernoiionol oudience tokes

ploce ot the Technische Universitcit Miinchen from

Ociober I I to 22, 1993 li is the second course o[
this kind being unique in Europe A first event oF

lhis scope ond iniention wos successtully orgonized

by the FORUM WELTRAUMFORSCHUNG in l99l
ond produced o remorkoble echo A ihird one will
follow ot lhe Universitcjt Stuttgort in 1995 thus

forming o lecture series of o Mo-yeors' cycle within
the fromework o[ the three DFG Speciol Reseorch

Progrommes {SFB) on Hypersonics.

Orgonized by the SFB 255 on

Tronsotmospheric Flight Systems oi lhe Technische

Universitot Miinchen, the SPACE COURSE 
,l993

oims ot providing ils porticiponis with o ihorough

insight into new technologicol ochievements in lhe

vorious Iields of spoce tronsporlotion Leoding

speciolisfs hove ogreed to give leciures Additionol
workshops on selected lopics will contribute to
interdisciplinory teomwork ond to on increosed

understonding of the topics

Students, reseorch ossistonis from fhe uni-

versifies, engineers from the oerospoce industries,

os well os scientists from lorge-scole reseorch
institutions ond spoce ogencies in Europe ond
obrood ore invited to opply for the SPACE

COURSE MUNCHEN 1993. The course will
endow lhem with o brood inierdisciplinory system

knowledge which, in times of Europeon
Cooperotion on oeronoulic ond spoce proiecfs,

hos become essentiol.

ProF Dr -lng G Sochs

Speoker, Speciol Reseorch Progromme

SFB 255

Progromme

TOPICS

The 2nd SPACE COURSE brings iogether
experfs in ihe engineering sciences, in mothemotics

ond physics in order lo discuss concepls ond
solutions of some o[ the importont interdisciplinory

losks of Fuiure spoce ironsporl systems. Seventeen

speciol lopics ore treoted in forty-six lectures by

fifty-iwo speokers ond five workshops ore prepored

by thirteen speciolisls The topics ore broodly
divided into the moin oreos

Aero-Thermodynomrcs

Propulsion ond

Flighi mechonics

which ore, oi ihe some lime, the reseorch oreos o[

the SFB 255 Speciol Reseorch Progromme

The SPACE COURSE 
,]993 

consists o[ two
independent blocks A ond B eoch toking up one

week's time While lhe lirst week is dedicoted to

Aero-Thermodynomics, lhe second one covers the

oreos of Propulsion ond Flight Mechonics Since

these oreos ore full of inleresting ond exciling
phenomeno lhey form o chollenge lo lhose who
work in them ond extenl o foscinotion to everyone

who becomes ocquoinied with ihem the firsl time

The course will provide the possibility For

fruitlul communicoiion between poriiciponfs ond

leclurers ond will enhonce the diologue between

studenls ond engineers.

Prof Dr -lng R. Friedrich

Choirmon, SPACE COURSE 1993

Tuesdcy, Ocr. 12, 1993

Aero-Thermodynomic Design

Wednesdoy, Ocr. I 3, | 993

Computoiionol Fluid Dynomics

Wednesdoy, Ocr. 20, I 993

Supersonic Combustion

Workshop

Thursdoy, Ocr. 14, 1993

Complex Flow Phenomeno

Turbulence

Workshops

Thursdoy, Ocr.2l, 1993

Flight Mechonics

Workshops

Fridoy, Oct. | 5, | 993

Experimeniol Equipment &
Techn iques

Fridoy, Oct. 22, 1993

Mission Scenorios,
Cost Estimoiion &
Future Tronsport Systems

ComoutotionolFluidDvnomics Tronsition

Tuesdoy, Ocr. 1 9, 1 993

Combusiion & Pollution

Round Toble Discussion

Inslructors:
J. Algermissen, D. Arnol, J..J. Bertin, N.C. Bissinger, A. Bode, A. Boulier, W Broig, C. Brijhl, R Bulirsch, K.A. Bijtefisch, U. Dollmqnn,

J. D6l6ry, D. Eckordt, P.R. Eisemon, R. Friedrich, D. Hrinel,.J Hciuser, M. Hoibel, F. Heitmeir,.J W. Hicks, E.H G. Koppler,

R Rodespiel,D.E. Koelle, W. Koschel, H. Kuczero, R. Lederer, F. Moyinger, P. Mijhleck, .J

H. Rick, H. Rochholz, D. Ronold, H.O. Ruppe, V.A. Sobelnikov, G. Sochs,

Muyloert, E S Oron, H.G. Poop, H.J Pesch,

S. Sorkor, J.A Schetz, K.G. Schmitt-Thomos, W. Schoder,

W. Schroder, H. Schijtz, M Spel, W. Stoudocher, W. Uhse, D. Vorimeyer, N. Voss, S Wogner, O. Wogner, R. Wolther
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1 sth International Communications
Satellite Systems Conference

San Diego, California, February 28 - March 3, 1994

(Call for papers - Abstract deadline April 14, 1993)

The 15th International Communications Satellrte Systems Conference will be held in San Diego, Calif ,

February 28-March 3, 1994, in participation with IEEE Communications Society, Canadian
Aeronautic and Space Institute, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institute of
Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of Japan and Association Aeronautique et
Astronautique de France.

Topics to be addressed at the conference include all kinds of satellite communications systems and
networks - international, regional and domestic; civilian and military; government and commercial
and fixed broadcast and mobrle service. Sessions will be organized around themes of system
designs, analysis, architectures, operations (both launch and on-orbit), and hardware technologies.
Morning and afternoon technical sessions will consist of oral presentations (with visual aids) of papers
accepted for the conference proceedings A tutorial colloquium will be held on Sunday, February 27 ,

1 994

Abstracts should be 500-1000 words in length in English and should be prepared in accordance
with the Abstract Submittal form (available from AIAA Headquarters, 370 L'Enfant Promenade, SyV,

1)th Floor, Washington, DC 200242518, Tel (202) 6467463, Fax (202) 6467508) The first page
must contain the conference name, title of paper, authors' names including affiliations, complete
mailing address and telephone and FAX numbers. Please indicate one author to receive all
correspondence. Sponsor and/or employer approval of each paper is the responsibility of each
author. Failure to obtain the necessary approvals can result in last minute withdrawal of the paper
Abstracts should be submitted in triplicate to the technical program chairperson at the address that
follows by April 14, 1993.

Abstracts are solicited on the following and related topics;
. International systems
. Regional and national systems
. Mobile systems (GEO, LEO and MEO)
o Military systems
. Mobile systems (maritime, aero and land)
. Advanced system concepts
o Direct broadcast - TV and audio
o Satellite link signal processing
o Transmission processing - TDMA, FDMA,

DAMA, etc
r Modulation and coding
. Communications payloads
o Onboard processing and switching
o Advanced technology development

Conference General Chairperson
Mr Raul D. Roy
TRW Space and Electronics Group
One Space Park Drive, R1012753
Radondo Beach, CA 91078
310/812-1690 310/81 2-7110 FAX

. Spacecraft and payload electronics
r Terrestrial network interfaces
e Freorrcnr:v ancl orhit utilization
. Satellite antennas (multibeam et al)
. SDN, SONET and gigabit rate

satellite links
. Component advances and

developments
. Ground stations and antennas
. Orbits (GEO, LEO, elliptical, inclined)
o Launchers
o Satellite communications svstem

economrcs
. Operational experience

Technical Program Chairperson
Dr David R McElroy
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
RM 82331244 Wood Street
Lexington, MA 021 73-9108
617/981-7643 - 617t981-0785 FAX

Notification of acceptance or rejection will be mailed to authors by June 7, 1993, from the technical
chair. The full-length paper will be due by August 6, 1993, for technical peer review, Photoready
manuscripts, as prescribed by AIAA editorial instructions, are due at AIAA headquarters by
December 10, 1993 All papers received on time will be published in a bound proceedings that will
be available at the conference.



publrcations

Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of Scope/Contents
rssues per year

Availability Source

Periodicals
ESA Bul etrn

ESA Journal

Earth Observation Quarter y

(Englrsh or French)

ECSL News

Reach ng for the Skies

Co umbus Logbook
l\,4 crogravity News

(English wth French summares)
Preparing for the Future

News & Views

4

4

4

4

4

3

ESA's primary magazine
trcAc aarnad rnrrrnal

Remote-sens ng newspaper

Free of charge

Newspaper of the European Centre for

Space Law (under the auspices of ESA)

Space l?ansportation Systems newspaper

Space Statron/Co umbus newspaper

l,/licrograv ty Programme newspaper

Technology Programme newspaper

ESA Information

Retrieva Serv ce's newspaper

ESA Publicatrons Dvrsion, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwrlk, The Netherlands

ESFIN, Vla Galileo Galrlei,

CP64, 00044 Frascati, ltaly

Monographs
(.nnforonno Prnnaorlinnc

Scientif ic/Technica Monographs

ESA Brochures

ESA Folders

Scientific & Techn cal Reports

Scientific & Techn cal Memoranda

Procedures, Standards & Specifications

Code
(S P'xxx)
(S P-xxxx)

(BF-xxx)

(F-xxx)

(STR'xxx)

(STM xxx)

(PSS-xxx)

Volumes o' specrfrc Cor'e'ence papers Prrces below
Specif ic/detailed nformat on on

^rrdr 
r2la-l6vo cr rhia^ta

Summaries of less than 50 pages

^n 
. c^d^ifi. <L,hia.i

'Folders' givrng short descriptions of Free of charge

subjects for the space-interested layman

Graduate level reflecting ESA's Prces below
position on a grven subject

Graduate level latest but not fina ised

thinking on a given sublect

Definitrve requrrements in support of ,,

contracts

ESA Publications Drvision, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwilk, The Netherlands

Other Publications
Training Manua s

Technica lranslations

(TM-xxx)

(TT-xxx)

Series for education of users or potentra

users of ESA programmes, servces or

facilit es

Translations of national space-re ated

documents - (Microfiche or
photocopy on y)

Prices f rom ESRIN ESRIN, Via Galileo Galile ,

CP64, O0O44 Frascati, ltaly,

or ESA/lRS Office, 8-10 Mario Nikis

75738 Pans 15, France

Public-relations material General literature, posters

photographs, fi ms, etc

ESA Publrc Relations Serv ce

8 10 rue Mario Nikis

75738 Paris '15, France

Charges for printed documents
Number of pages n document:

Prce (Dutch Guilders)

EO

150
25

E1

51 100

35

E2

101-200
50

E3

201-400
75

E4

401-600
90
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Order Form for ESA Publications

IMPORTANT
1. Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque or International Banker's Draft, in Dutch Guilders,

made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of payment.
The minimum value order accepted from 1 January 1991 is Dfl 75. (Does not apply to periodicals
or folders, which are free of charge).

2. Mailing free-of-charge (sea mail outside Europe). lf airmail is required outside Europe, please add
100/o to total.

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS
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Mechanical requirements - Copy dates
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